Farm, Garden and Household.
Cisterns
\
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It was a slightly
melting day, nn.1 tlie
the roof, though crisp still at tinsurface, was in that damp state when any
rude motion might send it over in an
avalanche; and Mr. Grey realiz. I. even
as he
prepared to follow, that, in ad probability, before he could reach ills child -lie
would have plunged down and been da-bed to pieces on tlie icy stones bchov, c.•
it lie were not
precipitated upon In
enow on

Barns.

li mn Xew

Hampshire,who

isited the farm of the agricultural editor
time since, writes to learn more particulars about the barn cistern which supplies water fc r the stock. This cistern
has been built and in constant use some
twenty years It is cemented on the gravel,
v

some

without

Thought is quick, but Damn.see
quicker.
••Wait, Florence, wait!"
was crying, before the others had

stoning, except on
cellar wall; here it is

bricking

or

side next b the
strengthened by thin wall ol stones laid I
Medicines are of comparatively
:n cement,
iiom near the bottom a pipe ties.
i> run through the cellar wall and carried -slight consequence in the early stage of
undot ground to a warm and convenient tlie disease, and no active remedies should
be given without the sanction of the vet
no, Tu the cellar where it empties into
ml, tor supplying Witter to the stock erinary surgeon, to whose care the horse
itl,, i:t requiring the labor of drawing or should bo consigned, it the disease does
1 He cistern is
pumping
shaped like a not progress iavorablv under the system
mmon set kettle or farmer’s boiler beof careful nursing. The complications in
ing aoout ten leet deep and eleven feet influenza being, as lias been stated, so
is-,
0
at tile top, and holds about one
numerous, il is diilicidt for the amateur to
hundred hogsheads
It was covered at carry into effect any system ot medical
him with two-inch chestnut
plank, laid on treatment without running a great risk of
imit sleep, rbut the planks rotted doing mischief, from want of knowing
of the disease for which
d ■' w boon replaeed b,\
green chestnut the precise nature
■ hither, hewed on two sides and laid close
it is to be used. .So long as the affection
gcthoi, tilling the crevices with cement. remains in the form of simple catarrhal
1 hose are -till sound and bid lair to last fever, the measures which have been sugHam
\<ais
Over the timber there is gested in regard to diet, with the applicaabout eighteen indies oi loam which en- tion of mustard, or ammonia liniment to
cxcludes trust from the water and the throat and eiiest. and the administrasi.ios
i the cistern
Owing to an im- tion of simple fever medicines, will lie
pcrlcct wash-way, the cistern has ocea- sufficient
Anything beyond this domesI,
wars
’iilty
past, overflowed and tic treatment the tanner will do well to
'tench the bank behind the cement ai- entrust to competent hands.
one

tiie p;'i ssiirc ol water from within
t
nick the cciueut shell and cause a
1 n
leaks were stopped by
tght leak
bl ushing tiie cracks over with a thin coat
1 mei
It has t"am tight now for sevd years
The cost at the time it was
was
ou;y iliout fifty dollars, inelud':’e l ]>ing and cave troughs on tiie
iio'u, ant :t pump tor drawing water from
tin top
Six barrels of water lime, were
-ed. with about double the quantity of
an
1 he lime cost,
sharp, coarse sand
it that time, only a little over two dollars
The pump cost about ten
) it barrel.
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.'■'peaking ot weeds by the roadside, the
Portland Transcript says:
It is rather comical to see how much
pains farmers take to ] hint edible crops
amt keep their fields tree ot weeds while
just over the lence is a nursery of all manner of evil interlopers ready to take possession of their livid the next season."
It is the custom ot most every tanner in
this town to do without roadside Unices
for his fields, and to cultivate close tip to
the traveled way. You may ride along
our roads ia the summer, with the wheal,

dollars, and the

>

Two

sued the teamster.

Christians.

Two Christians traveled down a road.
Who viewed the world with different eyes;
The one was pleased with earth’s abode,
The other longing for the skies.
For one. the heavens were scrblue,
1 hey till'd his mind with fancies fond ;
The other’s eves kept piercing through
Only for that which lies beyond.
For one, enchanting were the trees.
The distance was divinely dim,
The birds that fluttered on the breeze
Nodded their pretty heads for him.
The other scarcely saw the flowers,
And never knew the trees were grand :
He did but count the days and hours
Till he might reach the promised land.
And one a little kind caress
Would to a tender rapture move:
lie only oped his lips to bless
The bod who gave him things to love.
The other journeyed on his wav.
Afraid to handle or to touch;
lie only oped his lips to pray
lie might not love a thing too much.
Which was the best? Decide who can.
Yet why should we decide 'twixt them?
We may approve the mournful man.
Nor yet the joyful man condemn,
lb is a
hristian who has found
That earth, as well as heaven, is sweet :
Nor less is he who, heaven-bound.
Has spurn'd the earth beneath his feel.

A

Village Bar-room.

In IS—— I was travelling from Ithaca
to Buffalo, in New York .State, by stage,
intending to reach my home in time to
partake of the annual Thanksgiving dinner with old and loving friends at the

old

homestead.

It

was

a

hitter cold

eave
troughs a little oats, corn, potatoes and other crops, growwhen we set out, and the roads
leaving some fifteen dollars tor the ing almost under the carriage wheels. morning
were frozen hard, there having been conand
work
ol
the
gging, covering
[Aroostook Paper.
laying
siderable nmd only a day or two before.
1’le' digging was all done in
me,lit
The first night we put in at Danville,
Useful
wl
other
work
was
Knowledge.
not pressMarch,
and on the following morning when I
To preserve beauty, preserve liealtli.
awoke, 1 found that the earth was not
u
ic
going 10 niui again ivc
covered with snow, hut that snow
only
nor
It
a
borrower
a
::d. i>;. id means, build larger. This
possible neither
After an early breakwas falling fast.
is
never been dry but once in
twenty lender be.
fast, we set out again on wheels, hut at
ear
mid tin number ol animals kept
Kind words will keep old friends and the end of eight miles we were forced to
lias -eii! iu been less than ten
■

and often

io” tin number: besides, water
eeh for washing carriages, and
season- n
drawn lroni for washlie house, and to supply neighbors
a
•
less fortunate in a water supply,
ihere has not been a full supply at
ne ..
a cause the
apucity of the eissufficient for holding all the
water that tails on the root.
I he e'.iili nun asks, among other ques's
i\ hat per cent, on the cost lias it
V e. should say about one hundred
dd
••ar'

arly
a-

within

new ones.

In.in.
iu

iit.it

;e

Your business will smvly be al (ended to
if you do it yourself.

Soft words and soil water should be
UiUilaht in every borne.
(kittle well sheltered will pay loo per

cent, on the cost ot the shelter.

Worry

work.

wearies and

Anger

wears

out more than

creates disease.

True economy does not consist in stint-

quite every year since ing and pinching ourselves and everybody
There is no durable spring about 11or

than a hundred rods lroni the
that is on the. land of another
d the adjoining iarm.
flier.: is
>
dura., e water on the farm except in
this
istel'll
although two wells and a
spring .re -eldoni dry. The water from
the cistern runs by its own weight into
he \ anl, thus saving all expense for drawlam.

make

tv

Old gardeners say that beans planted
among squashes, melons and cucumbers
will keep oil' squash bugs.
A small

piece of calf’s rennet soaked in
milk and tied round the linger, renewing
occasionally, will cure any ease ol lelon.
Neversell oil' the best animals and. keep
those to breed from that arc interior, and
will not bring the highest price in the
market.

and pumping,which item atone, would
almost as much every year as the
whole exp 'use of building the cistern,
ll
we in re
trying to build the best and most
luralde < stern possible, we should line il
Live in the light.
Open every room in
with hard brick or a thin wall of small
Keep no room
your lions, to ihc sun
stones ia:.| in cement
Then it should be shut
I’ncrc is no mediup lbr company.
eoverr i by a brick arch, and all well plascine like tiic sun'iglit.
tered over with a good coat of the cement,
One of the best dressings lor old sores
lithe soil i- linn and compact, the cement
will last well on the earth, but more care is perlccliy dry. clean earth. Dress them
will bo needed iu laying the covering so ; every day. washing clean and applying a
that it shall not press upon and bleak in I li'csh poultice, of dry dllst.
the wa.
As the water cannot run lrom
Alway- save the earliest, and best seeds
the bottom ol a cistern it it is lower than for
your own use, by so doing for years
the. cellar of the barn, it is useless to dig the
quality may be greatly improve,! and
liein very deep unless the water is to be
early
ripening will be hastened.
lifted by force
It they are made very
Poultry
v de it is difficult to
may be bred in and in for many
support the covering
arth, but v .• can see no serious olijee- years, and the qualify great ly improved.
■
ii t" buie'.iiig them in an oval form to
by always selecting the finest lewis to
This is a tact.
The walls of the | breed from.
my desirable extent.
shell f i-.-iiient are much stronger it built
Corn-cob:- make the best and cheapest
somewhat eirenlar. than il they are per- fuel to be obtained
They are richer in
oe!.. Ait on eiUnu side.
It seems very
potash (ban any wood, and the ashes
slrangi that more cisterns are not built ought to be saved for soap-making
"■ih I..!' stables and tor family use, when
The New Kngland Parmer says: "We
the ei.st is so slight and the work so simhave lomid the dilferenee between ripe
ple There is nothing quite equal to a
hay, fed to our cows, fully
good cool spring near by the buildings, and early-cut
from which water can be drawn by pipes equal to a liberal daily feeding ol grain.”
to every room without labor, but next to
Coal-ashes are excellent for pigs to root
thi- we class
g,,o,| cistern, so placed in. Poultry will also thrive by baying dry
that the watw may lie used by the stock coal-ashes to dust and wallow
in; they
w ithout
pumping, and tins can be (lone will keeji down vermin and make eggs
■ n
all
hillside
situations.
E.
nearly
[X.
also.
Farmer.
A visitor to Vanmeter’s stock farm in
Kentucky saw three pure-bred short-horn
The Horse Disease.
cows, worth on an average two thousand
»J ust now, when the epizootic disease or dollars,
working in the yoke to prevent
horse influenza is again on its travels tile accumulation of lat and
consequent
•ialong us, the lollowing. from one of the harmless.
lies! hnglish agricultural magazines, will
A correspondent in the < ountry Gentleinteresting to our readers. We give it
man gives the following remedy lor kickwith more ireudom tnan we ought to do
because it commends itself to our judg- ing cows:
"Strap her bind legs together
ment. after experience with the writer’s above tile gambrel joint,crossing the strap
we
horse.- uuriug the time when the between her legs, thus making with the
strap a liguro S. Use a strong strap, and
epidemit first appeared :
influenza is distinguished irom a com- stand a little forward in putting it on.”
mon cold
———■—oti
——
by several peculiarities which
ire worth special notice: but is
necessary
Arrested for Overdressing.
start with the promise that in popular
1’wo respectably dressed women passed
language the two forms of disease are
■instantly eonlounded ; it is in tact, quite through St. Albans recently, en route for
-::llii n-iit h r colds and coughs to he very Montreal, a* is supposed, from New York,
|n evalent in a district, to give rise to the and returned on the evening train last Friimpression that an outbreak of influenza day, when one was delayed on account of
has occurred. One unmistakable charac- a slight overplus ot clothing in the way
ter ol influenza is its
tendency to assume of 400 yards ot silk, hidden in her skirts.
dillcrcnt types at certain seasons. Some- She is apparently about Mb years old, ol
time'the catarrhal form is universal, at lady-like appearance, and stated when ar■tilers the digestive organs are
principally rested l>y Customs Inspector Walker, that
ilh i-ted, and the malady takes the
shape her companion who escaped had a like
f bilious fever.
Rheumatic inflamma- amount ot silk, and that they were hired
tion ol tin joints is an occasional specialty by some merchant to bring it across the
■f the disease, and sometimes extensive line.
She telegraphed to New York lor
-uppuration occurs in the areolar tissue Lawyer Stewart as counsel. The silk lias
f various parts of the body,
causing been removed to Burlington, when a deloop seated abscesses, which generally tective and Mr. Morgan’s son from Montreal arrived in St. Albans Saturday, supend fatally.
l'he most serious aspect of influenza is posing it might lie a portion of the goods
that in which the blood becomes charged stolen from Morgan’s store in Montreal,
with effete products. In these cases the Sunday night. From information receivbloody corpuscles are broken up, and ed the Free Press states the silk was idenputrefactive lermentation, attended with tified as being goods stolen in the burglary
the formation of bacteria and vibriones, aforementioned. She was field in $3000
takes place.
This form of disease, how- bonds for her appearance for trial at the
ever, is always more or less dependent on next term ol the United States district
bail drainage and bad quality ol lood anil court, and in SbOOO to await extradition
water.
Influenza, as it most commonly or for trial at the county court as a reappears, is a catarrhal fever, attended ceiver of stolen goods In default of presIrma the lirst with great prostration, and ent bail she was remanded.
She gives
hi this
particular it is distinguished from the name ol Marion Mansiield.
mi ordinary cold, in which
debility never
'ceiirs until the animal has suffered seThe Postal Thief.
The diclosurcs
n
ely and continuously lor some time. made by the arrest ol Phalen, the postal
1 he discovery of the
peculiar character of thief lead to the conclusion that he has
i he specific disease is of the utmost
intpor- been guilty of systematically and successtance. because the treatment will differ fully pilfering valuable letters for at least
materially Irom that which may be adopt- two years, and although no letters aded 111 common colds,
chiefly in the greater dressed to Mr. Gregory, the seed man of
degree of attention which will be paid to Marblehead, were lound upon his person,
the animal, amt the careful avoidance of it is fully believed that Phalen knows what
ill c auses which may tend to increase the has become of several, thousand containweakness.
ing remittances, which have never come
Symptoms ol l lie ordinary typo ot in- to hand. The method by which the aclluenza are sulliciently marked, even in cused has carried on his pilfering so long
the early stage, to render the detection of without detection now appears very clear,
He disease
comparatively easy; the horse lie lived in Salem, where ho had a wife
:lllll languid ; the
eyelids droop, and and one child, and where he was connecta
frequently watery discharge issues from ed with the Grand Army,and an active polMn'coruersof theeyes.
Sometimesswelling itician. lie was employed on the pos'< the eyelids and nostrils is
the first stage tal car which runs through Boston to Ban•I illness which is perceived.
The appe- gor in the night.
tite is either lost entirely or is
For some lime past he has been in the
very irre<rnlar, the horse walks with difficulty, and habit of coming up from Salem in the af"Iten staggers from side to side,
if the ternoon, and returning on the postal ear
digestive organs are affected, the compli- which leaves lor Portland at ;!.lb P. M.,
eation will be indicated by a yellow tinge
ostensibly for the purpose of assisting the
ol' the mucous membranes ol the mouth cldl'ks in
distributing the mails sent from
and eyes; attacks ol abdominal pain will the Boston office.
While thus engaged
show that the intestines are implicated in and
enjoying the confidence of his assothe disease.
Rheumatic swellings are ciates, he has filled his
pockets with letgenerally among the sequalte ot influ- ters, and at Salem left the car.
enza. and owing to the pain and lameIt is surmised that
having become
ness which
they occasion, they materially alarmed at his operations on his own car,
retard the animal’s recovery. The treat- he adopted the plan of
stealing from annient ol influenza ot the
ordinary kind other car in order to divert suspicion from
may be summed up in the short sentence himself and fasten it upon others. There
aie no means, save lrom his
—good nursing.
confession,
The sick lior.se should be placed in a of ascertaining the amount of his speculabut
from
the
good box, well ventilated, protected from tion,
expensive habits of the
extremes of temperature.
Soft food— accused and the great number of letters
mashes and green provender—Is desirable, whicii have been lost, lie is believed to
and water may be allowed iu any quanti- have obtained large suras.
ee

cost
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■
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than their heads through the trap,
while snatching off her shoes and -t
ings. -‘Keep hold! I’m coming !" And tie
small child, full of sublime eonli.leuei
tlie other, ceased screaming, and elm
I
tlie icy edges with all the might
: h>
iittle bleeding lingers, till Datin'..- -. t
swiftly to be hindered, was setting
foot in front of another in the >r.mv, and
descending to tlie place where Fima-:
hung, passing the end ot the reins und
her arms and around her waist, and ending to those w ho had the other end. when*
she had left it, at tlie trap, to diaw ln-i
back, holding it herself still by one h o
as she
tripped up in the «ani tempi',
more

n

■

wa-

take runners, the snow clogging up so
that the wheels would not run. When
night eauie we found ourselves obliged to
slop at a small village only twenty miles
from where we set out in the morning.
A good supper was provided at the inn,
and the place had the appearance ot comfort.
We had just sat down to supper,
when the wind began to blow furiously,
and we could see by the dim light without that the snow was being whirled and
driven about in a furious manner. There
was a lire in the small sitting-room, and
thither we passengers, six or eight of us,
adjourned. Wo sat there and conversed
until near nine o’clock, and then 1 went
out into the bar-room to smoke a cigar
to retiring.
In the bar-room I found a bright wood
lire burning, and some dozen people
were sitting there, smoking and drinking. (This was long before the Maine
law.) Several ot the party I judged to
lie teamsters; a rough, hardy, good-natured set. who were enjoying themselves

previous

over a mug of flip.
Then there
several whom I found to he villagers—men who lived near the inn— a set
of politicians and newsmongers,
who
made the bar-room a place of social even-

hugely
were

ing meeting.

“On the same

ground “(ieorge

a pistol and
you might
go out and
rob folks, because if ym didn’t
somebody
else would. Hut that isn't hero or there.
The tiling is, | don't see what kind ot a
heart you have to do it.”

take

The conversation was here interrupted
a sound lrom the street.
The wind
was still
howling madly, and the snow
was
driving against the window, hut
above the voice of the storm came the
wailing of some one in distress. It was
surely the cry of a child for help. We
were all upon our feet in a moment, and
the lantern was quickly lighted
My hat
was already on lm head—or
my cap rather—and 1 went out with the rest. AT
went but the landlord and his wretched
customer who occupied the settee.
It
was some moments before I could see at
all, the snow came driving into lnv lace
so; but 1 soon managed to turn ni\ head,
and tin'll went, on.
The wind as it came .sweeping out
through the stable, had piled up a huge
hank of snow across the street, and in
this bank we found a female with a child
in her arms.
She seemed faint and froThe
zen, but she yet clung to her child.
man who carried the lantern, held it
up
to her face.
The leatures were half covered with snow, but the momentary glare
of the lantern was suHieient to reveal to
me a lace ot more than
ordinary beauty.
•■Heavens!” littered the man. as he
loweri ! the lantern, and caught, the woman in his arms.
Kate Locklaml. is
this y u ?” ihit without, waiting tor a reply, he turned lo (lie rest ol us and cried :
“Here, take the child, some of yon, and
I'll carry the mother.”
The child was quickly taken, and ere
many minutes we were back in the harroom with our burden.
The two were
taken to the lire and the snow brushed
from them.

by

W liu s tlHMU
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asked Hie host.

Kate Dockland and lie.- child,”
answered the I'at man.
“What d'ye bring'em in here 1m l"' the
host uttered angrily. “Why didn't ye lake
’em to your own house, dim Drake?”
“Cause my house is too !ar
The host was coming round the bar and
his eyes was Hashing with mingled shame
and anger, Imt before he got tairl\ out,
tile stout ami burly teamster who had said
so much, started up.
“Alike l-'ingal !” he uttered, in tones
such as only a man confident of his own
“Don’t
physical power can command
ye put a linger on that woman. Don't ve
Jt ye do. I'll crush ye as I would
do it.

“Only

a

pi/.en spider!”
i'ingal looked the speaker

in the eye for

a moment, and then
muttering something
about a man having a right to do as inpleased m his own house, lie slunk away
behind liis bar again.

turned my attention to the woand her child.
The former was surely not. yet thirty years of age, and she was
a truly
beautiful woman—only she wzs
pale and wan, and her eyes were swollen.
She trembled fearfully, and ! could see
her bosom heave as she tried to choke the
sobs that Were bursting iorth.
The child
was a girl about lour years old
She rhino'
close lo her mother, and seemed l'ri<yhlened into a forgetfulness of her cold lingers and feet.
Kate Dockland, wind in Heaven's
name are you doin’ mil this
night, asked
.Jim Drake.
“Oh, I was trying to find your own
house, dim Drake, lor I knew you’d give
me shelter.
Hut I got lost in the snow.
I wouldn't have cried out in trout ot this
place, but my poor child did. diin Drake,
have you seen Ceorge?
Oh, Cod. have
Hour dear Ceorge!
lie
mercy on him !
don't know we are freezing, starving m
No lm-1—no food
our own house!
no—
i

now

man

1 had lighted my cigar and taken a scat
the lire when 1 noticed a buffalo skin
on one end of tile settee opposite to where
I sat, and 1 was confident that there was
1 supposed it
a human being beneath it.
must be a stable hand who had been at
work hard, or was expected to he up
most of the night, and was now getting a
little, sleep. 1 was looking at the buffalo
and tints meditating, when 1 heard a low,
deep, death-like groan come up from beneath it, and in a few moments more the
robe was thrown upon the floor, and the
man who had reposed beneath came down
upon the top of it, and there he lay for no.
She stopped and luirsl into tears, and
I had
some moments like a dead man.
just started lip when four of the villagers in a moment more Ceorg" Hock land leaphastened to his assistance. They lilted ed to his feet,.
“Who called me?'' he cried, gazing
him to his ieet, and after considerable
elfort lie managed to stand up.
wildly around.
Kate sprang up instinctively, but ere
My (Jod ! wiiat a thrill struck to my
heart when 1 saw that lace, it was one sin- reached her husband she dropped.
nl noble feature : a brow high and amply The man saw her and for a while stood
developed, over which clustered a mass ri\ eted to the spot. Soon he gazed around
of dark glossy ringlets; the lace beauti- upon the scene about him, and gradually
fully proportioned, and each separate a look ol intelligence, relieved the utter
feature most exquisitely chiselled. But blank of bis hitherto pale and maniac
face.
what an expression rested there now!
“No fuel! no food!
he whispered,
'The great dark eyes had a vacant, idiotic stare; the face was pale as death, and gazing upon his wife. “Starving! Cod
the lips looked dry and parched, and much have mercy ! w ho was it said those words?
11 is clothes were torn and Where am I ?”
discolored.
soiled, and one of his hands bloody, lie
“Ceorge! Ceorge!'’ cried the wife, now'
was surely not more than live and thirty,
rushing forward and Hinging her arms
“Don't \ou
and his appearance would at once indi- around her husband's neck
cate a man ot more than common abili- know me ?”
‘■Kate ! no lire there's lire !“
But tlie demon had him, and had
ties.
said dim
made him now something below the
“Aye, (ieorgc Dockland.
Drake, now starting up; “Hus ain't your
brute.
“How do you feel now, George?” ask- own home. Don't, von know where ve
ed one of the men who had gone to his are ?”
assistance.
Again the ]>oor man gazed about liim,
and a (earful slmdder convulsed bis frame,
but lie only groaned in reply, ami was
and his hands involuntarily closed over
soon persuaded to lie down again, being
told that he would soon feel better. As his eyes. 1 knew that the truth had burst
soon as he was on the settee once more,
upon him.
■•No Kiel! no food !” he groaned.
and had the buffalo over him, the men re“O, sir,” whispered the wife, catching
turned to their seats.
“Who is that chap?” asked one ol the Drake convulsively by the arm. “take us
teamsters, looking toward the villagers away Irom here, sir.”
“But you’re cold Kate.”
who had been assisting the unfortunate
“No, no. it’s only a little way to your
man.
“That's George Dockland,” returned a bouse. I shall die here !”
“Will you go home with me, (ieorge ?”
stout, honest-looking man.
,Jiiu asked of the husband.
“Does he belong here i1”
“Yes. Didn’t you never hear of him ?”
"Anywhere !” gasped tin poor man.
O, (lod! no fuel! Kale! Are you
The teamster replied that he had not.
“Well,” resumed the fat man, “it is too hurt i1”
But the wife could not speak, and as
bad, I declare it is. Dockland might be
soon as possible the fat old villager bad
one of the first men in the town if he’d a
mind to; but you see lie will drink; and the lantern in readiness, and half a dozen
the worst of it is, lie makes a IoqI of him- went to help him.
“Come,” lie said, “lead (leovge one ol
self. ile started here as a lawyer, and a
smart one he is too.
Why, ho can argue you. You take Kate you are stouter
old Upton right out of his boots. But ye than 1—and I'll take the little one.”
This last was spoken to the stout teamsee he lias lost all his best customers now.
They daren’t trust him with business.’cause ster, aad he took the wile in his arms as
he ain’t ever sure of doingit. lle’sgotono though she had been an infant.
■•It's only a few steps,” said Drake, as
oltlie beauti I'u lest little wives you oversaw,
and one ol the handsomest children. But lie started to go. “I’ll send your lantern
near

—

—

poor things! 1 pity’em. Then there’s another tiling; ruin operates differently on
him from what it does on most men. It
doesn't show itself on the outside as it does
on almost everybody else, but it seems to
You see how pale he
eat him up inside.
looks—well, he’s always so when lie’s on
lie don’t eat nothing,
one ol these times,
and I don’t suppose he’ll put a bit of food
into his stomach for a week to come.”

back,

Alike

Kingal

!”

And with this the party b-ll the bar1 went to the window and saw
room.
them wading oft' through the deep snow,
and when they were out ol sight, 1 turned
away. The host came out and began to
explain matters; but 1 was sick enough
already, and with an aching heart I lett
the room.
“On the

following day 1 came down to
breakfast later than usual, lor 1 slept very
little through that night. About !t o’clock
the driver called in and told us the stage
“How d’ye mean
in live minutes. I went
“Why, how long both ways? How long would be ready lor a
cigar, dim Drake
since he took*to drink, and how long's he to the bar room
had just come in to bring back the old
been drunk now ?"
“Well lie's took to drink more or less cloak they had wrapped around the child
the night before.
ever since he came from college ; but it’s
“What will you have tins morning,
about a year that lie’s been down hard at
it. You see (oiks begin to iind ont now Jim?” I heard the landlord ask, as he
how slack lie was at his business, and they set out a tumbler.
wouldn't give him any job of consequence
“Nothing,” returned the fat man, emdone. Mike Fingal, I’m
I ’spose that sort o’set him agoing
to do.
And as for this drunk, I done with the still}'. I'll drink no more ol
in this fashion.
should say he'd been on it a fortnight. it. I wouldn’t come now, only poor LoekHe’s got down now as low as he can get land was up, and 11is sweet little wife was
They were
and live, and I guess he’ll get sober in a hanging around his neck.
so that 1 couldn’t stand it, and
or
two.”
crying
hajl
day
“But where does he get his liquor?” to clear out. Oh, it’s dreadful, Mike Kinasked his questioner.
gal. You don’t know what them poor
“You must ask Mike Fingal that ques- things have suffered! lint they shan’t
have my example any more.”
tion,” was the other’s answer.
“All ready,” shouted the driver, and 1
All eyes were turned upon the landlord,
who now stood behind the bar. He was was forced to leave.
The wind had all gone down; the air
evidentlytroubled at this turn, and moved
was sharp and bracing, and slowly we
uneasily upon his high stool.
“Mike Fingal,”spoke the teamster, “do wallowed away from the village.
I reached Buffalo two days later than I
you sell that man rum ?”
to when 1 started, and having
an
with
fellow
the
1
expected
replied
do,”
“Yes,
effort. “Don’t 1 sell the same when you transacted my business there, 1 went to
Mississippi, anil so on down to New Orcall for it?”
“lint I arn’t a poor drunkard, and you leans. Four years afterward I had occaknow it. That arn’t no excuse, Mike. I sion to travel that same road, and stopped
in that same village to take dinner. The
shouldn’t think you’d do it.”
“But when ho wants rum he’s bound to bar was still open, but Michael Fingal had
after dinner,
have it, and if I didn’t let him have it gone away. 1 walked out
and soon came across a neatly painted
host replied.
the
else
would,”
somebody
“Now that’s odd,” energetically pur- office, over the door of which 1 read,
“How long has ho open sor
teamster.

askeu tno

phatically/”‘Tm

Lock land, attorney and counsel- slow to seo how tho list had boon made
The Circus Girl.
law.” In less than live minutes up, and long before the roll call was endWuen Mr. Grey, coming home from
altenvard i saw a tat, good natured look- ed, many of them were on their knees,
through a village where
ing man coming toward me, whom i at beseechingly looking from the stern face court, passed
was crying out about the fate
once
recognized as Jim Drake. As lie of their master toward the pistols and the everybody
of a poor little nine-year old maiden whom
came up, 1 said :
open graves; and many a "Lord-a-merey a company of failing strollers had left be"Kxeuse me, sir, hut I wish to know on me Marst John,” went tip from the
hind them, took pity on the child and bade
how Mr. Dockland is
getting on now?"
line; hut Randolph ordered them to be her come home with him, how many there
anDockland,
mean?”
he
"Squire
silent.
you
were to assure him of the folly of his act!
swered with a proud look.
••V'ou know
When tlie last had been called, he lie had never seen or heard of the child
him ?”
squeaked out: "You say, Chumley, these before; but when she lifted the white lids
"1 once uij,” said ].
niggers won’t work; that they are old, and the dark wet lashes of her large eyes,
1 lien
you ought to know him now. worthless, and good for nothing: that and looked
tip at him half imploringly out
He is the lirst man in the
county, sir they cannot make enough to out, anil I ot the
bright yellow tangle of her hair, he
1 our years
ago this month coming he was must buy bread and meat to feed them.” | bade them all to tbe
right about, and took
just about as low as a man can he. Did
Handing Chumley a pair of pistols he her into bis arms and dried her tears.
you ever know the Squire's wife?”
said :
And then as the little one came to under"1 have seen her,” 1
i saw
replied
"Chumley, begin at the other end of stand presently the full meaning ot what
Drake did not recognize me.
the line, and I'll begin at this, and we'll had befallen her—no more
vaulting, no
"Hut you should see her now. All, it shoot these worthless
negroes/’
more riding, no more balancing on the
was a
lor
her.
l'liat's
their
great, change
A universal shriek went up, and all the
of Sangrazio’s hand us he galloped
child,—that little girl coming this way. negroes rushed up to Randolph and beg- p dm
round the ring, no more terror ol the
Ain't that a picture for
in the most pitiful terms for their
ye ?”
ged
I looked, ami saw a
circling cloud oi faces, of the horrid storm
bright-eyed, sunny- lives, all declaring that they could work, of
clapping hands, no more tumbling from
haired giil ot eight .summers, coming and that
never
would
tney
play’possum tin- horses halt asleep, no more hideous
laughing and tripping along like a little and lie up again.
night travel, nor starving, nor beating—
lain. She slopped as she came up to
Randolph finally relented, anil agreed she capered round the room in a rapture,
where we stood, and put up her arms to to
spare them provided they could give
her way straight into Mr.
"I tide Drake.” as she called the old
securitA among the other negroes that pirouetting
heart, lie thought ol his little
Grey’s
man. and while lie was kissing her, and
they would work well in the future. No 1 loivnee reduced to such straights; and
chatting with her, 1 moved oil. 1 looked one could have effected such a genuine when she
her arms around his neck
back
niiiiv on that
happy, beautious scare as Randolph dud. The negroes knew and kissedHung
him and cried igain. he, boro
hte(\ just to contrast it with the pule that he was a
strange, eecentrie man : the her off in
triumph as a sort of treasurefrightened features i had s«*eu on that white people of Charlotte all but wor- trove.
niulit in the bur-room.
shiped him; md the\ believed implicitly
Vml what llii'ii
\\ liy, he carneil her
that he would do wiiat he said he would
home to Airs Grey.
“Aly de: r love,” said
do. lie did not allow any severe punishiie. heie is a helpless little waif liiat we
J'olui R.*udoIj>H‘s Remedy for Laziuesti- ment
his
but
this
lesson
was
slaves,
upon
might adopt as a playmate lor Florence.
It is well known Unit Mr. Kamlolpli sulHeient. The empty graves were tilled She has a
tearfully heathen name, you
owned more than :iub slaves, and was ex- up without occupants, and the negroes will think—Itamrosee. Suppose you give
ceedingly lenient toward, then ; he would 'vent to work with a will.
her
And Airs. Grey’went
I into yours, Alary?
not allow his overseers to treat them with
hysterics.
*•
of
harshness; they wen eyeany degree
Tho Bride of Death.
Aly dear.” said Air. Grey, between
would only work when
servants, and
each fresh attack, “why will
on be so
A
ol
Charleston
tho
At;
unreasonable?” and he told tie whole
closely watched, or when Mr. Uandolph Junta ('onstitiltioncorrespondent
writes
: Seme. ('harleswas at home, from their love for him and
story over again; but to no purpose, for
ton.
Time, April 2nd, ldOl. Tho Yan- the
fear ol his anger.
hysterics were exhaustless, and Air.
kees
from
a
shell
into
time to time threw
Once vvaen the public dut as kept him
< rev's
patience was not. Mr. Grey could
train home most ot the tiini for several the city and nobody seemed to mind it.
iiol, of course, explain away the hysterics
Miss Anna Pickens, the daughter of one of
In their last interval lie
more explicitly.
years, his negroes became idle and worthless, and not halt crops were raised, and our former Governors, never consented to said : “Well. Alary, if you will not receive
.leave
the
the
city.
Despite
representation
and
carts
the child, she can be sent elsewhere; but
wagons, and all tile (arming
utensils were ielt in the fields, and with- ot General Beauregard she remained, I'rav- it is as good an opportunity for the misshells
and
Greek
tin*
tires,
tending
out shcltoi went to ruin; the tenees were ing
j sionary work you love as the sending of
down and dilapidated, and the cattle ami wounded and'Cheering all will) In"' pres- parasols to tlie_.litt.lu darkies in Africa;
ence.
the
oilioers
under
wounded
Among
j and, at any rate, she can remain here, I
stock of every kind were much crippled
her care was a Mr. Andrew de Rochelle,
;
up by the negroes in their efforts to chase
suppose, till you decide what to do with
More than halt ol descendant of one of the noblest Hague- I her.”
them out ot the holds.
the negroes were, “playing possum,” that nots of the city. This young man lull ot
But by the next morning Airs Grey had I
the liveliest gratitude for his nurse ; gratiis, pretending to he sick, in order to avoid !
taken counsel with her better seit. “She ]
tl](h> OViv<‘ h-riji In •» jiiAim U‘!lik*L‘ r-'* 1:11
work.
is
an imp.,
said Airs. Grey. “She will
While things were in this condition, ment: Ills suit was listened to; Gov. Pick- corrupt Florence, as one speckled apple
ens
Ids
and
the
consent,
gave
marriage corrupts a whole basket; but if you want
Mr. Kamlolpli came home from Washingwas fixed for the 2:1 I of April.
Lieut., de.
ton to spend the Christmas holidays. Lookto injure your own daughter nobody can
Rochelle
was on duty at f ort Sumter in
his
his
over
accounts
with
Alost people would suppose,
interfere.
plantation
ing
tho
arid
it
was
determined
that
morning,
overseer, tie discovered that his plantation
too, that, with my health, 1 had enough
the ceremony should take, place at the reswas not only not self-sustaining, but actuon my hands now ; but of course my husilience of Gen. Bonham at eight o'clock.
ally bringing him in debt. Alter a tho- At
band, who vowed to protect and care for
the moment when the Kpiscopal clergyme. knows best.” And then, having rung
rough examination of everything on the man was
the bride if she was ready
the liell lor Susan to bring the little interplantation, he saw at once what was the a shell fellasking the roof ot the
building, loper and let her see her properly washed
upon
matter, and that his rigid instructions to
comto
tho
room
where
the
his overseer to be lenient to the negroes penetrated
and clothed, Airs. Grey changed her surhad been the cause, of the trouble, and pany was assembled, burst and wounded mise that it was Air. Grey’s daughter thus
nine
them
Miss
Anna
persons, among
her, to the certainty that
they would not work unless under fear of Pickens.
The scene that followed cannot imposed upon
it was Mr. Grey’s second wife that she
punishment, and lie determined upon a be described. Order
being at last re-es- was about to rear and educate. She had
plan tor correction.
The slaves in old Virginia, and all the tablished, the wounded were removed, however, only to look at the little gypsy
with the exception ol the bride, who lay
to see the tolly of either ol her notions;
South, bid always a week’s holiday Item
Christmas to New Year, and these, (lays motionless on the carpet. Her betrothed, and at dinner time site iolil Mr. Grey that
and
over
was
bending
her,
weep- the child could
were
days of general jubilee and jollifica- leaning
stay till she found someing bitterly, and trying to staunch the thing better for her.
tion.
Lgg-nog was kept at the big house blood
Mowed
wound
that
trom
a
terrible
• •r mans.on
for everybody and all hands;
Boor Mrs. Grey! it was really very bard
under her left breast.
A surgeon came
there was -a terrible slaughter among the
The uii'i'-ycar-old changeling
for her.
and declared that Miss Pickens could live
would have been a trial to a saint, and she
negroes' pet pigs and tat poultry, and but, two hours.
\Ye will not paint the
All the little life of the
was not a saint.
many a possum caught weeks before and
When the wounded girl
lutteiici.' in barrels, and “coons” smoked general despair.
child site had been nobody's darling and
to
in the I ig cabin chimney, were served up recovered her consciousness she asked
every body’s victim; site had been kicked
with pound-cake, puddings, chicken-pie, know her tale, when they hesitated to tell and etttied and made a slave and if once
“1
to
she
“Andrew,”
said,
her,
bog you
stole ten" and locust and persimmon
in a while her nimble tect and little musit 1 must die. 1 can die
beer, at the holiday leasts night and day. tell me the truth;
cles had helped her to exploits which reot
The
soldier's
tears
you.”
young
Ii w as then that the fiddle, the banjo, the worthy
ceived a word of commendation, she reand Mislor at

....

taniborme

ami the

clevis

and clcvlspin
lor the never-

were

his

answer,

\nua

summon-

Itlt;

io

lie till tii.it sin

Ini I

net

u

tlm iminki'v.

ing all her strength, attempted to smile dn the same things, and site had not eared
Nothing could be more heartrending then lor the praise Now, in her content and
Mr Uandolph wailed lor the termina- to see the agony ol this brave girl strng- t security,her -pints effervesced ill the most
tion ot these Christmas holidays, and gling in the embrace o! death and against j wanton fashion. Hard as she had tell it to
a mortal pain.
Governor Pickens, whose
throw the double somersault at tint point
promptly on the lirst day of January he

kept up a perpetual music
eeasing dance,

known, was almost without of tit' Irish she could not be sent on an
consciousness, and .Mrs. Pickens looked errand down the
drawing-room without
upon her child with the dry, haggard eye
hand-wheels the whole of the w iy,
of oik! whose reason totters. Lieutenant turning
with little Florence trotting alter her in
de Rochelle was the lirst to -peak. “Anna”
a vain roh -poly imitation.
he cried, “I will die soon, too, Imt l would
The stairs and passages were convenhave you now die my wife. There is yet iences sin
scorned, always walking up
time to unite us.” The young girl did not
the sdpperv balustrades and along the
reply. She was too weak. A slight Mush railing witn her clinging feet, slippers In
for an instant *>se to her pale cheek ; it
hand, and nimble as a cat, to the horror
could be seen that joy and pain wei e strug- ot all below or
•■Set. mem on life, .ur. < numley and
above, except Florence,
The overseer remon- gling in her spirit for the mastery. I.\ing u ho could do nothing but try ignoiuiniousburn them up.”
her
dal
a
with
l»r
all
dress
sofa,
upon
strated, and urged that many of them
Iv to slide down behind her when nobody
stained with blood, her hair dishevelled, was
might be repaired.
looking Once she was louiul in the
1
h
she
had
never
been
more
beautiful.
ip- -cu ing room, pinning the dress ot little
‘•No, sir'. No. sir! I want them burned
!
she
Lieutenant
Rochelle
less
as
do
was,
Horenee to the wall with a series of wellup. They would always bo old, rickety
took her hand and requested the Rev Hr. :
1 want no good
ami good for nothing.
llung blades Irom the scissors ease, Bn rDickinson to proceed with the ceremony. eneo
for nothing articles on this place.”
standing up uiiilinehingly, anil vastAnd burned tiiey were. Orders were When it was Lime for the dying girl to say ly euj.i\ing tlie play.
It. was ot no use to
then given to have all the wagons, carts, yes, her lips parted several times, but she -hut her in her room for punishment, as
At last the word
slides, lizzards, scythes, cradles, harness could not articulate.
she made nothing of sliding down the waand gears brought up, and after tine in- was spoken and a slight foam rested up- ter pipe outside into the kitchen area,
The
near.
on
Iter
was
lips.
dying agony
where she performed strange dances on
spection the next*morning a large bon- The minister
sobbed as he proceeded with the
iire was made of -til those rejected, and
slack-rope ol the clothes-line; and she
An
hour
all
afterwards
the
ceremony.
immediate orders issued to hove all the
her enormities when site was one
capped
bridal
chamber
was
the
was over, and the
day found rigging the parlor chandeliers
sheep, goats and hogs gathered together
death
On the ensuing morning those were in- chamber of
with a rude attempt at the dying trapeze.
vceusiomeu to me too, reproois glancspected and many were found feeble with
ed oil' her like raindrops lrom a polished
age and want of food; others were cripTwo Sword-Fish Stories.
She was sorry when she found
snrlaee.
pled and injured, and all such, in spite of
[ Honolulu iliui'tte. |
the overseer’s pleading, wore remorselessshe had grieved any one, hut forgot nil
about
the
time
()n
atternoon,
.Saturday
about it the next moment. She sometimes
ly knocked on the head oral buried.
All the horses, mules and horned stock the frigate Repulse was getting under wa\ swore like a little trooper when the nurse
was
the
natives
ot
a
lish
seen
by
large
were brought up for the fourth day, and
was combing her hair, or when she was
under Mr. Randolph's rigid inspection >Vaikiki rapidly approaching the bay. As dressing in the morning— having arranghe’neared the reel he cleared it with one ed each
many were declared worthless, and alseparate article within the other,
ot fully ifb feet, and skimmed over
that ’lie might ; 111 p into tin in altogeththough .Mr. Chumley begged that some leap
of them might be spared, as they could be the shallow water inside, until he landed er; but that was thought by Mr. Grey to
fattened and put to good use, Mr. Ran- high and dry on the sand beach, directly lie. an externa' habit of association to be
of Mr. .1, \V. l’lluger’s seaside cotdolph was unrelenting, and alt the con- in front Here
conijuered in time, since she was attectionlie was seized by a native, ate, and on the whole, alter her own ideas
demned, including the blind, lame,spavin- tage.
was
unable
to
hold
him, desirous to please, lint when at last lited, listulated and wind-broken, were mer- who. however,
and the huge lish floundered about till lie tle Florence was overheard
cilessly shot and burie 1.
imprecating
A
crowd of on her bread and butter, Mrs.
As the weather had been quite cold dur- finally got into the water.
Grey arose
and the water near in her wrath and declared that Damrosee
ing these days of inspection, many of the natives eoralled him.
shore being too shallow to allow him to should be sent away the next day as sure
negroes, and especially the old, had continued to “play possum,” and had never use liis fins to any advantage, they soon as it was Friday. And Damrosee, in a pasturned out of their cabins to aid in getting killed him with an ax. It proved to be a sion of tears for a couple of hours, beguiltogether the live stock or farming uten- species of the sword-fish, measuring S feet ed the next one with swinging by her
sils. Mr Randolph now gave orders that in length, while his sword measures :!ii heels and toes on the long leathern reins
all the negroes, old and young, should be inches. The latter may be seen in our of- that she had suspended lrom the balusto have been
trade of the second story.
brought to the house next day for inspec- fice.theHo appearsand shot like frightened
an
arrow
Repulse,
It so chanced that on that same aftertion, and in the meantime he had a good by
and
water
over
the
with
the
reef,
noon little Florence had been watching
many plain coffins of all sizes made, and through
such extraordinary speed that lie could
suitable graves dug near the chapel.
through the window the boys slide down
not stop till out ot his native element and the
ini; news el tnese leanui preparations
,-lippery sidewalk whenever the pohigh on tiie land.
soon penetrated every cabin in die negro
liceman's back was turned; and as the aflhese sword-hslies are vovy powcrlul.
ternoon grew late, being forbidden to
quarter, and things began to look serious
in the mind of Mr. Cull'ee lliack. The Wc remember Capt. Stone telling ot an speak with Damrosee again that day, she
occurred while he was had wandered
negroes knew that Mr. Randolph was a accident which
aimlessly about the house,
member of Congress and a big man in the running the brig Josephine between this leaving Damrosee—after a long adoring
about
The
and
Jarvis
1858.
Island,
view of her as she swung by one loot on
country; they knew he was accustomed port
was an extraordinary sailer, and while
to have his
her reins—and wandering on, nobody beway, and that nobody attempt-' brig
10
miles
an
at
her
full
hour,
ed to interfere with him, and they tully going
speed,
ing yery vigilant at that moment, up one
believed that he, had full power of life and she struck directly under the stern count- flight and another of the four-storied house
death over them. They knew he was a er with such a shock as to jar the whole on a tour ol exploration, till she came to
good, kind master, man, and neighbor, vessel and to awaken the Captain out of a the foot of the sky-light stairs, at whose
sound sleep, who supposed that the brig
but then
top the trap-door had been set open for
they said he had “such quare
ways” that there was no telling what he had struck a whale or a reef. Immediate some purpose of ventilation.
would do if the notion took him. They ly the pumps were started, but there was
i lie novel look ol the deep blue heaven
had seen how he had burned up all the no water in the hold On returning to port through the square trap attracted little
to
hove
find
the
was
cause
the
out,
brig
Florence, perhaps; she thought it was a
damaged farm implements; had caused
the shock, when near the stern-post, door into the
all the
injured and worthless sheep, goats, ot
sky. "Naughty mariner
the
the
in
thick
ot
imbedded
blade
and horses to lie knocked on the head,
plank,
never tolled me!” she cried.
"Now me
and how he had shot all the old broken- a sword-fish was found, fully 20 inches in go see ltod !” She climbed the deep stairs
down stock without any pity, and now length. To have bit the brig under the laboriously, with her little tat legs, forwhat did lie meant to do with them, and counter, the lisli must have been going in getting her last intention in surprised dewith all these eoflins and graves? This the same direction as the vessel; and one light to find herself outdoors, up in the
the speed with which it movwas
air, unobserved, and alone with the smooth
exactly the train of reflection and may imagine
comment that Mr. Randolph had calculat- ed to have plunged its sword 20 inches slide of the very gently sloping roof beed upon, and, accordingly, on his arrival through the planking. It must have been fore her. It was too good an'opportunity
on the
ground, he found an anxious, terri- going at the rate of 20 or 25 miles an hour to be lost. She improved it at once.
fied crowd of negroes, and not one miss- and evidently intended to hit the brig,
dust as the clock in the tower went
ing,—all were there. He entered and supposing it to have been a whale. From booming lour, wild screams were pierctook his seat beside the overseer, at a this one can get a faint idea ot the lights ing everybody’s ears, echoing through the
table. Juba, his servant, placed on the which takes place among the monsters ot house, and resounding from the eaves, and
table before him his dueling case, open, the deep.
a
neighbor and a policeman came burstcontaining a pair of pistols and plenty of
ing into the house at oneo; and by comammunition.
A Tennessee editor very coolly asks his mon consent every one was rushing for the
“Are they all hero?” asked Mr. Ran- readers to credit the following:
John skylight stairs.
Before Mr. and Mrs. Grey could reach
dolph of the overseer.
King, in 18G1, lived in Tennessee. SolUp spoke a hundred voices: “Oh, yes, diers ot both armies raided on his farm. the top, aim with agonized eyes see their
Marst John, we’s all here.” Chumley was So he removed all his produce to the Cum- darling hanging at the caves, on the gutordered to call the list containing the berland Mountains. A storm threw down ter that had caught her frock, and still denames of all those who had been old
a rock which closed the mouth ot the cage.
tained her, with a fate before her fearful
enough to work during the year, but had Therein he lived for thirteen years, in the as over overtook any climber of the Matnot worked. They were placed in a row, dark, eating from his produce and drink- terhorn, Damrosee was at the
trap, was
in which stood more than halt of all the
ing trout a spring. The other day a rail- outside the door, armed, as it chanced,
the
road
fora
blastwith
leathern
reins that had been tier
grown negroes.
tunnel,
company, blasting
The old shirks aud sinuers were not ed him out.
amusement that afternoon.

ordered his overseer to have all the tanning utensils brought to the barn-} aid. Jt
took all day to search for them and get
them together from where they had been
left lying about in the fields, tar and near,
file next morning there was a grand inspection of the plows, harrows, hoes and
rakes, and all that were broken or seriousIv injured were thrown into a pile. Mr.
Kamlolpli then said, in his shrill voice;

courage Is

...

liglit

dancing snowllakc
nothing, a mere pier.
practice, just what slie was doing en
day and all day long, and with hare.,
more danger in it; she was amazed win
as a

Slie had done

Mrs

Grey, wiio had been adding h. :
to those of tlie child, und u r,
ing her hands helplessly through p
whole ot the brief seen... caught her t..
her breast with kisses and tears, and tinnext moment, putting her a-idc. re-, ivi l
Florence, and, us if the little enlprit were
lik ly to repeat tlie misdemeanov, adnrn
isiered a corrective on the spot, and tb.
'united away in Susan's arm“Ves, indeed, it was a ll.ao rn-dir, -i. d
act wilen you brought her," sail Mr- (.;•
to her husband that night.
“I .••nainh tineducation of the ring ought to be inclinled in everybody's life. Florenee -;:a'i
to the riding-school—shan't she, !.■ >•
screams

she can sit upon
horse
“And DamrnseeF said Mr Giv\
"I’m sure I don’t know how yon oo
iug to overlook my behavior!" •• wluim. d
Mrs. Grey. ‘I will do what I ran to mat,
up lot it. I will be glad to adopt in
legally, to share with Florence in aM w
have—oh, mother's love and ill. dear'
And—and I never did like the nan," n
Damrosee; it lias suei, a wieked, -in h
iuxuriotis sound, too • m’t ive make li:
tie Christian ot her, an I call in r M try
as soon as

[Bazar.

The

Speakership

Contest.

it has been understood that thin
been tor some time a quiet under-;
between the supporters ol Til.le-i lor i ':
ident in New York and New I n. 'm I
the supporters of Mr. Kerr, ol ln>li-i

Speaker throughout

tin- e. untrv, get
Ken 's in n•
nature.
have been sure ot the support id tin- 1
deuites on the ground trial the Sp.■ • ki :
ot the House ami the candidates tor 1 'f.
dent ought not to oe taken Irnin tie- um
section, finite recently, however, tie i -t

ally

ot

a

reciprocal

■

s

has been developed that tin New York
Is.
and New England Democrats V:
very quietly setting things up t• ■i-ein
the election oft eimv Walker, ot \
I'he movement has
ia, as Speaker.
ready assumed formidable prnporii m •
and will doubtless give rise to n gi.
deal of had feeling,
i'he r.mv a-~ 1 r t!i
..

Speakership is daily
ed and acrimonious.
toil Dost.

growing

more

I:

[Dispatch

A Story that is Doubted.
London, Oct. 3E The mail iteamei
African has arrived at Plymouth and landed eight seamen, part of the crew "t lli
ship .John Pascal, who were taken

I'he-, i-si-iboard at Aseention Island
that their vessel was ahamlntie.l mi in.3(J0 miles off St Helen.i. an I tli crew
picked up by ship \ ietoria hound t■ l■
toil, but as the latter w as short ot prm
ions they, the eight men, were sent a-h’
in an open boat at Aseention, whili
Captain, officers and the crew j• i• --.-i1 I
in the Victoria. Their statement' ire e
lused and eontlietiiig.
They have I ei-u
detained and will be otlicially cxamim
It is stated they are suspi-ci
to-morrow.
ed ot mutiny and desertion, and p- --i
of murder.
■

■

NA

1*01.EON

AND

tin-:

SIHM -I

111

I

Napoleon

when in the height ot his p
er, being once at Amiens, whilst trail
ing the square, in the mid.-t of nee! ena
had I'sen
tions of the inhabitants uh
bled around him, east his eyes upon tli
multitude, and perceived, m one "I tiecorners of the square, a 'tone-- utter u k
had not been induced t" quit work in t
curiosity which animated the er-iw-l
whom he was surrounded. The itidifi'-n-:
of this man excited the curiosity ol \
poleon. He wished to know smiiei!, ;
about him: and, passing through tie
r
crowd, urged on his horse until lie
rived close to him. “What are you d
I In »,-i
ing there?” said Napoleon
man raised his eyes and rerogtii.'-d tin■

-■

Emperor “I am rutting stone
have served under me," quickly

A

■

-I
the Emperor, who iveogni'rd an
I on we
dier
“It is true, sin"
pi
ent at the campaign ot Egypt -yu in n‘A rs, -e
a brigadier in such a corps
r\ ie.
Wliy havi you quilted the
“Because I had completed my time nr :
I uu'-nry iobtained my discharge
i -hall A
it; you were a brave man
n
happy to do lor you any ti-ng
power; say what do you requ
me?”
“That ytur Majesty w i! i Ic.nr n.
to cut my stone in quiet: my work 'ill
In
flees me; I am in want ot nothing.
fact brings to mind tar interview --! D
ngenes with Alexander but the ..
pride o! the Creek |iliilosoplier was
equal to the reply ot the stoiie-i utter

Eastkun Uaili«iai> Ai ; aii.Thomas Holt lias vacated tin* olliee ol Hi.el
engineer of the Eastern railway. Mr If
tiie i>■ i~ii i■
was some time ago elected t.
of chief engineer of tile Eastern ami Mi,.
Central roads at an excellent -alary, as.
with a large number ot clerk- a the olli. -.at Portland. Mr Trafton Hatch, an c\p«
rieueed railroad man. takes Holt' pla.
on the Eastern road between Portland
and Boston. Mr. < ’. M. Ingalls In..
I his late-t
master carpenter of the road.
change is umioubtedly the linal one ol im-

portance, as regards persons, t!.e polic\
begun with the selection of Mr. Bai hehh

for

superintendent.

All of the late ehauir

to be

highly pleasing to tlm pub
lie along the line. It is reported that a
es seem

is to be made in the passenger la
riff between Boston, l.ynn and >alem
and also that the commutation tickets will
be abolished and the old package tiek. iagain restored. Henry 1. Williams of •va
lent is mentioned for the presidency ol the
road. [Boston Herald.

change

Freaks ok
The damage
by lightning to the house ot Lider Colin,
at Gorham, Tuesday night, was quite ser-

ious. The roof ot the addition was entire
ly removed and the house badly shattered
An oil cloth carpet ice
in every part.
ripped up and thrown with such force tliui
A s,m of
it actually penetrated the wall
Mr. Colby was thrown violently tnun bed
and was badly stunned. When he recovered he went down stairs, expecting to
'Hit \
lind his father and mother killed
had also been thrown from bed, but were
fortunately not injured. Hundreds ot people visited the house yesterday to see the
freaks which had been played by the lively messenger.
An Australian sent

an

order to London

lately tor some iron sates, and of these it
was expressly desired that some should be

make, which was duly express
ed. But the clerk, a junior, who copied
the order, xvas writing of a sex that is not
quite sale, for the orders came home with
“Please tortlie astounding line in it:
ward, per lirst ship, six Milliners—three
with drawers, and three without.”

ot Miller’s

It was an affecting ease. It was in Indiana; andshoapplied tor a divorce. “Bill
he give you clothing enough?” said the
judge. “I lived with him nineteen years,”

saiif

she, “and all the clothes which lie
were a bunch of hair-pins
and a tooth-brush.” Here is a slight contribution to the great dress problem which
now agitates all feminine conventions and
ever

bought me

congresses.

| From the Lewiston Journal.1
Arsenic in a Well.

A Steamer Lost.

Washington,

Only

One Survivor.

de-

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Nov. 8. A private
li. C. Thomas resides in Slab city in spatch received here tiiis evening anTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1875.
and
one
a
lad
wife
son,
Leeds, lie lias a
nounces the total loss of the steamship
A young man named Pacific, between Portland.
of 7 or S years.
Oregon, and
Keith, IS years oi age, lives with Thomas. San Francisco, by foundering at sea. last l’Ulil.lfSHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
—BY—
()ii the opposite side of the road lives C.
Thursday. The despatch says all on
t\
Keith, father ot young Keith. The board were lost.
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
father and son are reported to have had
San Fiiancisgo, Nov. 8. The following
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
trouble, and young Keith was harbored press despatch has just been received :
SriisruiPTioN Terms. In advance, $3.00 a year;
in the Thomas lamily.
Nov.
7.
in
The Daily De- with ilie year, $3.50; at t lie expiration of the year,
Seattle, W. T.,
The Thomas folks draw their water by spatch received the following from Port $3.00.
Advkp.tisino Terms. For one square, (one inch
means ot a pump whose boxes are low
Townsend this morning: The American of
length in column,) $1.35 for three weeks, ami 35
down in the well. Thursday at ti P. M., ship Messenger, J. F. Gilkey, arrived nine cent s for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
charged as a lull one.
square
water was used irom the well, and noth- days from San Francisco and reports picking strange discovered in it. An hour ing up, 90 miles south of Cape Flattery, a
M.
& Co., 0 State St., Boston, j
later the little seven years old Thomas boy part ot the pilot house and llenry L. Jelly, and 3? Parkl’ETENoii.L
How New York, art* our authorized
to
went
Keith
the
ot
and
survivor
(he
for
young
grew thirsty,
only
steamship Pacific, Agents
procuring subscriptions and forwarding j
the well and pumped a [tail ol water. On which sailed from Victoria, 1 hursday, ()ct. advertisements.
R.
£tfS.
No. f> Tremont Street, Boston, is
the
house
ISTu.s,
the
thirsty 9th, and foundered 40 miles south of Cape agent for the
bringing it. into
of this paper, and his receipts
Thomas went for a drink and loiind a white Flattery, at 8 o'clock Thursday evening. and orders arepublisher
always recognized.
troth on the surtaee ot the water, the at- Jelly floated on the pilot house from 8
jRj^Geo. P. kowki.l & CO., 40 Park How, New
tention of the various members of the fam- o’clock Thursday night until ten o’clock York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
ily was called to the water, and soon a Saturday morning, when lie was picked attention.
white sediment was discovered in the bot- up by the Messenger. Several boats were
<&iPll»>KA<n: Dodd, 131 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
tom ot the pail.
launched, but all toumlered.
The suspicions ot the family were arousJelly is too low to give full particulars.
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
ed, and they did not drink of the water— He states he was in a boat which swamped, desiring their advertisements published in the Journal
will please so state to the Court.
as
lortunateh for them,
subsequently ap- and with another man succeeded in reachpears. A spoonful of white powder was ing a part ol the pilot house. The other
SFBSCRJBERS desiring to have the address of
gathered in the bottom ot the pail. A man afterwards died ot exposure and was papers changed, must state the Post Oflicu to which
lantern was lighted and the pump exam- cut loose by Jelly. The passengers were the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
ined. There was a white powder on top all trom Puget Sound and Victoria.
4faf'BA i'es A Locke, 34 Park How, New York,
of the pump, as if some one hail thrown a
since the above was m
type, a liillei are authorized agents lor procuring advertisements
liandiiil ot llour into it.
lor
the Journal.
account ot the survivor's statement lias
I'lie Thomases scraped up all of the
Subscribers
are requested to take notice of the
come
to
as
lid
lows—
hand,
mysterious white powder that they could
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
liml and on Friday brought it to Smith's
1 took a cabin passage on the l’ueilie, is t lie only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 71, means that the subscription is paid to that
drug store in Auburn. Smith asonce said : from Victoria, leaving at a ipiarter past date.
When a new payment is made, the date will
‘•That is arsenic.” On Saturday the white nine, tile
morning ol Thursday, Itli inst. b<- changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ABE
to
was
submitted
l’roi.
at
about
200
on
There
were
board.
Stanley
REQUESTED TO SEE Til AT THEIR DATES ARK
powder
people
C* >RRECT. Subscribers iu arrears are requested to
liates College, and the Professor echoed: The steamer worked all day
against a forward the sums due
It
arsenic."
southeaster, the crew constantly pumping
alien Mr. 1 nomas inane a tour ot the water into the boats to trim tiie ship. The
In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
At Wiggiti’s store it was boats were abalt the paddle-box and had to which the paper is sent.^fif
(Imp -lores.
hum.I that mi Thursday a man called tor j id oars in them; others had oars.
Bear-i‘iiio to kill rats and that the clerk tween tS and tt o’clock in the evening,
Tho £Iectioni(refused to sell.
On visitfng Smith's drug while in bed. 1 heard a crash and felt a
It
isn't
sale
to crow too soon, in elec-a-v in Auburn it was lound an honest
shock, as if the vessel had struck a rock ;
tion
matters.
Our
on Thursday
live
iellow
the
starboard
bow
bell
was
struck
to
bought
Republican friends are
'...iking
stop,
.. !(!worth of arsenic to kill rats. The back, and go ahead ; went on deck ; heard learning this, as the full returns come in
He gave it as voices say, “It’s all right, we have struck
ler;, took his name.
irom the November elections. There was
'Charles Kvans of tireenc.”
a vessel;” saw the vessel’s light at a disa
great hurrah on Wednesday morning of
Armed with tliese tacts Thomas' suspie- tance. but do not think they were colored,
us were so far supported that he felt it
blit paid little attention; returned to the la-t week, but it now appears that there
Inn to have the limb of the law enter the cabin and noticed that the ship took a was very little to cheer over.
He accordingly called on Judge heavy list to port; went on deck to the
In Massachusetts, the old citadel of radi
Ih s-cr who issued a warrant for the ar- pilot house ahd heard some one say, “She
Rice has 5000 plurality, in a state
calism.
On Sunday is
i ... (
\V Keith ol Leeds.
making water very last.” The Captain
"In-rill’ J.ittlelield drove to Slab City in coming onto! hisroom asked if there were that gave (Irani 7-4,000 majority. Front
J.i eds.
Mr. Thomas took along the clerks any blue lights or guns; was told the blue that colossal
majority to Hie present dwinat \i iggings" and at Smiths’ drug stores.
lights were in the pilothouse; got them dled plurality is a
long distance, and the
I liev drove tip to Keith’s door and the and burned live; noticed the
engines still
fact places Massachusetts in the list ot
sin- ill politely informed that gentleman
but
no
one
at
the
went
wheel;
working,
that lie was arrested for poisoning.
The to the starboard side forward ol the pad- doubtful states.
like
a
leaf—to
use
Shershook
the
dle-box, where a number of men were
prisoner
New York rallies gloriously. The coniff'- language—as well he might, innocent
trying to get out the long-boat, but could fident claim of the
Republicans that they
or guilty.
not; went to the port boat forward and
"Were you in Lewiston last Thursday ?’’ helped live or six women into it: tried to had the state by 20,000 gradually fell
iked the sheriff.
get the boat otf, but eon Id not move it; away, until now it appears pretty certain
T was," Keith replied.
there were about 2d women in it; heard that the Democratic
majority will reach
"hid vou visit a drug store ?
tiie boats about the paddle-box had got
that figure. The Democratic local quar“No."
did
but
not
see
think
it
was
olf,
them;
’’
hid you buy any medicine?
about an hour after the steamer struck rel in New York city has cut oil' about
sir.”
when she listed so much the port boat 20,ft tool the usual majority. There will
•No,
I hen came forward tiie two drug store was in the water; I was in that boat and
be no possibility of such differences in
leiks. "Is this the man who asked for when cut loose trom tiie davits the lr a!
arsenic last Thursday ? ”
tilled and turned over; got on her bott mi next year's national contest, when the
They both replied : "lie looks like the and helped several up with me. Imme- figures will mount to the old standard,
same man."
diately alter the steamer seemed to break and New York will lead the Democratic
Keith had a bandage around his head,— in two lore and aft
The smoke-stack fell
and said he had the head-ache. The band- and struck our boat and the steamer s ink column.
In New Jersey, where the chief interest
age w i- removed and Keith dressed as lie 1 think about all the women were in our
was last Thursday.
Then both the clerks boat, and fear they were all drowned when centered in tho
Legislature, the vote was
said :
the boat upset. This was aboui in in tiie
from some cause, and
exceedingly
light
"I am positive this is the man that call- evening.
The night was not dark nor the
the Republicans secure a majority, thus
ed fur arsenic last Thursday.”
sea very rough, but there was a fresh
Keith like many other men, honest and breeze. Afterwards left the bottom ol the making certain the re-election of U. S.
otherwise, is a peculiar looking man. boat and with another man climbed in the Senator Froliughnysen.
Ilis head and lace are small and his phytop ol the pilot house floating near. The
In Pennsylvania, us was feared would
siognomy is such as suggests the philoso- next morning got some life preservers be the
case, tho enormous frauds in Philaphical doctrine ot evolution.
floating near the house, and with their
No! this alone.
Keith’s neighbors do ropes lashed myself and companion to the delphia have given (Joy. ilartrauft his renot -peak unfavorably of him.
lie is a house. We saw three rafts; the first had election
by about 15.000.
man about of) years ol age; has four or
one man on it; the next had three men
Maryland comes out ot the tight with a
live children, and served his country l'aitli- and a woman; could not make out the
luily for two years, in the 30th Maine reg- other, except there were people on it; Democratic majority of 15,000. It was a
iment.
think we were dO or 40 miles south of hard contest, and gallantly carried.
Keith was brought to Auburn jail whore Cape Flattery when the vessel sank;
Wisconsin and Minnesota are exceedhe awaits a preliminary examination. In passed the light on Tattoosh Island beclose. Indeed the majority claimed
ingly
conversation with one of the officers at tween 4 and b in the evening.
My com- I
*\ the Republicans in either state is narthe jail, Keith said lie was in a drug store panion and I were on the
pilot house all
a Lewiston on
Thursday last, but that he of Friday until about 4 r. m., when he rowed down into the hundreds, and it will
bought no arsenic, lie denies the charges died and I cut him loose.
not be surprising it either or both shall
The sea was running high all day, and
brought against him.
be found to bn Democratic.
s.mn
.-illit
was washing over ns
In*
The only Southern states to hold elecThe Plymouth Church Muddlo.
died I sighted a vessel. 1 called and heard
the
on
the
ralts
tions
but
the
were Virginia and Mississippi—and
people
calling,
Ni w VutiK. ;>.
There were extraordivessel did not come nearer. Friday night in both the:
in
church
matters
in
nary proceedings
Democracy have triumphed.
there was but little wind until morning,
Brooklyn, last nighL. Moody upbraided when the wind and sea rose. Was
a largely increased majorgives
Virginia
then
profes.-ing Christians lor lack ol earnest- within a mile of Vancouver Island
In Mississippi tiie result is most
Sight- ity.
ness in revival work, and action of great
ed two vessels oil the American shore gratifying. With the cessation of
interest was taken at Plymouth church
carpet
which passed on. About 10 A. M., Saturand the Hanson Place Baptist church. At
bag terrorism and the domination of the
the
me
up.
ship Messenger picked
Plymouth church a committee reported in day,
military, the people of the state have ralJlk.MlV F. dkl.l.V.
favor ol dropping from the roll of the
lied at the polls.
In the kite Congress
(IKK AT KXCITKMKXT IN .'AN I It.VNl ISl (i.
church, the name ol Deacon West, saying
the
Democrats
had
but one member irom
tin- latter would not oppose such a proThere was great excitement in this oily
.-ding,as he should not attend that church on hearing the news ami (lie telegraph anil that state, the gallant Lamar, and doubt,
nu\
His name was accordingly
more.
newspaper ofliees ami Merchant.-’ Ex- was felt whether the number could be indropped. Tile same committee reported change wore besieged by people who creased.
They have really chosen all sixa recommendation that the. name of Mrs.
had friends and relatives on board. ,\u
J.111111a (' Moulton be dropped from the one seems to know the names of the 1lurl- llotli branches of the Legislature are largelull. Mrs. Moulton was present, accom- burt Rockwell
Troupe, but it is supposed ly Democratic. In tact, with tho exceppanied by lien Pryor as counsel, and that Fannie Marsion was one id them and tion ot (lov. Ames, who lias another year
Hirougli him presented a letter, in which that the others were perlormers picked to
serve, the state has been completely
lie stated that the first intimation she had
up in that part of the country. The steamT he indications now are
revolutionized.
of any action contemplated by the church, in' Los
Angeles will be dispatched on her
was the announcement by one of the com-, an ival
to-day to save the survivors, if any. that every Southern state will next year
mittce that her name was to be dropped, .Jelly
stated-informally that there was no be Democratic, and go into the Presidentand -lie protested against any such action terror or contusion on the
part of the pasa
she had been deprived of any heaving, sengers and that if the boats could leave ial contest a solid body lor its candidate.
(till, of darkness cometh light.
The exwhateter, bclore the committee.
been launched ami properly manned, all
It ha\ ing been -tated that her name would have been saved.
ultation ol our opponents has been most
u as tn be
A despatch from Seattle says of the
dropped cm account ot absentsignally changed to mourning, and the
ing herself from the church, she replied Rockwell and llurlburl Troupe, consistDemocratic star is still in the ascendant
a- follows
ing of A. 11. Rockwell and wife, M. If
My ahsciK'i' i- ail enmrccd one, ami is i-aus- llurlburt, J. 1). C’mvler, \V. 'fully and
Tlmro was consternation in administra■I Iiy Hu: crime of adultery committed by Henry
Williams, reported as being lost with the
'•Vuni Hccclier, pastor ol this church, with one
steamer Pacific, that it is not certain they
tion circles :i lew days ago, when it was
m hi- parislmners. which I know to he a fact,
took passage by that vessel, as on the day
throujrh Mr. Heecher's confession to me, ami
telegraphed from St. Louis that the grand
through the confessions of Mrs. Tilton, and she sailed Rockwell told an ollicer of the
had found bills ol indictment against
jury
nmchl'ivc
evidence
of
the
crime from steamer Salvador that they were booked
through
oiler sources.
I appear before this church m
for the Paotiie, but could not get ready <«cu. liabeoek, the President's private seloyal obedience to 1 lie summons which 1 have and would
cretary, and against Orville Grant, his
go on the Salvador.
I 'dm I. and ! hereby declare mv
disposition
and desire to discharge all the duties devolving
brother, for complicity in the late whismi m
as a member, that are consistent with
Unjustly Imprisoned.
key frauds. After shaking and ijuaking
kmmiedgi of the adultery of the pastor and
People generally believe 1 hat stale pris- lor a day or two, with vigorous telelo- lal«e swearing with regard to it.
Very Jtcspcrtfully, JillMA <_’. MlJL'I.TOX, on inmates are suffering righteous punishment for their crimes, anil
in graphing back and forth, the story was
Ihooklyn, Nov.-i.”
■

—

.,.

undoubtedly

The most impressive silence followed
fhe reading of Mrs. Moulton’s plea, and
the moderator then put the
question. A
vote was taken and the name of Mrs. Moulton was dropped from
Plymouth church
roll of membership, ft is alleged that the
committee appointed by the Congregational association of New York and Brooklyn, to inquire into the truth or falsity of
tiie charge against liev. Henry Ward
Beecher, will enter upon the discharge of
its duties at once, and that this is the
preliminary step toward dropping Beecher’s
name from the list of
rninCongregational
i-ters.
Tho

St.

Louis

Whiskey Ring.

St. Louis, Nov. 4.
In the I
S. District Court yesterday an
argument was heard on the demurrer to
ten ot the him teen courts on an indict-

charging (ion. John McDonald, exsupervisor ol internal revenue, with posment

sessing knowledge and information ol certain violations of the internal revenue law
hy distillers and reliners here, and failing to report to his superior ollicer, and

also of conspiracy to defraud the government.
The demurrer was sustained as to
live counts, leaving nine counts standing
against the accused.
it is stated that two new indictments
have been returned by the grand jury

against

two

prominent citizens, charging

them with connection with the whiskey

ting-_

Thf. Cheat Potato Yeah.
According
to the New York
papers, potatoes are
pouring into that city from all directions,
i hey come down the Hudson front
points
along the river. Canal boats are freighted with them ; and even from as far West
as Michigan letters are received
inquiring
as to the chances for selling.
Four hundred car loads sometimes arrive in a single day, and large tows come down, the
river, every boat loaded with from six
thousand to eight thousand bushels. Now
York is the leading State in the potato
business, the number of acres planted in
1873 being 241,990, the average yield 103
bushels per acre, and the average price
54 cents per bushel. In that year the entire potato crop of tho United States was
106,037,000 bushels, of which nearly one-

most cases such is the fact, hut occasion-

innocent men are incarcerated within
the stone walls of that gloomy institution,
and two such cases have recently been
brought to light, in the year 18CG two
men were convicted in the superior court
for Middlesex county of setting lire to a
sciiool house in Charlestown, and they
were sentenced to the state prison lor life.
One jf them, named William II. Orne,
was yesterday pardoned
by Gov. Gaston,
with the advice and consent ol the council, it having been proved to their entire
satisfaction that Orne was perfectly innocent oi the crime for which lie was sentenced. And thus alter suffering an unjust imprisonment of nearly ten years ho
is set at liberty.
Another similar case is that of Moses F.
Wheeler, who, on the 21st of February,
18G8, was tried before the superior court
for Middlesex county, on two indictments
tor setting lire to a dwelling house of one
Kagan in Brighton, and to the meeting
house of the 1st parish of Brighton. lie
was convicted on both indictments and
was sentenced to the state
prison for lile.
I'he principal witness against Wheeler
was a woman who died not
long since,
and on her death bed she confessed that
her evidence against him was ialse. Other facts and evidence were
presented to
the pardon committee of the council, and
they becoming convinced that Wheeler was
innocent of the crime which lie was convicted, recommended his pardon. The
council concurred and yesterday Gov.
Gaston signed his pardon also.
It may be questioned whether an innocent man can he pardoned, but as a pardon was the only way in which the men
could be released irom prison, the documents that released Orne and Wheeler
are termed pardons.
[Boston Herald.

ally

to be

pronounced
falsehood, and there
rests.
What the real facts of the case are
will probably never be known—but there
a

is 11 v ery strong suspicion that in all the
crookedness ot this whiskey business there
are one or two twists
very close to the
White House. The President’s brother is
known to have made heaps of money in a

very soft spot in the Indian trade, and
the connection of llabcock with the District ol Columbia ring is notorious. The
President’s relatives and near friends are
very lucky. Some potent hand or fortunate turn always saves them just when
they are at the last gasp—and perhaps
saves the President, too.
It will be remembered in the Jay Cook and Henry
Clews

Fight for Reform.

The

Trade

V/ith Robbers*

The readers of the Journal will bear
witness to the emphasis with which we
have contended that the Democrats should
make the question of reform in the ad-

The recent transaction with the robbers
ot the Winthrop Savings Bank,
by which

the prominent one In the
coming Presidential campaign, ft is the
one paramount issue which the
people
understand, appreciate, and desire. The

public condemnation.

ministration

of the tariff is a difficult one to

question

be understood
made it

a

tion still

those who have not
study—and the financial ques-

by

Hut the people know
that there are extravagances, frauds, and
stealings all through and about the demore so.

a

portion

for

of the securities

consideration, is

a

any time to compound

one

were

that deserves

enough

felony,

and to

re-

cognize
persons to be treated and bargained with a desperate, class of villains
ought to be hunted down—but it is
especially so at this time when Maine lias

murder in Maine to report
this week. The nearest we can come to
it is the case of the man who put arsenic
in

his

a

neighbor’s

well—an

interesting
chopping and

On this issue

have

we

our

hands all full

arguments, and every Democrat is

of

armed for warfare.

fully

fVe

are

glad to

that so able and influential a paper as
the St, Louis Republican agrees in this
view, and brings forward an historical instance of its soundness.
It says that in
see

1810 the Democratic party had been in
undisturbed possession of the government
for twelve consecutive years.
Though
the

a

pains and sacrifices to estabreputation lor stern hostility towards

of

in this

condition, the ollicers

ot

satisfactory
the Winthrop

Savings Bank saw tit to expose the property committed to their care to the danger of capture by committing it to a miserably iiisullicient safe, and leaving it un-

great mental pain.
1*1.1 lo come oacK 10 people—wno alter all.
ami with their innumerable imperfections, arc
the most fascinating objects of interest in life.
A cil v is the centre of attraction towards which

certain times exceptional persons are drawn.
And ibis is one of those jolly times. I've counted the past week a dozen or more prominent individuals on the street. 1 will tell you about
at

as

them. First there is Titiciis, who may he seen
in the morning alighting from her carriage in
Music Hall Place for rehearsal. And such, a

mountain as she is, dwaning all who conn* in
hold upon the country which it seemed as :m
arrangement was made for the return contact with her to mere children. Fuller and
if nothing could shake. The Whigs were ot swell securities as were not
mark'dalde ! larger than Parepa in every way, sin* has not
the sweet, fair face that redeemed the latter
not merely in the minority, but so dis- The
currency, the transterable bonds, &e.
couraged and demoralized by repeated could not be included in the trade, be- wholly from a suggestion of grossness. Titiciis*
face is broad and thoroughly Herman, and condefeats that, while always ready to make cause the robbers could
dispose of them. sequently, to our American eyes, lacks that look
a gallant light,
sucfelt
that
I tut for that which was otherwise of no of
they scarcely
delicacy we consider the essential accompacess was within the range oi possibility
value to them, they were willing to ne- niment of refinement. No one, however, can
Leaders, such as no party lias laid before gotiate. tor ten thousand dollars easit doubt for a moment that she has a heart in proor since, were only able to hold the rank
to her great size.
The expression of
they were ready to deliver the forty thou- portion
and Hie together by appealing to those sand dollars of to them useless securities. her face is kindly and generous, and you feel

chivalrous feelings and hereditary antipathies which no amount of misfortune
could utterly crush
but even Hie lead-

And tlie trade

was

consummated.

what is said of her is true, that she habad a jealous thought of rivals, or bar"
bored for an in-tant any of the littlenesses that

sure

Tlie

never

eager bank agent, the thrifty detective
and the prosperous burglar, met and made

characterize so many of her profession. In the
saw small prospect oi vicOn
street Titiciis dresses richly, hut plainly.
the exchange.
tory in the i'ulure. Yet when a chance
Who shall say where this system ol the platform hoc toilcP.es are elegant, hut they
are made in accordance with the English fashwas ottered, the ottieurs and privates of trade and dicker witli knaves and
desper- ion that tolerates
nothing for full evening dresses
the old Whig army were quick to see it adoes shall end ?
not
all
may
Why
phases hut the low corsage and almost invisible sleeve.
and quick to improve it.
did
not
of scoutidrelism take on that complexion ? Such a
They
style of dress i- wholly unsuiled to Tiwaste their strength in battling with The
highwayman may threaten to dog tiens’ figure, at least, according to American
wind-nnlls, or allow the enemy an op- your homeward step, if not bought otf-— ideas of propriety. Her diamonds are magniportunity to recover his lost ground by a or the incendiary to apply the match, un- ficent, ami a great fortune in themselves, and
represent the favor with which she is regarded
Hank movement. They saw where the less
you eotno down handsomely with the by
foreign nobility. Thursday night Madame
popular nail was located, and without price of immunity. A shrewder or move Rudersdorlf
gave a reception for 'fitions, with
to
the
or
to
the
struck
left,
looking
right
lucky kidnapper than the abductor of whom she was on intimate terms in England,
it squarely on the head and drove it home Charlie lloss
may seize some child in this both having lived as neighbors in St. Johns
in a campaign which is still regarded as
region, and open negotiations through an Wood. Titien.- is staying at the Revere House,
the most brilliant and famous in Ameri- honorable detective in some secret nook and has for a companion her only unmarried
niece.
can annals.
in New York
All these
are

themselves

ers

llow

was

this result

accomplished?

city.
only possible, but the
throp men tend directly
not

things

Miss

acts of the Win-

business

1J12.

a
a

a

was

combination ol commercial and fi-

nancial evils which,
not

though they could
precisely understand, they were ex-

ceedingly anxious

to hold

somebody accountable for. That somebody the. Whigs
not slow to

were

point

'They

out.

said to

the picople this:
"Yes, times are hard,
and will tie harder; prices are low, and
will be lower; money is scarce, and will
be scarcer; the country is sinking swiftly

surely toward universal bankruptcy

and

and ruin.

Who is to blame?

crats ot course.

The Demohave been in pow-

They
They have had things all
They have devised new

twelve years.
their own way.
'J hey
and clumsy schemes of finance.
have been reckless in their expenditures.
They have tapped the public pocket in a

er

Beecher .scandal is not by any
means ended, The New York and Brooklyn Association ot Congregational Minisi ini

out the rogues.” This was the sum
and substance of the arguments which
battered down the walls of Democratic

put

tip (lie matter, and appointed a committee to inquire whether
Mr. Beecher ought to retain his membership. Tlie Sun says—

supremacy and landed Harrison in tiie
White House.
Observe that the Whigs
such supreme asses as to prepan1 and submit in advance a plan for lilting the country out of the mud, and stake
their fortunes on tlie acceptance of this
were

not

plan. They

did not say hotv they would
treat the patient, and Hitts give the opposition a chance to pick Haws in their practice. They said: “The patient is very

sick, but

we can cure

him.

Discharge

the

Democratic doctors first, and wo u ill produce the prescription afterwards.”
And
the Democratic doctors were discharged.
It is thirty-live years since this exhibition of political sense and strategy was

of hi- new lecture, “The Irish
Soldier in the Rebellion," and rushing olf to
the depot to fill engagements in some of the
Notowns hereabout, before starting west.
body in the lecture field appears more in love

were

resolution. 11ireeteit to investigate the
l.bunmgbly, reviewing the evidence adjeamtat
mitted and rejected in the judicial trial, ami securing all the other facts tied tliev may lie able
lo gel; and to report their verdict to tlie association, with advice as lo whether Mr. Beecher
ought to be retained in membership or expelled.
They are not limited in lime, and it is not expected that t lie \ will be able to do their work,
in (lie thorough manner expected of them, within less than several mouths. It was said Wednesday tied Mr. Beecher would withdraw from
lla* association rather than submit to an invesbv tlie

of the Kennebec

—Oiven,

w

stood

prolos-don
He loves three things,

says: military life, talking

to

an

appreeia-

and lii> lann, which taller when

lie tells the story himself
forcible language,
of how this habit eost him, a while ago, some
remunerative engagements. Moody, the noted
revivalist, was a few years since connected with
a successful course of lectures.
He had twice

engaged Kilpatrick,

both occasions

who,
gave great satisfaction. Hut one day the (ieneral, fresh from a farther western campaign,
met Moody and rushing up to him, shook the
on

revivalist's hand heartily and exclaimed, “How
l'he aryou? I'm d-tl glad to sec you."
dent religious brother drew himself up, and
said reprovingly, “l’il rather you wouldn’t he
are

unite

up among them
and defended herself. She said Beecher
was an adulterer, and she knew if.
But

so

glad, (Ieneral.’’

Kilpatrick

And he

never

asked

lecture for him again.
Mrs. Scott Siddons i- back again, looking
to

even

handsome than usual by reason of some
additional llesh which the summer’s rest has
given her. She stops at Parker's, too, and is
admired by every attendant in the establishment, because of her gracious bearing. She is
the most popular person on the platform, with,
perhaps, the single exception of (lough. She
commands §250, and never less than §200 for
a single reading, and is engaged almost six
nights in the week throughout the season. Put
still she is not rich, nor even on the road to

given. Have Democrats forgotten it? II encouragement of enterprise.
—A (lloueester clergyman lias preachthey remember it, can they not see that
ed a sermon, taking tor his subject: ••Per- wealth, for she has a husband who does nothan opportunity is now offered them vastly
superior in every respect to the one which sonal righteousness tlie great demand of ing more than appreciate, probably, the means
the Whigs so splendidly utilized in IX10? tiic hour.” The parson is undoubtedly of his support, and prove his wife's greatest
trial.
Their hotel expenses are enormous,
The Republican party has been in power right.
which, it is said, is by no means due to Mrs.
fifteen years. During this period changes
—Samuel I!. Carter, Ksq has disposed Scott Siddons. The other
at this pop-

have been introduced in every department
of government—changes all for the worse
none

for the better.

Under

attained before.

moved to

Register, which will lie
Norway and united with

Republican Norway Advertiser,

administration fraud, corruption, and rascality of every kind have reached a point
never

evening

ot the Oxtord

They have

not

merely brought discredit upon the American name at home and abroad, but they
have set in motion influences which are

carrying
rapidly toward national bankruptcy. The Republican party must shoulder the responsibility of the hard times
which now afflict the country. They canus

not dodge it or shuffle it off.
They have
had exclusive control of the governmental apparatus, and when the engines break

and continued

re-

the

as

a

1 >cmocralic paper.
—We wish tlie authorities who have arrested Phalon the mail robber, would
squeeze out cf him $00 or $40 which lie
stole from letters sent to this olliee.
—Carl Sehurz is

coming to Bangor.

A case came up before the supreme
of New York last week which well
illustrates the absurdity of the statutes,
not only there but in Massachusetts, which
exempts property from taxation that is
connected with religious and educational
court

institutions.

The Female

of the

Academy
engineers responsible. Sacred Heart owned 50 acres
ot very valIt is not the business of Democrats to lay uable land,
one
upon
portion of which the
out an elaborate programme of improve- corporation had erected suitable buildings

down

we

hold the

sue

fought

on

the

of Reform. Reform

simple, broad isnot only in finance

but in everything connected with the administration of public affairs.
Reform
which shall not merely clip the branches

to be “to use what influence
may possess, toward the opposition of
the political power, sought to be obtained
by the Catholic church.” Well, if the few

we

thousand Catholics of Maine shall ever
undertake to outvote the rest of the State,
abolish the third section ot the Bill of
and compel us all to attend mass
and confession—we hope the Citizen will
at least reason with them, and interview
the Bishop on the subject.

ltights,

a

—A boy of
pistol. He

on

1C in Saco
has

his left hand.

now

was

only

fooling with
three fingers

acres upon a valuation of $204,500. The
court sustained the assessors, holding that
there was no relation between so large
a land tenure and the direct purposes of

ular woman’s first appearance here this season,
she wore a rich and very becoming dress of
garnet velvet and brocade silk, trimmed with
tine wax beads, simulating seed pearl embroidery. Mrs. Siddons has many personal friends
in this citv, and all admire the brave spirit
with which she hears up under constant care,
prompting her to ailed not to see what othersee

plainly.
Edgarton

all too

Lillian
was another imposing and
notable tiguie in the past week’s gay panorama.
She is a large,[handsome blonde, and, like most
all large people, is generous, and moreover,
credulous to a fault. She dresses plainly, wears
no jewelry, and yet is very showy. Not many
years ago she ran a sewing machine in one of
the ready-made costume stores here, hut now
she earns a handsome income, and spends it

liberally

for the benefit of members of her

family. She is very popular in the West, and
is growing rapidly in favor here. She has had
to contend with the opposition of her own sex,
and the sneers of the women suffragists, who,
it is sad to have to say, are not always charitable or even just with those whose theories are
not in harmony with their own.*

Steamer

(iossii*.

Burned.

The steamship
Galveston, Nov. It.
City of Waco arrived from New York toand anchored outside with a fleet of
the institution which should exempt the day
vessels. At 1 o’clock this morning she
such
whole from taxation, and that
exemp- was discovered to be on lire. A
strong
tion would be a fraud against tax. The
northeast wind was blowing, with showcourts of Massachusetts rendered a deciers ot rain.
The passengers, ollicers, and
sion to the same effect some-twenty years
crew took to the ship’s open boats at :S A.
the
case ot Fierce ys. the assessors of
in
ago
M.
passed through the fleet. The sea
cTvmbridgo; but somehow or other, either wasand
so high that vessels could render no
ot
the
law
or
through ignorance
through assistance. The last that was seen ol the
favoritism, a great deal of property still
boats they were drilling in an easttaxation
under
a
fair and open
which,
escapes
direction down the coast. The agents
erly
of
the statutes,
reasonable interpretation
ol Ihe line have telegraphed the listof the
should bear its due proportion of the pubOne of the Galvastou pilots
lic burden. In the case referred to, the passengers.
who had gone out on her, was also on
a house in
occupied
professor
Cambridge, board. Carriages have been sent down
the fee of which was in Haryard college,
the beach, and a steam-tug despatched
whose treasurer received from him the
outside in search ot the missing
cruising
The
assessors
levied
the
tax and
rental.
and crew. The steamer burnpassengers
which
was made undemanded payment,
ed
to the water’s edge and sank.
and
the suit was brought to
der protest,
Fifteen vessels were lying at anchor,
recover back the money. The court ruled
thirteen ol which were to the leeward of
that the ownership by the college, and
the Waco. The supposition is that if any
even its occupancy by one of the profesof the passengers or crew had appeared
sors, did not constitute a proper and legal
boats had been launched
on deck or
exemption, and the verdict was rendered they would any
have been seen by some of
for
the
defendants. [Herald. the other
accordingly
vessels, none of which can confirm the first rumors ot seeing the boats
A large number of excursions from England
pass through the fleet. The impression
to America during the Centennial have been
that not a soul on
arranged, some of which will come by special is now gaining ground is alive.
board the ill-fated vessel
steamers.

Washington.

Generalities.

of the Journal.

\\ isconsin Indians predict a mild winter.
Mrs. Nathaniel Ticker was thrown from
carriage in Huston, Friday, and killed.

Washington, Nov. 8. 1873.
While Boston and New York are bine
because ol business depression, and Baltimore, in a lesser degree, is complaining
of hard times, Washington, at the close

a

1 he body of a full grown infant was found in
the woods Wednesday, near Lewi'ton.
“Let’s r< tire twentv cents o! the reile< mable”
is the way they ••ask” a man in Kentucky now.

of one of the dullest seusons its hM]fnmr_

A I tango r man was run over by three harks
ami trades people have
in It angor Wednesday night without getting
known, is bright and hopeful. It seriously injured.
looks to tlie Democratic House of
Lumber freights are said to }>•■ increasing in
BeproHungor and one vessel is reported as charterseututivus, to assemble on the first Mon- ing lor
per M.
day of December next, as a panacea for
At the Amerian < liteunial Inhibition.
all its ills, financial and otherwise; nor Krupp, of IN'- n. \\id exhibit a mammoth
will it look in vain. The coming session i l>00o pounder gun.
About 15000 Ve
A I a>-ed Owl’s lb id I Ait’
is a long one, the candidates for oiliee in the momh
ol <•

house

keepers

ever

—

wlm

House

legion, anil all
Washington must leave

new

to

coiuc

are

!

less money behind them when
they depart lienee. Then, the Capitol,
since its streets were graded, paved and |
lighted as never before, its parks and
squares beautified, and its buildings improved, by the much abused Washington
Bing, lias become a fashionable wintei
more or

resort,
tor

well

as

t.ivorite visiting pliiee

as a

literary mini, arli-ls and
wandering foreigners. There, is in such
cosmopolitanism m this country as is to
lie

great many

a

here ill the winter time; and it
will not be long before the phrase “tve
Paris and die"’ will be Americanized with
seen

‘■See

Washington

and die."

Unless it lie
Canal street, the great boulevard of New
Orleans, there is mi promenade in this
country to compare with I'ennsylvania
Avenue, from the White House t.> the

Capitol,

Tlciv

•..

,,

under the

2125 during the mouth ot

onh

w«*i«-

ptembir.

>•

AV i 11 in til Taylor ot Ho-dmi, made a murd«i
assault on one 1 >< laics Saturday night. tit
ting him terribly with a hutch* r knit*.

mis
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•lanette I’arker,

I clta
Mi• ]». > township
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who
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paper
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barn Is ran be made ■; paper, and made at b"
cost tiian from \w
1

livoadvuy, as on WashingThi tia/n Ue
t.Ueie is lo \n t b:ib\
»i«! i.« I
abou
lloston, you are elbowed and at ( lark’s Island. Tin
men at
work
the island who haw
crowded so that sauntering is almost out thirty
hildreii under a w ar old.
ot the question; hut on “the Avenue" as
lie i I aileo,-k >..!.( 'oil
I oil I lied I
da.
tiller having taken nion
vt-rdnis than wma
Washingtonians term it, there is elbow ever
b; lore ri ndered in t Ii eounf s. Tie do. k
room lor all, broad pavements
fringed at w as malerialls r* dm. din sj/.e,
>n

ton street,

< >

<ui

•

the

outer

ers

enough

with trees, and promenadlife and animation to

edge

the scene.

to

give

In the winter time

meets

one

distinguished persons and sees more
beauty in a street of a lew squares on this
great thoroughfare than could possibly lie
more

met or seen elsewhere.

Just

now

llm A ii'1 i"1
< 1 eorge II. W

would

have

the

but

city;

day

some

eve

A new

and

Xor

judgment

was

ing the

better

Timotby

ed on a
brother
received

been

is

to

finest texture.

design.

Capitol,

Tin-

amdeii li< raid 'a> s tha; llm ii ! t <>ui|
at \\ -! • undi n. I in sd
while ill tile art of roll WT'al i"ll
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rr it o
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has failed. II- \\ as *n tin- pap<
I <
r A
Hamilton, who n-eelltlv tailed in \ I _• 11
!"
a large amount,
l.iahililies not kimwii.

About one oYlorlc Moinlax mornlny. <
Pni\ er.sity •rymnu>itim was die.ovend to !
on lire,
in*I was burin <1 down.
|i wa* undoiibte.i1'. tin- w ork of an ineeinliarv.
l b.
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on huddiiiy i- about y"Jt*'>0; no insurance
>.

■' '-•»
di/.ai ; ii Allen, w id -\\
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11.. disappeared >un-Y\ 11!
11' >>
.n.I u:.
loiitul 'lead, a mile Up t In- iiumiii!
huny herself to a tr<•> with a w... n
Sin- has It n in tin Insane \s\lum In
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l

A little datedi!.
of Hull
I
-faun
Abbott, i'11n11ii; with a hi*ol in 11. r !i andfew da \
since, fell ill. Hie chisel, the -l_
.'ti. kiny in her in*, k, -• 1111in _• a t. artii. a a-li
lose to III.' ! II ••'ll I a r
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A II 111 o.\ es ap
from death.
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cor-

This

.Marion !’. II
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Speakiny of the

The body of the man
11, -id, pi'-1

on

preme Court Room. It is a very oreditThe same artist is now enable work

gaged upon a bust of the late Chief Justice
Taney. The Corcoran Art Gallery is constantly adding to its store ot paintings
and statuary, and already occupies a prominent

place among the

attractions ot WashIt is reported Air. Corcoran will
supplement this munificent gilt by the erection of another building for a school of

ington.

and to contain studios for artists,
Washington can boast quite a
number, including successful landscape

design,

ot whom
and

portrait painters.
polities

l-’rom art to
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Tin* 1 bullion limes says that momw can l».
made in tin- poultry business it w* II romlm-nd.
Por example : An elite rpr Liny citizen, the otln
day. bought a quantity of ehi.-M iis for >Y'Y.
and rallied them otf tin- sain, e\t-niny tor '*'1'
realizing therein a protit of o\» r one Immln
and till\ per cent.
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Imt when refurnished it

bust id the late Child Justice I'lti-e. by
Jones, which is to bo placed in the Su-

1

-'a

embezzled S'Jdo.nOii ..! lb fund.' *d tin Uslite
tion.and wa re senten
I. three \. h
ea*.
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b\ til' I ’res nlell I.

will he cdosetl to the general public, and
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inch thick and of the
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made

their Senators or Representative- to
obtain a peep at its magnificence.
An addition to the sculpture ot the < ap:-
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<

respond in color, and the furniture will he
upholstered in red morocco. This room
has always been one of the show places
of the

i1

merits of the Stall* street
siilliri. ut ly in-., -M at.
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in pale bull’ to corn sgalleries, fhe I'resihe

been arrest
ehtirye of maiislauirfiler. II. and lie
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arrested and in-id m .. bends at h
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tot* stealing li-'iyld.
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holstered in a I'ailed given, is to be ilone
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for the lrkunls and families ot Senators,
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lose their moms jii't a- suddenlv w thes
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piired it.”
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upholstered
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tire

it will not be laid down just yet, to lie
defaced by the throngs it people who
daily visit the Capitol, l! is ,,| a quiet
pattern and in harmony with 11.• ptvduitiiuant colors of tiie walls and cornices,
which are hull'and gold, and is of Aucrie.in manufacture.
Ail the carpets hereto-

potid with tlm

1

mii-ua

i' p. .b; onsuspension of vw.rk at
of Xo\ember.
night.

with the tone of the building. The Senate Chamber is to have a new carpet, hut,

will he
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Tin* little I. iio\vs

my.

positively distillling.

gaseliers lumg

new
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down in the Hall of the House ot Uepresetativos, which is, however, in the worst

possible taste,
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carpet
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Inside the Capitol building lms\ preparations are making fur the opening ot

Congress.
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bi-ei P, lias ing
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1 ovVnship. i’eiui.. si;, has cim-rg.-d from
lM>;niout Hw a in- A \ him in sound urn I.
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an

-'ll"!

large black

A

Ilf

it will be forced

back, where it will lie neither
nor a nuisance as now.

Surry,

L

continuous and beautiful
park connecting the
White House and Capitol grounds. It is
a sin and a shame that Congress should
have permitted this railroad to come into
soon

-a

Ii. in. at ( Mest-m o. \ s
,-,
lost a 1
nlin; flock "I 120 tin kf> S, \
br.m eating potato bugs upon a •.i.■ r m
win re Paris gn- u bad been fiv. Is ii>< ,!.

from the vicinity; and but lor the tracks
of the llabimore and l’otomac railroad.

Washington

<mida

-ii

wild eat
found in the bar
t Oti*

•.i

A woman

there is

general painting, furnishing and furbishing going on Hundreds of workmen
are busy in the Capitol
grounds, and under the directions ot Mr. Olm-teud, the
eminent landscape gardener, a wondrous
transformation is taking place. Xow litas have I icon opened to and from tiie
Capitol; all that is unsightly is vanishing

—

i\st!ial

s

a:i

The “\annint” uas
Siimlair. 11 bad kill, d

a

ners are

more

!

the incendiaries, remembering (lie trade
witli the bank robbers, are ready to lie
bought oil'. There is nothing like the

hard work of his

audience,
on it, and busy with drawing and building lisli ponds, be bates to leave even to write
a lecture.
One habit the (ieneral has which he
acquired in the army, and which gets the better of him occasionally, and that is the use of

right

—An attempt was made last week to
burn the village of Winlhrop. Perhaps

peculiarly

lie is

anil (his

she had to go.

success

tive

—They have turned Mrs. Moulton out
of Plymouth church. But Hie plucky liLwoman

ith the

he

There was an illumination of tin; horizon, as
brilliant and enchanting as a dream of fairy
land. The brightest colors of the rainbow overspreud the thin clouds that hung ill tlie east,
gilding them with a beauty I hat can lie equalled
only by the splendors of the heavenly Jerusalem, where all good newspaper men are bound.

tie

the

than (fen. Kilpatrick.

Journal, got

recently,

great deal to and from the theatre. She lias
bright, independent, self-assured way w ith

oyer

appointed on I lie committee, two of them being as eminent as anvin < ’ongregatiomilism.
Tliev are,

up early one morning
is what he saw:

here in

that the elderly lady is too sharp, and overrates
the talents of Clara Koui.-c; hut what mother
does not think her only child the brightest and
the best?
Then there is (Jeneral Kilpatrick, exuberant

ters have taken

thousand different places. They are the
rogues who have wrought all the mischief
and to put a stop to the mischief you must tigation.

singing

putation. She and her mother are able financiers, and no manager can boast of getting the
better of either of them in a bargain. It is said

country.

Five representative clergymen

who has been

her. that tells plainly that she feels she has
done well in making her way in life. And so
she has. One remarkable thing about her is
that with all her youth, beauty, and public life,
no whisper of scandal has ever tainted her re-

prostrate, money will bear bail fruits. It savors too much
scarce, credit rotten, and public confidence of the
brigandage of modern Italy and
destroyed. All classes were suffering (ireeee to be tolerated on the soil of this
from

Kellogg,

opera the past week, i> another person who, as
sin passes along the street, always attracts attention. She is handsomely dressed, and walks

briefly thus: Whether by Democratic
to their encourmismanagement or not it is un access ary agement. We believe it was a wrong, a
now to inquire, the country was passing
great wrong, against public policy, and
through such an ordeal of hard times as against justice and right to hold this parhad not been endured since the war of lev and
bargain with felons, and that it

reading low,
its mission
interesting.

Extensive preparations arc being made,
in Philadelphia, to secure ample accommodation to the Centennial visitor at rea—The Rangor Whig finds occasion to
sonable rates.
It is proposed to issue rebuke ltcv.
Murray, for an article in his
coupons, each good for a (lay’s accommoGolden Rule speaking disparagingly of
and
or
lor
tea.
breakfast
dation,
lodging,
These coupons are to be placed on sale in the President. lSut il you want the clergy
all the principal cities and towns in the in
politics, you must take them as you
country. Reliable agents will be placed find them. It wont do to
pat them in the
on all the
principal trains to the city, who
will turnish to each holder of coupons, a back when they talk for your side, and
card assigning him to proper quarters, growl at them if they don’t.
quarter, or 24,925,000 bushels, were produced in New York. Although the abun- and supplying him with minute directions
—A fire bug in Concord, N. II., proves
dant yield this year may be disappointing lor reaching the same.
to be a deputy sheriff, who set his own
to the farmers on account of the conseCharles Kirwin, aged 21, and Eliza Emery,
quent low prices, if will be a great bless- aged 70, were held in *300 each, for trial at. Uun- store on fire, to get the insurance, if aping to the poor during the coming winter. gor, for fornication.
pearances can be relied upon.

on

mammoth aviary.
The women seem to feel
that it is their duty to supply the color to Hie
landscape which nature lias just finished stripping from every twig and bough and bank.
Where do they learn it? I am sure it is not
acquired, but an artistic instinct, and the same
that prompts them to slum even tiling ugly and
disagreeable, oftentimes to the extent of committing acts of great injustice and inflicting

had better avoid.
were

humming birds.

The brilliant plum
every side would almost persuade
that iie had. been magically ushered into a

one

tion of release, the state was winning a
reputation as a bit of ground which the
fraternity ot the jimmy and dark lantern
While matters

many

so

age seen

politics had not then guarded. The natural result followed—
nearly to perfection as it the money, bonds and securities were
now is, yet the iron discipline oi Jackson
stolen nml successfully min out of the
and the skilful diplomacy of Van buren, state. Then
through the convenient serseconded by the efforts of a large number vices ol a detective, whose keenest scent
of remarkably shrewd men in and out ol
appears to have been lor a commission on
congress, had given tiie Democracy a a trade between tile hank and the robbers,
machinery

been reduced

of the tree of evil, but dig down and cut
variation lrom the recent
the roots. Fighting on this line the Demoshooting experiences. If the next murcrats can win. On any other they must
inclined
citizen
will
derously
only adopt
inevitably lose.
the Guy Tawkes idea, and blow
up his
house
with
a
victim’s
barrel of powder,
—A new paper, entitled tlio American
and so on, we shall have a succession of
Citizen, issued in Portland by T. <). Winsnew sensations, and a variety of
comes to our table.
It announces

that will make the papers

seems so fair.
Its face is neither red
with intense heat or blue with disfiguring cold,
hut there is that pretty flush on the cheek and
sparkle in the eye that a bracing air imparts so
artistically. As to costumes, the ladies are like

the burglarious brotherhood. With such
desperate characters as the robbers ot the
partments of government, and that the Bowdoinliam and Limeroek Banks safely
party of reform is pledged to put a stop in the state prison, and rejecting all overto all this.
They know what that means. tures for restoration of property in condi-

should be

We liavn’t

manity

been at some

bribery cases, concerning the torcign banking business, that a very warm ments and remedies, and thus run the for the use of tin; students. The assessors
heretofore had interpreted the statute so
trail ran straight to the White House and
gauntlet of hostile criticism and ingeni- as to exempt the whole property, but last
stopped, alter coming as near to Ilis Ex- ous misinterpretation. Time enough to
year they set off seven acres, which they
cellency as brother-in-law Dent. There enter into
when the manage- considered quite enough tor a play ground
particulars
can’t be so much smoke without some
for exemption and taxed the remaining 42
ment is in their hands. The battle of 1870
fire.

walk in the semi-rural suburban precincts, or
in the crowded streets which are now full of gay
life and sunshine. It is on these days that hu-

who

from

Correspondence

are
delicious, and those fortunate creatures
who have sound minds and sound bodies need
nothing to make them happy but a vigorous

at

as

lish

Letter

Boston, Nov. s, 1S75.
Only poets and sentimental persons can call
these bright autumn days melancholy. They

returned

It is bad
a

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.

man

1

n.

win
i:

-.

veiling, upon **Lif* m a Fore astir,*’ after
gathering up the money, passed the .mods out
•

as it. may seem; for are not po
of the window and mad g
i his ,|rim
,-u |.«
p.
litieiaus artful, especially those one meets A few anxious fa.-es mi -h' I..
\ aiu for their debtor.
at the National CapitolBut really then'
Tin birth «*[' a daught er, lew day si
is very little to be said on polities just
the duke of lMinhurg, in* r. a-, tin- iiiumIm- ..i
now.
1 am more than ever convinced, Ipieen \ ietoria’s grandchildren to *J7. -t win n
:H are still living.
Altogether the .pin u has
since the events of Tuesday last, that this now in children
and grandchildren l.\ing. and
are
not y et married, w im
is emphatically an “off year.” Then, re- three other eliildreu
■ >

s

the

contrary notwithstanding,
very few Congressmen have as yet arrived here, so that there has been no opporports

to

tunity to compare notes. But I can safely say, without fear of contradiction, that
F.
things are very much mixed.
A Vau'aui.f Doc.

As Mr. Thomas \V.

Lane, of the United States postal ear service, was gunning on Tuesday last in
West lioxbury, he was surprised to see
his dog, a full-blooded English setter,
bring and deposit at his feet a large pocket-book, which, upon examination, proved to contain $42o in currency, some pa-

tickets. The
pers ot value and some car
name of Air. Langley, ot Cambridgeporf,
was within the book, and yesterday Air.
Lane proceeded to Cambridge in quest of
the gentleman. There he found him, and
learned that he had been gunning in that
locality on Monday and had met with the
above loss, and after a fruitless search
had given it up, departing for home (irmly impressed that he would be obliged to
change the same to his profit and loss account at the end of the next year. Air. L.
delivered the property to Air. L. who received it with surprise and delight. Air.
Langley desired Air. Lane to accept a suitable bonus for the lucky find, which Mr.
Lane refused; thereon Air. Langley insisted upon making the dog a present of $:><>,
to be invested in a silver collar.
[Herald.

of those married, tin- Prim
y et without a family

one

>s

L.iui»«-.

a

n
Henry Heckman, an old oifcmler, wIn.
eused of placing obstructions on tin- t raekof
Kastcrn Railroad :it Seal.rook. N. II., was
rested at Kxeter on the -jstli, ami taken r** Portsmouth. Friday the whole party was arraign,
before Justice liutford, tile ree was "lit imn d
and the several defendant' w n committed to
jail in default of hail.

When the ship was hum a d the other dav.
small < 'olby boy 'tood on tin- eapstll of tinwharf near by gazing in open mouthed woml. r
p.ut a hig Wave came sm*gi::v
at the spectacle,
up and washed the small Colby hoy completely
over the wharf, into the dock on the other side,
and then, by a singular coincidence, auothei
wave came and washed him hack again, h-a\
ing him high—hut. not dry—upon tin* wharf.
He was verv thoroughly washed! [Wiseasset
Oracle.
a

One night last week Mr. Samuel P.ieknellof
this town was awakened from sleep by a
On looking
strange noise near bis house.
about the premises he discovered a disturbance
among bis bee.s. A close inspection showed a
skunk busily at work eating the bees. The
noise was caused by bis thumping his nose
about the hive. He succeeded in killing the
thief, and found in his stomach a large handful
of ids honey makers, and yet his l.reath w as
not sweet.
[Somerset Reporter.
The olhcrTlay a little baby stranger came to
visit, a family (ami. perchance to stay) in this
city, on the east side of the river. A bright,
live-year old brother, who had been heretofore
the only child in that household, wras brought
in to sec the uew comer. He greeted the little
one with apparent pleasure and delight, patting it playfully under the chin and smoothing
down its’soft hair. Then all at once came the
inquiry, “Say, how was Uod when you left!*’
The boy w as pul to bed. [ Augusta Journal.
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at six o'clock has blown up,
have gone back to the old status. The
arrangement role: -ed about forty persons from
needle.-- evening work, ami ought to have been

their

l<»se

Burnham was turning a curve near Holmes*
Mills, Mime ii\. miles from this ciiy, they ran
into two rows which were upon the rails and
threw the train from the track. The engine,
tender, baggage and one Hat carvveie thrown
otf, but tin* | :i--enger ear kept the iron. The
pas.-engers

vver;*

greally shaken
mil*

up.

a-tin* train

hour, but no
one was hurt,
I'lie engine plowed itself into
the earth suilii-ieiuly to save il from falling on
to il
side, and remained in that position,
fin*
eiigineci :.ml tinman remained in the mil. bew as

going

m

arly

lvveutv
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an

pr sent term of Probate court in
city, commencing on I in -da\ last. .Judge
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I ami went

Ihi- jiun-ture the Kailmad < omlnissio’.ii'ion a lour <>1 in-perlion, :*11
T1 v h*ft their « ii upon the rail bevond the
wrecked train and cairn* into tin city.
In the
afternoon the pa--« ngers \yi*iv place.; upon the
to

At

«»nimissioin rs’ train and taken to Bimi!i;.m.
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teeim-d

merchants make their payments
tiieii own checks tlrawu on llieir

<

• •r
WlJ.UA.vi 1*11 < 111 i:.
this gentleman, who died
Sunday night, B Ita-t haMi, -*n, and the in* i* antile

In tin* dr<*i

typhoid

l »-t.

an

es-

**oininunity

ii- old and mo.-t honored members. Mr.
Hitcher was born in Bellas! in lsuT, being om*
of

large family of sous who have continued
l" lv.-ide iii this vicinity.
i!
acquired an **\«-ilent education, and Ibr-«*vei :*l y« ars Was a
of

a

school tea**in*r, a- well a- fanner. About thirty
wars ago he becalm* as-o<ia1e-l with the late
Haim! M* nil I in tin* pn*dm e busino** at tin*
location which In* ha- ever .-in**** occupied.
Mr.

Merrill shortly aftervvar-ls retire*!, when
Mr. Hitch- r pur*-! a-ed the r- al •■slafe and sueeee»|cd to the vvlude bu-im*--. Being
:n*tiv.* and -agaeious busiue-- man, with

a

very

a

large

Boston,

time lln l iheir wav hack tor payment,
his i- found to answer as well a> the old
;n ilmd of
miding currency or buying a Bos-

Hull ports of the country. As a, consequence
in* built m» an ext* nsive and thriv ing business,
iii which be recently associated his eldest soli.

Min-

Bo.-loti l
ii<

‘!

'•

on

\

kmk-.

a.<■

Thc-r

arc

deposited

in

in

draft.

the Ha-tern K\* press generally
manages to dcliwi in good condition all paekil<
nmmitted to hi- care. But he started for
'lie boat tie oilier day with a eat in a slatted
'>o \. 'liei arrived with the cage empty.
Has
si ’ii a
Thomas eat with a bewildered
s, v oi
*

‘ilk- y

ink

and

c

express label fastened to him?

an

a

sorry, on the score of news,
that il i- removed, for it furnished us with main
l«.eal paragraph in the way of broken heads,
e<

astiiiL'

We

are

in-, and legs of the hovs who

The
t

u

played

on

it.

< amden Herald slanders the
people of
in this count\ in the following style—

a

Not long since a man up hack in Belmont
v r\
night missed a small portion of his wood
pile, which was all prepared for the stove lie
Med a hole in several sticks, tilled with powder. and then plugged them up.
In ahollt
'luce days lie met his neighbor—a rather pious
ind of a man—in Belfast, exchanging a broken
h«Iv slove for
new one.
alarm of lire was given at nine oVloek
hur-day evening of last week, which proved
I" a talse one.
l»r. Stoddard, whose otlice is
the s.eiiml story of liny ford Block oiK’hurch
iv. t. w as burning old papers in his
stove, and
An

■

When the great tire of HsTb swept away hi*
wharf and warehouses, indicting heavy loss,
he did not despair or despond, but set resolutely at work to restore his business facilities, in
tart In* labored with Loo much earnestness, and
his overtaxed strength gave out, jusi as restoration

complete, lie met the late of too
of active lives, who neglect tInprecaution t<» lay aside burdens and take
that rest which thtvr successful labors have

many

lie has had the large driving wheel,
tiat lie- been standing since the burning of his
f.undn broken up. and will use the same for
Mr.

strong draft took the burning cinders
iInougli the chimney to the outside, lienee the
i.^ui. rite engine- were «piieklv on the spot
nd ready for business.

was

men

earned—forgetting

that advancing years have
told upon their frames, and that unusual exertion or exposure may snap the frail thread of
lite. .Mr. Pitcher will be greatly missed and
lamented by his large circle ol relatives, and
by the* public, especially by those who knew

him more intimately, lie Was a man of most
obliging disposition and Kindly impulses, a
peace maker, and a counsellor always ready
witli an encouraging word for those who needed if. Positions of honor and trust had sought

him; he had been Mayor of the city for several
years, two or three times member of the Legislature, and was member elect at his death, lb*
was also alderman for his ward the present
Mr. Pitcher married the daughter of
Peter Winslow, and leaves four children,—two
sons settled in this city, one daughter the wife
of F. S. Nickerson, Esq., of Poston, and one
year.

the wife of Edwin C. Fletcher of Camden.
WiNTKimun
The store of A. C. A rev was
entered recently and the money drawer broken
open and a small amount of money taken, most-

named Jackson was driving ill ti<an tie euiiiilry with a threshing uiaInin- loaded on his earl, the harness broke on
Miller street hill, and let the load against the

fractional currency.(’apt. Tyler died
ly
on the 27th ult., aged about seventy years.
He
was, at one time, a pilot on one of the steamers
running between Portland and Pangor.

legs. The animal started at a futhe cart hanging from side to side,
.I Hie machine waltzing around in a fearful
manner,
t he driver was thrown oft’, and the
■.hole load capsized near
High street, leaving
:ic machine in a
badly demoralized condition.

Si: \iismont. Capt. Nehemiah Smart lias removed to Woodford’s Corner, near Portland.

in

Friday. :t>

a

mull

■

o'se's

‘•ii-

hind

rate,

We have often mentioned in these
columns
'In- bark, afterwards sell. Suliote, one
of Bel::-r- most noted vessels,so
long as she remain1 d
afloat, and once after her sails and riggin"
had been transferred to and become a part of
the seb. George S. Hunt, of Boston. We now
chronicle the last, of her remains. During the
•were gale of (let. hi), the (jeorge 8. Hunt
foundered at sea, on her passage from Boston
to the West Indies.
Her crew were taken oft’
and brought to New York.
Hill s Mission, for the Sunday instruction of
the poorer class of children who are unable to
attend church, has been transferred from the
depot building to the rooms of the Reform

lob, adjoining our office.
The Club has
given the use of its room for every Sunday afternoon. The services arc conducted by Mr.
Isaac K. Hill, who is doing an excellent work
and should be encouraged by people of all sects.
The spectacle is an imposing one when they all

«

kneel—about thirty in number—and chant the
Lord’s prayer in concert.

w

lie

atches Ins line, and

commences

to

as

reel

pounds.

going

that rock

interested in the proceedings as though we were going to he hung;
and when Sam landed the tish. we jumped up
and sung out—“Three cheers for (iencral.lackson !" forgetting for the moment that the old

on wo

:

sat

on

as

gentleman was dead, and had no more to do
w ith catching that lish than Susan 15.
Anthony
An article appeared in the Harper's Monthly
of August on Moosehead Lake, written by a
clergyman who resided at Thomastun. In it
he gives an account of his trip, and sketches
some of the “characters" at the lake, Uhl
Ivory,
Marsh Lain-, old Sabattis, ami Skipper Sam and
his wife. Skipper Sam was his guide, and we
him at the upper end ot the lake. He has
no house, hut squats any where.
He and his
wife were paddling a canoe and towing a batteau, containing all their w’orldiy wealth. Doth
oi the!
were smoking, and this is the wav you
will always liud them. Skipper Sam's name is
Harford, ami lie is a medium sized man with
grizzly hair and whiskers, and is, we judge,
met

about

mouth, which is

jump from their machine n r lhe
Tim rail.- and -!-*eper* lbr some
!--rn up a ml thrown out of pi are.
-nit to this rip.
.uni the spare ento

acqttainlam e among producer-, and dealers in
bis line, In
xtemled the bu-im ,-s very hugely,
having eorresp* m!ent> in all the Atlantic ami

one

trout

•list a net;

*»ne

tddim

there i>

a

waul "I tin:

ing unable

•-

owing to tlu < •ntinued illness nl ludge
I hurlougu, tin Hon. K. M. Woods, of ( :tini< n. ludge of Probate it * r Knox county, i-

catches tin* hook in the seat of hi>

lie doe- nothing hut li\>
from hand to mouth, and if he has nothing in
his hand he does not have to pul it up to lii.s

old tin

M-tainnl.

dy,

nearly

their conb-uts.

Tin* tin* originated in
tin- porch chamber from a d-*l'reiive chimney,
ami was well advanced when discovered. Scvmost of

<

ul.i

tin.1

cads

a

tool, Lhat occasion to all \\ ntworth one -:dc
again the reel clicks and the line runs out,
and make various a-cu-a: ions against him. |
but this time not. as far as before, and then a
j
with
what
lie
called
“a
d-d
nding
licking.*' ; 'lack, and Sam reels him in
again. This is conYoung couldn't pay, and vv< nt to jail.
tinued some twenty minutes, the reel whiz• m
complaint of Alien Henderson, Henry zing and the rod
bending till at last, thoroughWvinan wa* lined *•'»•> and costs for keeping inly tired out, the lish gives up and is reeled
intended
for-aie.
toxicating liquors
Appealed. in, so that lie can he drawn
up alongside of
«Mi 1
idav nnvnooiiol last week tile dwelling tie* canoe, when Sam
dipped him up w ith the
house and two barn.* of K. K. W hittier oil tin; landing net, and laid down in the bottom of the
North Scar-port mad, about two miles from canoe a beautiful
square-tailed trout weighing
the iver, were cutirdy destroyed lev iire, with
four
Ail the time this was

November, to choose a reThe road w:is repair*-1 in season Ibr the nigh!
tv-i-n!at;v< lie
In- Legislature ami an alder-train to make il- r- aular tim *.
I'he engine
i.ti;
\V a it i J. to ed \ aeamies occasioned by
was eousidi rablv
damaged ami was sent t-»
i!i" iealb <>' VV iiliam 1’iteber.
W ai* Tvillr for repair-.
The cattle upon the
l’iie agreement of tin- dr\ goods dealt*!*- to
track belonged to Mr Hulun at < il\ Koinl.
he

three or
about liftecn

it begins to slackit in slowly.
He
knows just how much it will hear, and when
t" Mop.
In a moment olf starts tin lish, and

-hoe taet..rv has-usp<*nded oper- euty-liv< tons .1 hay. 7*> bushel-. ot potatoes,
n- ;
\v dav
b-take at vomit, of stock. i tipples *111-1 all vegetables raised on the place
the present -ea.-uii wer destroyed. A portion
l:i* v will resume in a few days with very
of the hav was pressed Ibr inaikei. I.
about
Mattering pro-perts.
'.on; insured for S-.dOO.
A p- rtion iif tin machine!) ot the Rockland
U vn.itoxi* An li'i'.xi. (Jhiite a serious ac:*e fat t<
-ercntlv purchased by Mr. < ritelicident happened on tie* Belfast Kailroad Thur>fi. lias ;i.a*n brought to this city, when* it will
• !a>
•«
si
of last week.
As the morning train to
up and worked.

Vi

leader, arc

hit of gut about a foot long.
ganged
I’lie lly lidicrman lias three things to learn—to
east the tl\
honk the lisli when it bites, and
play him till he is ready to land. The beginner
to

are

en

!•

li

this

man's nose seventy-live or eighty times;
little hooks covered with ditleront rolored feathers and tinsels, and are made to represent dill-n ut kinds ot dies and hugs.
They

>am

There having !n*en sonic
between Hi.* parties, Yolmg

-s

to

a ripple and a splash, and the
with its bright spots are visible
lor an instant, as Sam hooks
him, and then the
re; ! clicks as the line runs
out, and the. rod
doubles up as the lidi darts away a- suddenly
a.s it lie had sat down on a red hot stove eo\cr.

tin* state election.

•I

building

M"\eii-on

'in

;i

I

is a

are

ode- of

Holiee 1'o-irl, Kuo* Ywlllig, of
irsinonl. was fined n'IO md costs for an a—
-anil on Ambrosi >. \\« iilwort!i, on lhe da\

departun*.

nt ol

m"iiM

riioou train rios»‘> at iialf
may !»«• mailt tl at tin* ear

Before

j

d

a

but

suddenly

dndon with hay for Charleston. S. c. -lioberl
Patterson has loaded -eh. \Olant with hay for
\ inalhaven.—The packet P. M. Bonnie haloaded hnv for the islands.
<

iVolll

"Ml

■'

Pitcher A (iorliam have loaded the sell. Seventy—i\ with ha\ ldr Savannah, <ia. -Wood?,
MathcNN- A I biker have loaded Hu* sell. Flora

and not p-portod, \v:i- that o-’ Alma
< b*org«- .M lloiist.

"iir
it-f

ing

w rar- :i

foiirhidt* that sin* has

an

«

winter hat.

vd !i<

:i

who

woman

nt.

mi[«

!

a recent piirrha.-c ol liipiois from the
agency, and failed of a pa-sage an the regulai meeting of the **it\ government, w;i>
ii11;t]i• passed. No otln-r bu-iness of importance was transacted.

<iatc

Thursdav.

t1'

r

1 rowsers gives a jerk when the li>!i bites, breaks
oil’ tin* tip of liis r»»d. Iocs iiis line and oiiotes
Scripture. Sam stood up iu the canoe, and
with about twenty feet of line gave the rod a
tlirt. and the Hies landed on the wafer and wen
skipped along, and then east again farther out.
as he pulled out about a
yard of line each time
he caM.
jiehind, on each side and ahead, lie
easts his Hies until lie has out some sevvnty-li\e
feet Ol line. Our eyes follow each east, when

included

ii

!

Alan adjourned iii-etinrol the city council
the roll ot accounts, which

nt form of

iv»*»

lly rod before, possibly

there may be some one else who has not, therefore we here venture this Hit of description. A
lly rod is a jointed rod of some 12 feet in length,
the butt being about an inch in diameter, am!

on

alive.

Monday (‘veiling,

i.ii'hoy, wli
in

seen

our

I'nh-miial y

Ir

;

»a*iiii'

!■

i

•••

hart'.

w

hen last

<if Hie

■

thrir iailirs.

*11r

\\

a

to

As

dies at distances apart ot
These dies are not such as the women
"shoo" out of the dining rooms, and that light

du-tu? M. Lewi-, of |.||i„ < i! v. v, as
(»llieer,
steamer Pacific, lost between Oregon
ind San Fraiieiseo. lb- wa> JT
years old, and
-on
>t the late S. S. tawi-.
There is a bare
possibility that there m in !••■ other survivors
than the one p i"i‘ii"vr
pn-k •! up, bill the hope
is a taint one.

tiiiiiUiu'r of starting n
ii v. lor 1 hr bmudit of

i }•*• o.i.i }'. !i-»w>
1‘

Saturday,

on

to

inches.

oil

Sunday

seen

tour

found dead Monday Morning, 1 ho Nth iiist.,
the floor of her room, having apparently
• lied
She wa- in good health
very suddenly.
was

al

never

long, and attached

man

(lOllli »s.

t

his

dick red to which is wound
the line of braided silk or gut. On the end of
the line is a gut leader, from six to ten fed

Puosi rcr. Mrs. M trg:ir
Ilarriman. a wo.
To \cars ot age. living alone at lit'1 Ferry,

artrr ,V

had

we

butt of the

nership.

dull.

rock and acted as audience. Sam dropped
out a short distance into the lake
where tie- trout Wi re jumping, fastened it
his pik pole, and then got out his lly rod.

a

canoe

tapering t<» a tip of about an eighth of an inch.
A good rod will bend so that the tip and butt
will touch without breaking. The rod is light,
and can be handled as easily as a whip. At the

by b.

!

j.

news

who await his orders.

He Exdetii His Ramble. At the North
West Carry, Sam gave us an exhibition of his
skill at lly lishing. Wc took a reserved seat on

torn

—The annual session of the Maine State
Educational Association will he holden
at Augusta, Nov. 22, 2,'!, and 24.
Prof.
Woodbridgc of Hockland, is President.

on

years

old.

comfort, for it Sam had
lived in the days of the l’i glims, they would
have called him lazy.
Mrs. Sam is an etlierial
some

mortal who turns the scale at Moo. As Sam
hove in Mght lie remarked to us—“Wall, I jest
see a big one out here.
1 !e w as three foot long,
and a neat one. lie jumped right clean out of
waler. and I noticed he had a big mouth and
was wide across the forehead!"
lie didn't
mention whether this trout wore a mustache or
parted his hair iu the middle, hut lie had an intellectual head, certainly. Tin* reverend, in hi*
article, encountered Marsh Lane, and thought
he was no! neat, hut he did not notice the same
defect m Sam. That was the lirst thing we did
notice, and should have seen that if we iiad
been horn blind. < >ld Sabattis is an old broken
dow n man, who works round doing chores at
the Lake House. Ik told us he “was 1!).">years
old, and made Mooseiiead Lake about 17*> years
•ago." old Ivory is I\or\ Littlefield—owns and

formerly kept the Lake House. He is lat. ami
jolly, lie was born when one was not obliged
to t.• il the truth, consequently ids stories are
very amusing, and have at least live feet to the
lie likes lo lish, and is always ready to
make one of a party. Old I von V demise would

yard,

|u*s much felt at the foot of the lake. Thai
article in Harper's reminds us of an incident

be

a

at the lake. We ran
a eo\ e one night, intern ling to oecupv a deserted camp there, but we found it already octhat
into

eamc

under

our

eye

cupied by a man, whom we found sitting on a
bo\ smoking. It was after dark, and be said
there was room enough for us all, so we (•oneluded to stay there. As we brought in our
things we remarked that we did not wish to intrude, but he said—“Not at all, not at all. The
motto of this camp is‘Pro bono publico,' for the
good of the people. 1 found it empty and came
in, and you *ave the same right that I 'ave.”
He sat on a box smoking a pipe. He was about
years old, and bis brown, weatherbeaten face
told that In was a sailor, lie had on a Scotch
cap, a once white velveteen vest, and a reefer.
He was bent over, his elbows resting on bis
hi

knees, and bis chin between bis hands.

A more

disconsolate looking mortal we never saw. lie
sat watching Sam fix the lire and get supper,
but was as silent as a cold mince pie. Suddenly
lie raised his eyes to our companion and asked
—“
'Ave you read that hartiele in* Arpcr’s about
Mooseiiead Lake ?” Our companion said he had.

“Well,” said he, “If I ’ad that man 'ere I'll Inti- d-if I wouldn’t crucify him.” That
remark told the whole story. This mail was a
Welchman, and lie had read that article and
thought lie could go to the lake and sit down
and catch partridges with one hand, and fish
with the other, and occasionally kick over a
moose or deer with hi* foot.
He was lazier
than a guide board, for that will point the way,

big

and he found that a man must work to get game
here, lie had invested over #200 in camping
outfit, ami that was all lie hail ill the world,
lie could not alibi'd to lose that amount, and he
homesick and disgusted, lie had come
there to stay all winter, and Iblt that he must.

was

If the writer of that article don’t want to he
nailed up agahist a barn, he better avoid all
men who look as though they were horn in

Wales. We were gone on our trip two weeks,
and went prepared for dry, cold weather, and
It rained
we got instead wet, cold weather.
nearly all the time we were gone. We thought
if we could discover an umbrella mine that we
fortune. Our feet were wet
all the time; and here let us mention that the
tourist visiting the lake wants a big overcoat, a
rubber coat, thick flannels, two pairs of woolen
stockings, a pair of mittens, a pair of big shoes
for dry weather, and a pair of rubber hoots for

could make

wet.

our

Don’t forget stockings, mittens, rubber

bools and coat. These things with your money,
lines, poles and hooks, are all you really need,

being

are

obliged

to our Boston friend

complete

ticles cannot he obtained at the foot of the lake"

xii: *2;>. The blood being
tie source lrom which the system is built
up,
:uul troin which wo derive our mental as well
as physical capabilities, how
important that it
should be kept pm 1 If it contain vile, festering poisons, all organic functions become enfeebled. Settling upon important organs, as the
lungs, liyer and kidneys, the etfeet is most disastrous.
Hence it behooves all to keep their
blood in a perfectly healthy condition", and more
(■specially does this applyat this particular seas.,;i ol th«*
year than at any other. No matter
\vb:it the exciting cause mav
be, the real cause
ol :i dirge
proportion of all diseases is had blood.
Vnv, Dr Pierce does nor wish to
place his
H 'ldi n Medical
Discovery in the catalogue of
<111;t<■ I> patent nostrums, by recommending it to
eii'e every disease, nor
does lie so recommend
ii : "ii the
contrary, there arc hundreds of disthat lie aekuovv ledges it will not cure, but
w hat lie does claim ithis, that tln rc is hut one
term oj
disease that it will not cure, and
that di-ease i> e;o ■« r. He does not
recommend
m> Discovery for That diseam*,
yet he knows it
i" he the most
searching blood-cleanser vet disand that it will free the blood and svscovered
tein ol all other
blood-poisons, be they animal,
vegetable, «.r mineral.
The Holden* Medical
Discovery i> ca/vo^e./ by him to cure the
worst forms .f Skin Diseases, as
all forms of
! I o t e I • (* -, Pimple- and KruptioiiM also alKilandular Swellings, and the vvui-t form of
Scrofulous
and l leerated Sores of the Neck.
Pegs, or other
pan>. and all Scrofulous Discam s of the Bones,
:i' \\ bite Svyt
Mings. I'Vver Si»re>, Hip-joint and
spinal Dim-ase,—all of which belong to S.-rofuiotis diseases.

that we rather liked it. Our feel
were wet and cold, and felt like a
couple of ice
cream Irec/.-.-rs
slung to the end of our legs.
When we arrived at the foot of the lake we
asked \\ alkcr of the Hveleth IP ■:•.< to throw a
wet

couple

of pails of water into our bed so we
could sleep Well.
Our..route home was by
Mage from Ore. mill to I>e\ter. We sai on
the top ol the stage and enjoyed the ride ami
the scenery, and thought what a line
it

tor

wa-

country
hoy who enjoyed sliding down hill.

a

We arrived at 1 >. xter at tie- taller pari of the
was -riling and tin*
A\ w ere driven to
the Merchants lix. hange kept hy 1,. I). Have-,
an all wool, full
dyed, yard wide i n umeral.
It was the day before tin < )hio election, and we
bad been in the wood- ten days, and knew
nothing about Ohio politic-, and cared le-s.
afternoon, just a- ;he sun
hens were going to roost.

As

registered

we

>

nannu we remarked t.o
did not look very well.
■n »." said
I don’t look woil. I ain't
be,
well: i’v, go| tin* ln ada. In* and a sore throat,
and the rheumatism, and a lame hack, and
the itch, and thirty oilier different diseases.
I’ve tried e\eryihing this side of IMI, :,nd I

Mi'.

Have.-

that

our

be

*•

<

:,tl

1

them.

eirv

ami ns

no Use.

mmls. and between

us after our
holcj
paid we had just
Our com.
panion having the mo-t w e depo-ijed on: pile
willi Ii u. ami lei him buy 1he ticket-.
lb*
man bed Iij. to tlie ticket
dliee, put Ills head ill
the hole ami -an _• on!. 1 low much is tlie fare
Belfast l"” w ith
much assurunee a- it' he
had 'sgun.uuo in hi
vest pocket.
The agent
w,

-o

I

Conductor Ma.-e, who liai-ied it- lor our rid<
1 hu- elided our ramble i<» .Moo-ehead
borne.
Bake.
A- Mr. Lincoln said about a book In
on.
read, so \v can sax of this trip, “if anx
body likes such a trip, its ju.-t the kind ot atrip
be will like." If our readers have, got any information out o| our sketches we are sorry, ami

in

they wdi forgive u-. We have tried to
oid being dashed to pieces on the rock of
null, ami hope xve hav«* sue.-ceded. B\ sending a po-tage -‘amp to Sam Cole, («reenvilie.
Me., you can learn all about the lake, from the
pidf ft' .-!« amboals to the si/e n| mi!-k-r:d-.
trust

Centennial,

hereby made to the women
lor help to decorate and Jill

town in the State, in respmne to
lie»jiient
and earnest solicitation, that we may ,ir
and
eomplisli tin* collecting,
displaying of our contribution, which must

forwarding*

comprise

hing rich,

useful or curious
that has conn* down to us Imm the historic home- of ••< iur < I ram! mothers’ ! ).i\ s,"
the holm* products o( our own everyday
life, and ll e rare-1 aee<unplislnnenls and
conceptions o{ our varied artistic -kill, ll
will be a wonderful spectacle, and a won
derlul season, and ihe daughters ot Maine
should aid and honor it wilh tlm bof.L re
suits of their gilts and genius, to tin end
that the ( Vntennial shall show
aggregated
gifts and joys nt a national household The
Poston l‘o>t thus happily expre- cs o ar
views upon the. subject :
c\

cry!

Tin- breaking of III ground lor tie- W »in:m*<
!’:i\ iliun” ;il 1’hiiad Iphia has made the
nleumal, a> i! relate- to women, a topic of conver“Silion, and stimulates the inquiry ;s to what is
being done among women to make the representation a respectable one. It i- considered
high time that women bestirred themselves in
He- matter, and. Setting aside the fuel that repuhlics have been and are ungralelul, set themselves instantly to work every when* to eolleet
whatever ran he iliseovered representative of
Ihe special labor of women for the past eenturv,
make a lot and apply to have it admitted and
classified. I .ace-work, embroidery hooks, piclures, sculpture, engrav ing, ornamental articles,
arrangement and preservation ot leaves, painting, objeet-work of all kinds, exhibition of
processes, or comparison of tin* ditfcivnees between processes a hundred \ ears ago and to-day.
bridal outlils in 177(1 and ls7ij, would ail tiud a
place. A piece of Work executed by the Killpress Josephine has been put in the hands of
one lady, who has also a foot stool worked
by
tin* fair hands of the Kmpress Kugenie. People
who have patent, eorseis, extraordinary frills,
and amazing furbelows are already active, and
are anxious to place them on exhibition; and
there is a temleney on the pari of the dre-s reformers generally, to 11:111n! their favorite devices in tin* face of tin* universe. The Philadelphia papers do not e\tej*d the most cordial welcome to these reformers, and there is a
hope
that- the ehemiloon will he declared contraband ;
that the baggy trousers will he accounted felonious, and that the Woman’s 1 >epartment will he
devoted to women's work as it appears in the
myriad excellent articles of use and beauty
w hich are the fruits of honest toil and not of

reforming foolery.
There is no time to be lost, and we ask
the public press, by kindly publishing this
appeal, to bring it to the notice ot every
woman in the State interested in the Ureal
National Kxhib tion.
MliS Uion liKAimruY,
Vice-President of the Women’s Centennial
Kx. Com. for the State of Maine.
Tin: 1‘ortland Advertiser
A Ro.mami:.
contains quite a romantic story in regard
The family consistto a Rodman family.
ed of husband (John) wife and two children, Charles and Mary. 1 hey were burned out at the time of the great lire here
in 18lib, alter which they removed to Harlem. New York. Soon after going there
Mr. Rodman had a chance to go to Valparaiso.
lie left hi.s family with his brother
when he started and lor some time he sent
money to them, but at last the letters ceased to come, and the brother having died
Mrs. Rodman and her two children returned to this city and supported them with
her needle. Some time about 1871 C harlie
went to sea, and the vessel was lost, and
it was supposed that he would never ho
heard from. Some time ago Mrs. Rodman saw an advertisement in the New
York Herald staling that it Mrs. Klizabeth
Rodman, wile ot .John Hodman ot Portland, Mo., would address certain New
York lawyers she would hear of something to her advantage. .She atroncc started for New York with her daughter and
learned there that her husband had become very vvealty and was soon to arrive
in New Orleans, lie had not received a
letter Irom her for a long time before he.
ceased to write and supposed she was
dead, but inserted the advertisement to
The mother and
see what lie could hear.
daughter at once started for New Orleans,
where they arrived a few days before the
vessel which was to bring the absent husband and lather. One day while on the
street

they

were

ot Mr. Rodman the

Bruises, Burns
daily. The “Forest

How to establish permanent health when the
const slut ion is undermined by dropsy, kidney
bladder and glandular maladies. Bright's disease, retention and incontinence of urine, dia-

O
To

Dr. Sehenek will be at the Quincy H >u-» Boston,
on the following Wednesday s, from
to
o’clock:
dan. ldth and grth, Feb. loth and _‘lih, and March
10th andg-ltli. Consultations free, blit for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespiroinetor,
the price i.s $5.
Dr. Sehenek is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Areh Stre* :Philadelphia,
ev< ry Monday, where all letters of advice must be
u Idressed.

gravel, alllietions of the urino-genital
organs, female irregularities, pain In the hack
and loins, partake occasionally of l[nuf> /.V,.*e-/y and all the avenues of health will he reuvt

-•

<

j

I to act

ion.

iik.wk’s PriMi *\i<■ sv i*re,
ok Consi virrioN, < or,;us

purchase

large

tiik < a m

c<»i.i>s.
The great virtue of tins medicine is that it
ripou.s tin- matter and throws it out of the syst• 'in, purities the blood, and thus elfeets a cure.
s< ii i:\ciCs
v W'mt To\rr, roi: tiif. ('t nr
<U D VSl-I.I'SJ V, IXHhiKSTlON, tVf.
fbe tonic oroduees a healthy action of the
am*

stoniai';:,

creating an appetite, forming chyle,
and curing the most oh tinate eases of fndigesion.

t

Hi

\I

>«

or

\

Li

hi* v K i'
v

I'll.i

*mi*i.ai

i:

mu:
\

m

<

*:

r, ,v«

There

Pill
are alterative, and
produce a
action of the liver, without the least
in lie
nilcl, ami vcl
tiny :ur fii-c ll'oiu
more ellieacious in
restoring a healthy a< tion o
the liver.
1 best' remedies are a ci rlain ine f«#r ConIn:, It 11 \

<

>

sumption, as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the
mailer and purities tie* blood.
The Mandrake
Pills act upon tile liver, create a healthy bile,
and

ill diseases of the liyer, often a
of Consumption.
The Sea Weed Tonic
gixes tom* and strongth to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, aim enables the
organs to form
good blood; and thih creates a healthy eiivula.
tion of healthy blood, 'flu* combined action of
these medicines, as thus explained, will cure
everx ea-e of Consumption, if taken in time,
and tie* use of the medicines persevered ill.
Dr. .■'cheuek i- professionally at his principal
olliee. corner Sixth and Am ii Sts., Philadelphia. ex ry Monday, wle re all leper- for adx i,v
must be addressed.
| wls
remove

cause

I.yunB Kvlhaiko.n prevents the Hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth,
and gives strength and vigor. Il is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing, it
i- tlm eheape*d and most desirable Hair Tonic
I a d by the elite.
ever produced.
Price only
.*>() cents.
lyr

Gi.LFAS 1
< ■•/•/•<

II.

>aki.i \

Hour
Corn
Corn Mi al
Kye Meal

Kye

Barley

Oats
Beaus
I’otatue

Apples

Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Eggs

Bound Hog
I’ork Back
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
“*
Bollock

>■/< ■!

PRICE CURRENT.
IW-ekly for the .Journal.

Si li.viii

iv, No. 8 Main .Street.
.'-'laK .50 Corned Leef
Mall
83a92 Mutton
7
00 Lamb
7a0
lGals
$ LOU Turkey
l.’alt
$ 1.50 Chicken
Oo Fowl
loa!2
50 < leese
00
$ 2.uoa2.40 liuck
ou
5011 ay
$lf.00ul4.00
$.'.oons.oo
Mu$1.00 Struv
Sail Washed Wool
41
25a'.'7 l nv ashed
33,
0
10 Hides
50 Ca’f Skins
12
5 »al.UU
Oalo Lamb
10 Hard W- od
$5..,t;iG.0<>
17a20S»ft
$3,.5UaL00
8a 10 Shorts f ar ct.
$1 05
5as Lime
$1.25
07 Butter Salt
28
05 haster
$Ll0al.50

Brighton

o«

Market.

W e >n esday, Nov. 3.
Cattle 2520;
At market for the current week
Sheep and Lambs 10535; Swine 7,050. Number of
Wi stern Cattle 1825. Northern Cattle and Working (>xen and Milch Cows, 475. Eastern Cattle 220.
Beee Cattle—Brices per 10 lbs. live weight, extra quality $7 10 l-2u? 25; t.rst quality $0 50a7 87;
third quality $4 50a
second qtiaiitv $5 75a0 37 1 2
5 02; poore-1 grades ol'coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c.,$3 00
u4 25.
BittciLToN Hides—7 1 -2cper lb.; Brighton fallow
7a7 l-2c per II*.
Cm ntuy Hidi s 7c per lb; Country Tallow 5 1 2
aOc per lb.
< ale Skins—1 lal5e
per lb. Sheep Skins 7'»a$l 00
each. Lamb Skins 75a$l 00 each.
WoiiKiNi; Oxen We quote sales of 1 pr, girth 7
ft 1 in, $1.87; l pr 0 ft 0 in, $1(55; 1 pr 0 ft 2 in, $115.
1 pr, 71t 0in, $1,85; I
pr, 7 ft 1 in, $100, 1 pr, 7 It 0 in,

$180.

S roiii. Cattle—'Yearling* $15als, two year olds
$l8a28; three year olds $25a45.
Mil-i ll Cows—Extra $55u05; ordinary $25a50.

Sheep and Lamps
Western 0a7 l-Ic per lb.
Northern 5 L2aO 1 4c per Ih.
Swine—Store Bigs, wholesale llal3cperlb; retail. OOaOuc. Fat Hogs, 7000 in market prices 8 3 laOc
per ll».
—

BOSTON

MARKET.

Monday Nov. 0.
Bi ri ep —We quote tine N York and Vermont lull
made butter at 33a3>c; long dairies, 28a'Uc; summer
butter at 28a30e for choice; medium do at 24a20c;
common do at 20u22c.
Cheese—We quote fine factory, including Northern and Western, at 12 l-2al3 1 2c; good do at 11 1 2
al2e; common and medium at Halle per lb.
Enos—Wo quote Northern and Eastern at 31a32c
per doz.
Beans—Pea Beans are quiet, and the market is
dull at $2 00a$2 20 per bush for Western, Northern
and Eastern. Yellow eyes remain dull at $2 25 per
bush.
at
Vkhetahees—Early Lose potatoes are
wholesale at 45a4Sc per hush, and Jackson Whites
at 50a53c.
Onions at $2 0U per bbl.
Apples-We quote York State Apples at $3 00a
$5 3.7 per bbl, with an occasional sale at $3 50; No. 2
Apples range from $2 «K)a2 50 per per bbl.
Hay and St haw We quote Hay at $21a$22 per
ton for prime lots of coarse; $17u$18 for medium,
$10a$17 for tine; .Straw at $24a$25 per ton.

selling

the next
stock of

sixty days, any

lor

If

Will

or

all of their

enormous

Hoots, Shoes & Rubbers
At -Iicli LOW
PRICES
uifered in this city.

as were never

before

Bed. W. Burkstt & Os.,
Announce to the Public that

have

they

received their lull stock of Fall and Winter Goods.

Jills’ \\i> Rots*

DRESS

Thick Boots!

GOODS l

In our Dress Goods department will be
found an excellent assortment of Aid.
W< )OL G()(IDS, in numerous shades.
,|ii:d
ities and prices

LOWER THAN EVER.
le v keep everything thut is kept in First Class
Boot and Shoe More* .110! sell their goods at it

cotta.

I

In Wai f'-n, Oet. : :d. Mr. !'ni'T-on u. Perkins and
Miss Della B. Perkins, both of Warren.
In Coekport, Oet. Jdd, .Mr. Fred W
Day and Mi
Emma A. Duvi-, both ol ( amden.
In Camden, Nov. |. Mr. 1 red A. \ mai of Cambridgeport, Ma -., and Emma A. Carrol of Camden

>ii: i

i

Very

sour

To

ami l.i-p their Winter

1

and

Money!

hosv low

see

tlu-y

he)

an

are

selling

FOR
liich

LADIES,

the nicest ii11ing goods made in his coiiu
try. They keep all widths and sizes, of all kinds ami
trom
a
tine Trench Kid l»n*ss boat, t a
qualities,
Heavy (lout Walking Hoot, and sell them as low,
and ev en lower than their former price-.
| or (o n
lemeli * hi
"

are

!:n^KisEB

1

1

Bankrupt

$1.00

EACH.

I i 1.a!Iv win n you want an;. Hoots,
or anything in that line call on

Shoes, Rubbers

Special Notice!

.act.

tip

THE

IN

he carried

on a*' formerly h\ A
a
I*. IBK.ncii.
o
W. I BFN«'ll.

For Sale.
n

!

Tin* Hotel Stand known a- the < ’; 1 -1 i• s•
House*,” situated on Water Street, in the
business centre of the beautiful village oi
Castine, is offered toi sale u rea-onahle
terms.
The lot is large and the buildings
well arranged lor
hotel or hoarding house,
fhe
one of the finest in the village, being
location
near tin* Steamboat landing, and commanding 1 line
view of the harbor ami surrounding scenery.
fhe growing importune.- of Casfim* as u summer
resort renders this property exceedingly desirahie at
t he present time.
For further particulars address
L. H. FI11 i ,BB< mii.
Castine, Oct. gg, 1>7'». Iwl'J
1

T. ff. PITCHER ft CO.,
II.'

iii-i

BOOTS, SHOES,

RUBBERS
Fill;

Western
Wilh

IvlarHet!

l.argr-t ami Mud Fashionable

i!u

slock of

iHiV & FANCY GOODS!
Ia

*

r

The Best

\\

goods or quote prices,
very large, but we cordially
invite you all to call and examine them,
ascertain our prices, and purchase if satisfacWi thank you for your liberal patrontory.
c

cannot enumerate

us our

age

so

purchase].

Je per

y:ird.

Bleached
-Il’ in. wide,
price 17e.

1

only

!

Cotton !

l-_c per \:tnl, lonnn

Heavy Shirting Flannel !
7

Weight

oz.

to the

LADIES'

yd only

:;7 I-Ji

UNDEriVESTS!

640 prs. of these vests to lie sold at .joe
each; very good weight and nr e ipiaidy.

Knit Worsted

Jackets

j

We are receiving semi-weekh tln-s,.
Hand Knit Jackets from parties who an
knitting them expressly for mir trade
ON I. Y $2.00 F At'll.

JACKET

YARN.

Have received a full assortment of the-i
American Worsteds in all shades.
We have not space to enumerate all

our

goods and prices, lint assure the public
we mean business, and propose to
i 1 mu
goods at, prices that will please one and all.

81 Main

■

i: r li t

ot

all

Co.,

St., Belfast, Mo.
:;w

FORBES’,

and Misses’ Cloth, Kid and Coat Button Boots
grade's, including the celebrated

New Goods
Having previou
pared

The Bl'.s I I N TIIF. WoBLP.

g.mils,

out

ar'.v

n

1 am now pre-

to sin>w an entire stuck of

in every

gi'ods

now

U1 the LATFsT

department.

STYLUS of

MILLINERY
SolcctPil !»v

;i

MISS

I

Miliin.-r.

r>L

I3IRO VMISI.

atul guarantee

goods

who choose to layor

satisfaction
us

all

to

with their pat-

ronage.

1?

IT!! HID

GLOVES I

From (id ets. to sd.oo.

DOWNER STANDARD

ILLUMINATING
For Student and other

OIL! Trimmings.
Lamps.

Dress Buttons.

s

French Kid & Goat Button Bcots

eli -cd

v

of my old stock of

Who will take charge ot that class ot

TMir

Who lias on hand a large stock of Boots, Shoes and
Rubbers, direct from tin* Mai ufactnrcrs, suited to
Fall and Winter Wear, anion*, which are Ladies’

wear.

is

T. W. Pitcher &

IS AT-

e

stock

and hope to retain it, assuring you that our
will be -old at prices that will suit the

No. 13 MAIN STREET,

For Ladies

(> 1

good,-

to IStiv

e D w i x

yd. wide.

ollered in this oily.

—

Fal! and Winter Wear!

H. H.

YARD.

II. tunifd mnii On

-o-

—

PRINTS

PER

WALDO COUNTY.

Belfast, Sept, go, if,;

—

CENTS

New Store!

I

Partnership.

IS iI!:i{t I \ I.N Hut the m in oi
FBI- NTH & f O., is this day di--olv ed

fhe
1). French.

G

lAlHl-ltt A (dM I l H f \ Geo. W. Burkett & Go.
»*

consent.
basilic s v\ ill

pc

Agents for the celebrated HOAIFSTh
PAPFK FASHIONS. Catalogues F r<

Adrift.

BKI.FAST ISA V, Nov. it h, a -tick •; Hard;
Fine Timber which the owner an have in pi »\
ing property and paying charges, impure of
S. F. (.ilHMOBH, Fast Side of Ho- Biver.
Belfast, Nov.*.*, ls7h. i’nvl’.i

l K I

l'iannel,

-.•

d

-ID

A. I>.
N’o
mutual

c\

4wl8

D1NSMOKH&SON.

HanM upie

Creditors may he present at aid meetiii- and
ue t he amount of 1 >i' id.-ml.
I Mol in B. (.BAN I
A
1,'if

Dissolution of

at

,•!

ter mi
gw It

Picked

AT

Hand

■

>••011011 of th«*

.Shirting

REMNANT

Shoe

Walking

For Iiadiey and Gentlemen,

is hereby giv.n that a
.»nd pen--.-.,!
i meeting of tile enditui s in the m.ilti of li icli
aid II Seavey, Frankfort, Bankrupt, will lie held e
the Bellas, Custom 11 mi-e, oil the 1 -111 da\ .d
vemher, A. 1). 1*7;,, at lg o'clock M heh,r<- Mr. Beg
ister Hamlin, for tile purpose- speedied in tin-it

>roTI(’l.

Good Cheeked
per yard

selections

good

treuie Low Prices

♦-

time,
iliose desiring to he ex amined
evidence satisfactory to the «'ommitfee
have been engaged by the Agent.
d. A. Boss,
"up
I’ll M.i > 111 BSIA
School
11. A Idrii l-.i;so.\ \ Cum.

v

assortment the trade

large

our

Extra

no oilier
must furnish

H

>-

Sheeting;
New York Boots! Standard
AT 8 CENTS PER YARD.

November 13th and 27th.
Applicants lor the Winter Schools will lie examined

In the matter of BU M A I. L>
Si; v\ KY, Bankrupt.

1

GOOD BROWN COTTON!

just introducing the celebrated

Made from genuine English Train Leather, is the
lai- 'f and most -ensahle shoe for winter wear, do
and see t hem.

Ih.trht

N

Lady's

a

Committee of
;■«session in the High
in* purpose of examining teachers
.Saturdays, ;,t g o'clock I*. M., v./

l idled Slut-

V

tail to make

cannot

7--S

Superintending School
rpill.
1
eitv of Belfast will he in

the

-.

SI L LIMAN’S

School Motiee.

Ol

FLANNELS

WOOLEN GOODS

Nice Kid Button Boot

S AIL 1*1 D.
,*-i'!i- Ltia A Mimp-on, Hart, Savannah.
Martha * litford, t arter, Koiidoul ; Hen
Meade, Holme-, Salem ; Lillian, l,*\an, Bo-don : Mai
ubar, Welch, Bangor: Lizzie Carr,’Teal, Charleston.
Nov. it.
I sola, Duiihar, ( astine.
Nov. 7. (ieo Shattlick, Harris Bangor.

School Boom for t
the following

Will be our specially, and w-■ guarantee
sale on these goods at l.ower Price-than
can be obtained elsewhere in this
;ri
a

From

Save

d.

Hi'tliet Court
Maine.

Cash!

AN])

No\

they

Hoy

For

WNSMOHE & SON

Nov. 1
-i
li -bing
cruise.
Nov. g.
I sola, Dunbar, Hoboken, coal for \V It
Swan & Co, Lizzie Carr, leal. St i.eorge, to load
for Charleston (.eorge Mmtfuck I! m-i 'ito-for.
Nov. ii.
Malabar, Welch, Boston, Mary Susan,
New York: Seventy-Six, Teal, st ;;.'u*r-/e, to
load for Savannah.

at

Profit

jhite, \(,un u.n! A<u-

AliUlYKD.
Soli- Li/zi. Poor, I hekev, Irom

Nov.

Small

before yi.ii buy
go and see

>,

(Unfit a ri/ vofut a, lai/ond tin
must be paid for. J

White and Non-Explosive 1

Yak Laces.

PORKST OIL MANUFACTURED

Fringes. Gimps.

—ALSO

FOR

SALE

BY

Ladies' Woolen Boots Win. O. Poor <fc
Son,
Foxed, for Winter, the warmest, boot out.

Braids. &c.. &c.

Coat

Begged Leather Work of all kind- at low prices.
Also Mens’, Boys’ ami Youths’ Boots of all kinds,
thick, kip and calf. Also

Custom Work
I MINI; to obdfb at

SI LOU T

N O T I

(

i:

ALL FOB

Prices that Cannot be Peat
FOR

Jk.

G

H !

ifUEMEMBER Till
And call before you

H.

1st, 1875.

buy,

J‘J

tit

FORBES’,

HE.
No. Li Main

Nov.

family
gives Gaston 78,240 ; ltice, 83,52:5; Baker, It might he well enough to out this out and united.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
8,90.7; Adams, 1,774 ; Phillips, 301.
paste it ill the top of your hat, if you have
I>r. John Homer of this city, is almost daily
l’he Waterville Mail has
any idea of going to the lake. The expense
PERSONAL NOTICE,
got a hit of of
some remarkable surgical operation.
performing
four
to
five
is
from
dollars
this
a
Notice is hereby given that all officers, sailors,
trip
day,
comfort in the indictment of the
Augusta from the lime you leave home till you re- One of the best and most successful things ot and soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a
dam for not
the kind ever done in this locality was lately
having a fishway.
pension, and t housands of pensioners are entitled to
turn, which includes every expense except
a
I>r.
it
of
an
increased rate. Apply immediately through
II., bciug the removal
that is extra. Camping out lends performed by
Samuel Earrabee,
UK. E. B. JACKSON,
Esq., a wealthy rum—and
polypous tumor from the nose and throat of a
Late Surgeon, U. S. Navy.
to extract the selfishness out of a man as
and prominent citizen of
Bangor, died in thoroughly as though he had it boiled out of young man named Ilenry M. Mudgett, of Pros- No. 1 New Chambers St., New York.
splyrb
that city on Monday.
about
17
of
one-half
pect,
years
age. Nearly
him. A person who runs of an idea that the
pound of fibrous matter was removed. That
The Prince of Wales has
got to Bom- Almighty made the world expressly for him, taken from the
a
throat was removed without the
bay, and there is no end of toasting and discovers his mistake in loss than one day. In- use of chloroform, the patient being too weak ruuiJSHKD ah a warning and for the benefit oi
Young
Mkn
and
suffer from NERVothers
who
stead of having what lie wants, lie takes what at the time; but in taking the tumor from the OUS
frolic.
DEBILHW, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., givnose it was necessary to separate the bridge of ing his rules of
one man is just as
that
finds
he
he
and
can
after
undergoing much
get,
Self-Cure,
—As Uncle Wendell suggested
they stood
lie that organ, and the aiuesthetic was therefore suffering and expense, and mailed free on receiving
and no better. As
as

R.

Rubbers!

\t a great deal less than their original cost.
in order to pay their bills and notes promptly,

—

hy

D

H

SELL FOR CASH

•*

Cattle

S

1ST

stock of

Shoes k

Boots,

hi tlii- city, N'ov. f», Mr Henry S. Ula k and Miss
Addie A. .Newhell, bi#tb of Belfast.
In Unity, Nov. «», by Kev. A.
ClitVord. M. 1 illmore Hammond ol Bo-ton,and Mis- I *, la
A.,\oungest daughter of A
rt. Shaw of IT >*..
In <wunville, Oct. do, by \
E Nickel-on, 1
j.,
Frank 1. Nickerson ami Anna !C Harris.
In China, Sept, go, Mr. Abiul L>. (.lidden and Mi
Oraville C. 1 in ner, both of Palermo.
At Dorchester, Oct. ;tu. Mr. Ceorge W. Torrev.
dr., of Boston, and Miss Adelaide Dodge, 0f uju;.
hill. Me.
In Angu si a, Nov. 5, b\
flora* W.Tilden,
M.
Otis \\ Andrew of Monmouth, and Miss Ma
rilla \ Dixon of Wales.
In Bockaind, Oet. gx, ( apt. W. s. Keating and
Miss Adelaide W. Foster,
>e'.
ist, M r. d;»seph d
\ ea/.ie and Mi-- Ahhie S. I nkham.
Oei.;th, Mi
Thomas W elch and Miss Nelli-• Whalon. <» '. \-;ili
Mr. Ira E. Eldridge and Miss Lizzie M.
Armitage,
all of 1C Dec do. Mr. ( has. A. rhurstou
linimi.
and Mi-- A.lelm M. lh rry of U«>i kland.
Nov.
Mr.
W in. 1C Brimigion of Buckland, and Mi-- NT..hi A.
N ork of Nobleboro.
In Damariscoita, n.-t. >th Mr. C. W. I!mn of
Belfast, and Mi-- lo-orgia A. Bar-low id' Damaris

that

I

enabled by paying

AND

MARRIED.

on
ion

were

Jk.
a

betes.

the Slab*
Maine's alloted space in the Woman's Pavilion at the Centennial, a v ist and beautilul structure. to be devoted and dedicated
to Woman's Work, the last best gift to the
Croat Imposition.
It. I- to be hoped that systematic
organization has been already etfeeted in every
o(

HA\

elsewhere, whereby they

cured.

of Cuts.

eases

and Sores
’•'•hie!) occur
Tar Book”
will give you the information
you need on the
subject. VIi the healing properties of Tin are
■' and in tin
“forest Tar Salve.” There is no
iirle which will relieve the pain and heal the
w ound so quickly.
Keep it where von can put.
your hand on it at any moment.
You will find
the book at tile druggists'.

ax

is

■

IN(i taken advantage of the late panicky
feeling and numerous lailures among the hi"
Wholesale Boot and Mu»e Dealers in Boston and

,]f Kugley.
'!" '•/•// ha' frequently cured this nnieji
II7/d
In Sear-port, Nov. f>. Lizzie I. .laughter of (
apt.
•beaded disease, it almost invar ably cures the K. I., and II. S. Patterson, aged 7 vr- 1*) month-, ti
di-ea-es
days.
of the throat, lungs and chest.
primary
•C ets. and n| a bottle,
large hollies mie h the
<
heaper.
Si III* NEWS.
I low much pain and
sutfering might beavoid* d, how niiii'h time and
PORT OF BELFAST.
money might he saved,
d’'‘Very man and woman knew just what to do

°1

appeal

/•

ATTRACTION

incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Sehenek provides for the purpose.
J nesc
additional remedies are Sehenek’:- Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, D.\ Sehenek certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

..

lowering his
meekly -aid, “Mix e
me two tickets l..
Burnham, please,'* and getting
them, lie dropped into a .-eat
completely overcome with his siisaif
poverty,
\rrivingat
Burnham we threw our-tlve- on the kindue.--

An

i.io

(r R E A T

In Swunvillo, Nov.
Mr. \\ inthrop
l-.lli
:iLm
87 years and
months.
In K.l Is worth, M-pt. g'dli. Hannah II. A.
I’omrnj,
aged It* years and .» months.
In Kocklund, Oct. go, .Mrs. I.ucinda, widow of tin
Pills, Potion?* uuil Pungencies.
late simoon Blood oi Bhotmoton,
aged -o \e-t. -, 11
Nov. 1, Mr. Daniel Kennedy, ag.-d f.;
I months
Child—“Dors I hr I.ord take tin'
Nov. 1, William Billlelield, son of
nn.s., .*1 days.
pap,-in ?'
Mol her
No, my child: why do \ou ask*'" I'. 1.. and Lucy A. C. dunes, aged l> yrs ; mo-.
In So. Thoimistoii, Oct. *'il, .lacoli I onntain, aged
Child—“'di, I thought Hr ditli ’t. it takes our
7s years, g months and
davs.
miui-lcr mi long to u*ii him about
tilings
I
Warren, Oct. doth, Mrs. Bebecca N. l*.o worth,
7«*
aged
years.
!•*: \\ imr. To-Day.—-’Tis inadi ess to
In Waldoboro, Oct. gd.
neglect
Lovell, aged gd
:■
cough however slight. < on mm j >t ion max sears. Oct. Jf'lh, \\ alt* r,Sophronia
infant son td .lames o.
Id Mow. and though Dr. I!V.sVor'.s /iufsum
!

looked round and -aid
it. 1.It took but an
instant lor our companion t" run over in his
imml I,ha! I w ice -|.‘> w a- Midi!) which w as ju.-l

The

ts/:c{ hid

TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic
Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine, see
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certilicatcs
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced

hopeless,

gist s.

-•

dollar more than we had,
Mii<-e almost to a whi.-per he

mr jojxt

>.

'•v Siiw>vr. St ation, Iowa.
Ptubdo, N. 1
Mv wit <ir-t bet tine lame nine
ye.-irs ago. Swellings would appear and disapP',;l1 0,1 1“ 1 bi|i. and she was gradually beeom,n- r' 'biee.l end her whole
sVS’eiil rotten with
I*1, 1 s'Vt ^'!,g I roke on hei* hip,
11-" 11
tli'toiai'aiug hirgf quantities, and since that
h’"< lie. ,v ai.-v. ral
opemugs. Have bad
l|V*
o'atfiy. ,t an expense of Spid, vvh» >ay
111
bing will do anv c-mmI bib. a surgical opi ration.
■*u
.' b». Is-,.). lie writes thus : My wife has
••■-rt.-mily receive.1 a great beuelit from the use
\ t»ur Diseoverv. for -he was
not able to get
on the bed and was not expected to live a
week
Wic o -lit-eoimOi-iic; d
Using it, a warairo. Site
liii- b, ,-n doing most of her work (or ov er dx
months.
lias used twenty i.-dties, ami still
Ib-r recovery is considered as almost
nmng ii.
a miracle, and we attribute it all h
the use of
vour valuable medicine,
lean cheerfully recommend it as a biood-piirilier and «frength-i'e*b>rer.
,1. 31. IB»HIXSON.
Holden Medical Discovery is m)ld by Drug-

It

s

I’ve doctored and dorlorcd

"ii.-

!am}■

Dn.

showed that he meant what he said. As we
had been gone hearU twice as long as we intended, the stale oi our iinaiiee- had got. some
wliat depr,v—ed. We were m favor ol inllaliuli
lor the time being. A! pexter we took aeeount
bills

o.\

<

But W somebody wdi iu-t ••••mi'*
up to ni\ room i"->:igld ami w ake me tip ami
s:»y. *i!a\e>, old Bill .Mien i-elected (b.\. ruor
«»( Ohio/ m be (. —,| ,|-tl it 1 .1,111*1 ge!
Up.
ami 1*11 be a well man again:** ami be brought
bis li-1 down ,ui the counter with a three that

ot our

CONSUMPTIVES,

Deuteronomy,

side the first night, you
you sleep
need not cast your eye on tho bed at the west
side the next night, ju>l because it looks like a
soller place, for you are booked for the other
side till the trip is over. We got so list’d to

iusultcd by a young man,
as your guide will furnish everything else;
who was promptly knocked down by a
for the story about the “leetle dog.” We though if you should slip a little nice flour and
young sailor, who proved to be none other
wish he could lix it so it would do to jo int. coffee into your package you would fare better, than Charlie Rodman, who was saved Irom
as sometimes the best quality of those two arthe vessel that was lost. On the arrival
—The
vote of Massachusetts
—We

y«)r tiid Biood is th© Lif©.*'

tin/ east

on

Attention is calk'd to tin* following new advertisements.—Hard pine >tu-k of timber piek4'*i up by S. A. (iilmore.—Castino Jlon-c for

\\.

! i.a I

woman,

may have the best chalice lo sleep, and tut iica..
the poorest; there is no choosing places.
11

BY OUR GEORGE.

Sheriil Norton has taken Pommy to the Wiscasset workhouse. The Warden of the state
prison has not yet called for Tower and the

getting i.-ady for winter by put-

are

their storm door-.

on

Observations of Men and Things.

Columbia 1*. Carter, the well known ship
pressed hay builder i>
seriously ill with Bright's disease of
the kidneys,
(.apt. Henry F. Brown i> al-o
linishha>
l>oFhm
sutiering from the same disorder.

unite lively.

ting

raffles are coming.

their

marketing

are

turkey

The school committee have decided to hold
the examination of teacher? on other
days than
Sunday as will he seen by their new notice.

the city.
are

and

We are having mild November weather, and
some of the days are very bright and beautiful.

The father of .Tolm True Gordon is dead.

Street, Belfast,

Maine.

The

Poetry of Leather.

At .Muddock’s Store, in Peirce’s Block,
'i ou’ll lind a most extensive stock;
11 is modest sign a big white boot.
Mis boots and shoes in styles to suit
The tinniest or the biggest feet,
Ami make them look both trim and neat.
Walk in ! Walk in ! my limping friend.
Your grevious trials here may end,
What though your vexed by corns and bunions,
As sore as boils and big as onions,
Maddock's boots of softest leather,
Will give you ease for mouths together.
Come in, fair ladies—here you’ll find,
In latest styles, to suit your mind,
Boots, shoes and slippers; then again
We’ve boots and shoes for boys and men,
lu tanev stocks or stoutest leather,
For any place or any weather.

Indeed,

we

keep

no

worthless

were once more

E

W

trash,

vex men’s souls, and waste ♦iieir
ome one and all from far and near,
u way of prices we are not dear;

To

Jm IS

1ST

DRUGGISTS.

cash

I
I he lowest prices—best of stock,
Are found at MADDOCK’S, Peirce’s
Owl?

JIl’RIVO

Ladies in pursuit ot these will lind

our

stock the largest in the city ranging from
4d ets.

upward.

German Worsteds, Sock & Ball
Yarn,

Hosiery. Collars and

Cuffs,

Leggins, &c,,

And many articles that
sirable which

we

play

&c

are new

,

and de-

have neither time

space to mention.
one

Bfock.

IiJAIMEYT* f

of the
our

nor

being

My
largest in the city wo can
goods to better advantage.
store now

dis-

—

confessions'of

—

up and
of ’em.

were

counted.

There

were

8,965

another
good
you
down the first night, so you hold your place
during the whole trip. Thus one night you

administered to ease the pain caused by the
delicate operation. The patient is now doing
well. [Belfast Adv.

post-paid

victim.

directed envelope. Address NA THANIEL MAYFAIR, T. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.
t-’DOmo 'i

a

SHAWL PINS!
■ W. G. CLARK
Annouces tliat he has taken the store on Church
street, lately occupied by the late David Durgiu,
where he will keep a lirst-class fruit and confectionery store. Also

Oysters

Fresh from the Shell!

will be in every particular a strictly temperance
saloon,- a place to suit the most fastidious.
W. G. CLARK, Belfast
1st!
Second building south of Court House.
It

Pl.ATKD, OII.T, RI.ACK, and FANCY
1‘ATTKKNS. SKI,LINO LOW.

(101.1)
n

At Hervev’s

Jewelry Store.

200 QTLS. CODFISH I
Light salted and well cured, to be sold at Wholesale and Retail by
A. I*. MANSFIELD &, CO.,
Foot of Main St.

SfsBSSSS
u<

Mai*.

Many thanks (or past patronage
hoping to see all of our old as well
few

customers at

new

which they will find
the city, and

goods

one
as

our

new

r.l the

and
ns

a

store,

largest in

CHEAP AS THE

CHEAPEST.
Yours

Truly,

B. F. WELLS.

Good

Night.

If 1 could only lay me down to rest.
Crossing my weary hands upon my breast,
And shut my troubled eves without a fear,
Knowing that they would never open here—
llow blissful it must bo, both worlds in sight,
To say my tired good night.
If only from the fretting-iares ot Time,
truths eternal 1 at once may climb.
No longer count the graves whereon 1 tread,
1»111. in one moment he all comforted—
li such could be. what joy in upward flight.
To sing my tired good night,

To

1 w:u*-h the sweetest flowers

throughout

the

morn.

look, and lo! at noontide they are gone;
lie wings of sorrow are forever spread;
weep, but weeping brings not bark my dead.
It t*od would but reveal tin* breaking light.
How sweet to say good night.

I
l
I

This flooding tide of yearnings will not cease;
I cannot roach to touch the lips of peace;
Nor ran I gather to my sobbing heart
The white-winged angels Coil has set apart.
Yet haplv 1 mav tind them all in sight
After some tired good night.
A\ hat

wonder, then, that I should long to rest,

Crossing my weary hands upon

my

breast;

troubled eyes without a fear.
Knowing that they would never open here;
To vie to earth, with heaven alone in sight.
My rapturous good night.

The Watkins (N. Y.) Democrat relates
the story: Robert Burling, Esq., who
lives on the east shore of Seneca lake,
nearly opposite Coal 1’oint, the town of
Hector, informs us that in the year 1832
he resided at Hector Falls, also on the
east side of the lake, and was building a
boat on the west shore. He therefore had
occasion to cross the lake several times in
his skill; and some days lie met from lil-

1875-

A

Strange Story

consented, and after a long journey, lound
herseli at the depot at Ottitwa, a weak,
iio!|dc~s girl, far from home and friends
;nid among strangers. She was met by
.her .nliaueod. the judge, but imagine her
-urprisc. when, instead of a handsome

\oi.ng man. she beheld an ugly, shuilling
<dd person.
The girl’s young dream, the
alluring pictures of young manhood and
a
bright limne in the tar west, were dissiooii at oin e. A horrid nightmare seemed i rest upon her.
The wealth the judge
e
n ed to have was nowhere to be seen,
riMead ot going to a mansion ot ease
1 eomlort. she was introduced to the
apartments of a poor and unpretentious
dwelling. A marriage was soon consummated. but the poor girl's nature revolted
at the nuptial bed, and she would not become
wife to the winter-wed old man.
1 he day following, the girl, not knowing
w! at to do. applied for a divorce.
This

granted, and having spent all her

was
in

-he asked for needle work among
I ladies of Ottawa.
In this way
supported herseli for several weeks.

:.

the
siie
I a-

\.

mi,

own

quiet and

homes at night,
have been her leelings as she
secure

what must
crouched lrom view in that lonely cabin
on the black and desolate
prairie? Think
"I it ye daughters ol happy households;
think of it ye mothers and wives who

OF ENINCr

cherish your dear, delightful homes!
Mary \\ alker entered Lawrence unconscious. probably, ol what she was doing.
She had walked all the way from Ottawa;
she had rested over night in a desolate
place: she must have been tired, footsore
and hungry.
It appears that she wandered
about the streets all day, or until the middle of the afternoon, when she rung the
bell at the residence ol one of our Christian families.
When the door was opened,
"l’lcase do you want
any sewing done
her.-:
was the simple
inquiry ot the deranged girl. On being answered that no
owing was required, Mary asked:
"Cun i stop into a room a moment to
arrange my dress?”
1 lie good lady of the house showed the
... girl into a bed room and returned to
her parlor.* The <rirl did not return for
-me
time and the lady sent her little
daughter to know the reason. Imagine
the child s surprise to tied the
strange
girl, with nightgown on, in bed, white as
a carved statue.
The child hurried down
--lairs and told the startling
story to her
U lien the lady of the house
mother.
appeared at the bedside, where the strange
her
lir.st exclamation was.
girl lay,
"Who sent you here?”
“Cod sent me here:” was the sad,
i hough truthful
reply of poor, deranged
Marv Walker Cod had undoubtedly sent
her there, lor in that household she received such care as Christian
people give
to the unfortunate and alllicted.
typhoid fever!” said the doctor, when
he answered a hurried summons of the
good people of the household, and Mary
Walker laved about marriage, her home
in Maine, about
people in Ottawa, the
judge who had deceived her, and such
things as were uppermost in her mind,
she lingered thus lour weeks, when death
came to her relief and the
poor girl was

at rest.
Letters were written to the
Judge at
Ottawa. Jlis daughter and other relatives
■ it
Jiis came with expressions of sorrow.

Dress Goods!

The school-house should be the most
in the school district.

oiler the

Mentioned

Following

Goods!

Dry

BOSTON DRUGGIST.

At

prices lower

Black

city.

was

handsomely

broidered and made of the finest

“mate-

“Who is Mary Walker?” the reader
will ask. No one here knows. In her
delirium she said she came from Maine.
That is all.
But she was young and
handsome. Her hair was light and her
Her complexion was
eyes were blue.
very fair. There seemed to be nothing
of evil in the girl’s character, and the
physician in attendance says there was
nothing about the girl to indicate a Jailing from chastity.
Who can help weeping over the sad
late ot this poor
girl! Trusting and contiding in man’s promises, she travels hundreds ol miles, and meets
disappointment
and death
among strangers. Her grave
should be marked
mothers
and decoby
iate.il with flowers
by dutiful and obedient daughters, so that the
lesson of Mary
Walkers file
may be ever a warning to
those who yearn tor the romance of marriage and ol life, and who seek for the
fulfilment ot wifely duties and
responsibilities outside the line that
society and
customs have adopted.
II these lines should meet the
eye of
parents in Maine, who mourn the continued absence ol a daughter, they can learn
all particulars of the death of Mary Walker by addressing the city physician in
Lawrence, Kansas.
“Bless .you,” said John Henry, with tears In
his eyes, “she takes her own hair oil so
easy
that perhaps she doesn’t know how it hurts to
have mine pulled out.”
i he difference between perseverance and obstinacy is that one often comes from a strong

will,

and the other from

a

strong won’t.

For Mon

Goods,

H

FLANNELS.

■—

look !

Ucnuine Transparent Playing Card.-, each card
ha- a picture when held t•» tin- light lull pack, .V.’
cards, in neat case, *$1
; five nobby samples, •„*.")
cts. The Horse-t Iwner’s Ouide and ('omplete Horse
Handbook of Business, a ct>mDoctor, 50 cents.
plete guide to conducting all kinds ol' mercantile and
1 lie Amateur
commercial transactions, S> cts.
Painter, a manual of instruction in the art of Paintcts.
Illustrated
ing, Varnishing ami (Hiding,
Catalogue, loo articles for all Ctu-s»*s, lor stamp. Address STAR BOOK CO., Worcester, Mass.

FORN ASS AU, N.P.

famous Winter Resort for t hose desirous of escaping the severity of a Northern climate.

ROYAL
OPENS

VICTORIA
NOVEMBER

HOTEL

1st.

NASSAU AND SAVANNAH
MAIL STEAMSHIP LINE,
Carrying passengers and the British and United
States mails. Departures as follows
Leave New York—Oct. 14, Nov. 4, Dec. 4;
Savannah—Nov. 15, Dec. 18, Jan- 2;
and thereafter leaving Savannah every ten days, in
close connection with steamships from New York.

YORK,

NEW

Steamers tirst-class. For schedules giving all particulars, addre°s
MURRAY, FERRIS & CO., <W South Street, N Y.
N. B.—Steamers invariably goto wharf in Nassau.

day ;‘t home. Agents wanted. Outfit and
terms free. TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

CIO

a

(tOAA
d>OV/l/

month to

a

and women
Business honorable.
EX
151 Michigan uve., Chicago.

energetic

everywhere.
CELSIOR M’F’C! CO.,

TO INVENTORS

No Charges for obtaining
Patents unless successful.
C. A.Shaw,
Pamphlet/ree.
110 Tremout Street, Boston.

For a case of Cough, (’old or Asthma
that ADAMSON S 15. C. liALSAM will
not cur,‘Hold by Druggists at :tA cts.
!
fiOl
n
vav*l.ftj
Circular tree. Address Du. 1'. \\ K INSMAN, Augusta, Maim-.
■

CO.,

BMHB 1*ER WEEK GUARANTEED to
M M Agents, Male and Female,in their
M own locality. Terms and < Mil tit
M

p m„ fre<
Augusta, Maine.

CR tn
lu vL.\J Fer
free.

Here is

our

MERINO

|

i mlervests & Drawers.

ImXXjLXITUR?

Read it
prove it.

a

Samples worth $1
Co., Portland, Me.

aijing.psychomancy, fascination, Soul Charming, Mesmerism, and Marriage Guide, showing how either sex may fascinate
and gaiu the love and affection of any person they
choose instantly. 400 pages. Hy mail 5u cts. Hunt
& Co., 13‘j S. 7th St., Philadelphia.

Mind

re

THEFRENCH PILL
“L’EMPERATRICE.”
The “EMPRESS” PILL will prove an infallible
cure for most of the ailments of the human system,
and is an unfailing specific for “Female
Irregularities.”

Send for box ($1.50 each) and further instructions
to G. D’ALBERT, Sole Agent and
Importer,
248 East Thirtieth Street, New York.

$500,000.

list ol

carefully

family,

and then

give

we

sell

call and let

DON’T FORGET THE CLACK.

us

tfl2

Knight

Lard, Beef,Fish
Grades, anti

a

& Groceries
choice lot of

be

can

Cigars

bought cheap

for cash.

place, Church Street, opposite

Delivered to all parts of the City
FRFF nf CHARGF'

GKO. W. KNOWLTON.
ADKLUKKT KN Iti11 1
tfll

Fpliolsleriug

ice casket lurnished when required.
and repairing by an experienced work*

man.

T,

.1

?" *'*r*1 •

Drawing- lalif* plan
ll.r.mh.r 1.1. la,J. M.-n<l far Circular,

IIPHAR,

Providence,

H. 1.

AND

4fc*rWitness the

Lunch Rooms
....

....
...

....

...

Apple

l’umpkin

......
CotTee,
Ten,.
Milk,
Burkluidt's Celebrated Lager, (Fresli

Tap

< 'Itoice

every

10
15
15
5
3o
!*5
15
15
s
8
8
5
5
5

day),

Cents,

Bond's

Druggist

MR.

SHOES,

J.

W.

in all the

of

Crosby,

Win. d. &

y

6

O

y

12

t

=

i>

Barn,

22

Co.,

j !?a

150
loo
20
175
130
225
00

Stable. 75

ift™ j

,S0
Carlton, .Jed.,
Stave
Carlton, Jed.,
lot
50
22 1-2
Cross, John,
27
Elmos, Jos. E.,
Fuller, Edmund,
1-4 Stave Mill.
5
droves, Daniel,
25
Howard, Frank,
35
.Jameson, Mrs. Orris,
s
Knight, Adelbert,
1 2 House & Barn.
Keen, Mrs. Lucy,
80 House & Barn.
Longfellow, 11. M.,
38 House & Barn.
Littlefield, Jos.,
7
Moody & Thomas,
00
l’hilbrook, Ebenr.,
1-3 Stave Mill.
l'ease, Elijah,
10
Toothaker, B. B.,
100 1-2 Stave Mill.
Woodman, Davis,
(3w 18)

AI-AllfiE
opening

at

Portland.

MACHINE

5.10
2.40
08
5.05
4.42
5.40
3.00
2.55

SHOP!

F. A. IIOWARD, Proprietor.
-()-

usually
machine shop promptly attended to.
ALL
WORK that is

done in

a

first-class

SHOP—Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill, Cor. of-Cross
and Miller Sts., Belfast, Me.
lfitf

Portland,

ill IS CERTIFIES that I have this day, for a val
uable consideration, released to my soil Frederick A. McAllister, the remainder of his minority,
and shall not claim any of his wages or pay
any ol
his bills contracted after this date.
DAVID B. Mr A LUSTER.
Witness, G. J. Shaw.
Burnham, Oct. 15, 1875.—3w 17
t

■

^1

kk\

dangerous

Y

for it

I*i

has

toi: \L

Wharf,

li'KAD,

T.

bold

3.C0
2.40
00
1.30
j
o.55

£30
2I72

4.08
0.30*
7.14
.05
4.32
2.40
2.72
12.58

NEW STYLES.

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

SPRING

&

-IORDAN,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

41S

MW

ST1

AYER &

Mill.*

No.

46

MAIN

Belfast

by a!I Druggists

it'itl

in

(

nil

ami Dealers in Medicine.

“I

'•

Q U !

)

'-i,

’MERUIT

••

I?

f

MASON & HAMLIN

Wharf, lielfast, every Monday,
Tuesda\, W'dnesday and Saturday at o'clock 1*.
M., lor lirooksville, touching at I-lesboro and (.‘asheave lirooksville every Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday at 'J o’clock A. M., touching at Castine and
1 slesboro.

FARE:
To Islesboro and Castino,

Belfast

and

catalogues
HAMLIN DUGAN Co.,

Upon

Dr.

Moore, corner of Church aud
Streets. Has all the latest
instruments lor operating upou teeth, in

DENTAL ENGINE!

people.
Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisiaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and conthem

perfectly.

Conseq iyntly we shall have a tun Kit from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
TUNE and

UK fa m.

Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
be convinced that they are as good nnd giikafku
hail any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
bound to ski.i, us we shall let no one touch us in

prices.

Iyr2(>
M. F WOODCOCK & SON.

LADIES!
——

Wo have

now

NEW

TERMS CASH.
W.M.

II.

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
,J. D.

Tucker.

n.

r. Tucker.

Coaches to convey pas.seugers to (iml from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
m
Livery ailtl Boarding Stable connected with the
House.

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tf!3

are

each day

AND

CHOICE

.JORDAN.

__3 III 11

American

hand and

receiving

First Class Work. Reasonable Pricos
SAMUEL II. SPUING.

on

MILLIN
To which

wo

invito your

inspection

before

purchasing elsewliere.
Mrs. A. L. RICHARDS
—AND—

Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH.
Oct. 19,1875.—4wl6
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CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
hy

a

tinn-Iy

thi-

to

ri--orl

P> Imn.h.-.I iif
prm
Noin y'-uuiio un!«u rapper.
50 cts. and $1

a now

Forest

l Mitv

4» n
la «, (
•*nun Inti*.

..!

/vTd'arB
\

proparal ion. miilaininir a'I tin1 modioal properties of common Tar, separated Iron:
tin* Mack and impure products, and shout 1 Im
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FOREST TAR INHALERS.
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Druggists.

Agents for Belfast, Johnson Block.
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Notice to Creditors in Bankruptcy.
In the District Court of
District of Maine.

MANUFACTURE*
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St., Boston, Mass.
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accepting a composi-

tion proposed by said bankrupt to his creditors, in
satisfaction of the debts owed by said bankrupt to
each of his creditors, has been passed in the manner
directed by Sec. 17 of the Bankruptcy Amendment
Act,approved June 22,1874, and the Revised Statutes
of the United States, title LXI, Bankruptcy, and
has been continued by the signatures required by
said Sections. And also, whether it is for the best
interests of all concerned, that the said resolution
(accepting the composition proposed) should be recorded, and that the said statement showing the
whole of the assets and debts of said bankrupt should
WM. I*. PREBLE,
be tiled.
Clerk of the U. S. District Court,
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nisriticr of Maine, as.
SIRTake notice that a meeting of the creditors
of said bankrupt will be held at the office of Charles
Hamlin, Register in Bankruptcy, in the County
Clerk’s Office, at Belfast, on the 2f»tli day of October
A. D. 1875, at 10 o’clock, A, M., for the purpose of
whether
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the United States, for the

In the matter of HENRY SIcGIE-1
VERY, of Belfast, Bankrupt.
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Dental Plates.

will be

They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute fikst*'i-ass instruments, and wherever they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration and confidence of the
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CUT. THOM \S 151 ItCHSS.

Leave Belfast 3:00 p. m. connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, lor
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m.

97

important impr.

TON; *g.r> Union Square, NEW YoUl\

Can lie fniiml all the

Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,

rent

or

NO 5, Phoenix Ptow,

Trains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting <iirect to Bangor, Dexter, .skowhegan, Farmington,
Lewiston, Danville .Junction ami (irand Trunk
Railway, ami via Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads, arriving in Boston at 7:55 p m

most
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call. May
pose ol‘the same will do well to {fiv us a
be seen at the store of Woods, .Mathews, A linker,
or on board the schooner, at llaraden’s Wharf, when
she may be found when in port.
Fare for Passengers, $1.00.
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Particular attenl ion
artificial teeth.
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New
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N. 15.—CATAKUir, Si UCHV'AI. and Clli:*»xtc Dlfill.
asks, wit h those. peculiar to WOMAN and
DKK.N, will receive his Si*k<iai. Attkntion.
Ki.i'.r run ri'Y used in all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
Wdle will Visit Fatiknts at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Offu'K Horns—From lu A. M. until 1 F. M.
From
F. M. until 0 F. M., and from ? P. M. until
v.r. m.
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The best SciUNU Bittkr in tlie market.
Its peculiar medical properties given it a preeedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility, Indi
gestion, Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which
people are subject to in the Spring and Summer. It
is an excellent, tonic, und used in connection with
i iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick
| and sull'ering. For sale wholesale and retail by
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in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days ol June, July, August nndSeptember, and
December, January, 1-Ybruarv and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of Jum
and December.
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to F’ A. M., and to 1 F. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at Iv.*, noon.
John H'. Qli.mrv, Treas.
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Swan A Sibley's wharf, lout of Main street.
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Jewelry.
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Booms including lu Family Booms.
For further particulars inquire at Bailroad

SMALL & KNIGHT

P
H

$150 $3.00

House.

50
45
1 House &

Machiasport every MON'Mornings at 4:30 o’clock,
as
above,
touching
arriving in Portland same night,
usually connecting with Pullman Train, and early
morning Trains for Boston and the West.
The S'it: a m ku 1.i:wist»*n has large capacity for
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 large airy Stale

Waldo,
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Will h:iv<- Bailroad Wharf, foot of Stale Street,
very H KshAY and FBI DAY F.venings, at 10
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t'astine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor,
Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machias-
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Adams, Joseph,
Alien, Abner,
Brown, (ieo. II.,
Benner, Isaac,
Blaisdell, Alplieus,
Boynton, David,
Bennett, Alvin,
Cooper, Win.,
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Boston.
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styles of the best quality.
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Consuvijttion, that can be made by medical .-kill.
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SAIL

in the

E following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners, in the town of Searsmont, for
the year 1874, in hills committed toC. T. Ilemenway,
collector of said town, on the 20th day of August,
1874, has been returned by him to me, as remaining
unpaid on the 12th day of August/1875, by his certificate of that date, and now remain unpaid. Notice
is hereby given that if said taxes, ami interest, and
charges, are not paid in to the Treasurer of said
town, within eighteen months from the date of the
commitment, ot said bills, so much of the real estate
as will be sufficient to pay the amount due
thereon,
including interest and charges, will without further
notice, be sold at public auction, at the office of the
Treasurer of said town, on Saturday, the 10th day of
February, 1.870, at one o’clock in the afternoon.
1. A. MAlMtlNEK, Treasurer of Searsmont.
Names.

THE

(Successor to X. (i. Prescott & Co.)

Non-Resident Taxes.
County

Bill.fasr, JMlfi

tion,

Physician

RUBBERS!

5

tf

A

and

Perhaps

DR. JOHN HOMER,

-A X I)-

A few

In tin town of Searsmont in the
for the year 1874.

Pr»*p.

RICHA.RD H. MOODY.
Air» i»t,
Apothecary

BOOTS,

Crackers!

and

EMERY SAWYER.

and
tl*15

41

VARIETY” OF

Cakes

OTIIl-MtS.

SEARSPORT, ME.

Cifjars and Tobacco,
Confectionery, Fruit, Xnts, &c.
A LARGE

Gentlepien who testify

extraordinary
Ifayford, Ksq., Kx-Mayor,

FARE.

....

of
merits :

names

Prepared By

MAINE.
OF

Per Week.

Trips

yacht !’. M. lionney,
rpm:
will make
JL

SOUKS OX ALL

AN'l) MANY

FOOT OF MMX STREET.

HILL

Two

Fail

A.
ltelfast, Me.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison Hayford, Farmer,
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. ,J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland
Kben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No .Searsport,
Robert (i. Ames, Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
.1. M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Kllsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop of lav. Stable Stockton,

HAVENER’S

Cold Corned Beef,
('lam Chowder,
Baked Beans,
Boiled Fggs,
I Iain and Fggs,
Beef Steak,
Brown Bread and Milk,
Crackers ami 51 ilk,
Mince l*ic per quarter,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

HORSE-FLESH!

BELFAST

BELFAST,

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

OTIIKR ILLS OF

AND

LOCKE,

No. 11 PI PENIX HOW,
S: ]»t. dd, 1>T5.—-hnld

i.elfast, dune 1,

WFI.FS, Agent,

CFO. O.
lsTd.— fs

Brooksville, $1.00.

SCRATCHES

to its

(Successors

freight mil'! be accompanied by Bill oi Fading
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on
deli\ erv of goods.

1* K T1

COFFINS & CASKETS
An

Boston
**ry Monday,
Wednesday,
Saturday at g I'. M.
Returning will leave Boston every Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Frida\ at d 1 -vt I*. M
FARE TO BOSTON,
$2 50
"
3 65
LOWELL,
•

tine.

FRAMES, <}'r„ <}V.
notice.

J. P. Johnson,

Belfast tor
Thursday and

••

.V It.- A11 who are indebted to t lie firm of 1\now 1
ton Sc Nash, are requested to settle within .todays,
or thcii accounts will be left for collection.

OINTMENT
(Successor to C. 1). Field
Would inform the public that, he has just received a
addition to Ins stock of Furniture, which he proposes to sell cheap lor cash.
Among the general assortment of goods in his line,
are PA It LOU SC ITS, CIIAMRER SETS, SHU.
no i rds, i: r t (series, wha txots, chairs,
T ARLES. RED STEADS,
TEA TO VS,
COMMODES. MIRRORS, FEATHERS, MATTRESSES, SRRJXC TEDS, RRACKETS, PICTURE

Capt.

Betnruing will leave
DAY and l ilt BSDAY

ARABIAN

LOCKE,

Roix,

port.

ltelfast, Sept, s, lfC5.

L.

Wm. R.

•

Knowlton &

Goods

r
fI •

s i lamkii

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

ELLIS & GINN.

Don’t forget the
tin- Court House.

FURNITURE.

s it:a mi; it

Will l«*a\

tion.

That

October A. lS7f>— 1 ltd

us a

THOMBS

con-

U\YK

Capt.

Office.)

things which

of the

Belfast, March IS, 1875.

the

fide net* of mankind

cured

prepared to do SHIP and HOLISM
PAINTING in all its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the
business, and our past
labors with the citizens of
Belfast, will we think
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be laithfully done. Consult us before
going
elsewhere.
.Shop over the Marble Works, Hi.,ft
Street.

compositions,

[extraordinary

are

All

Of all

Black

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY !
w»yl>onei He.,

some

H. H. JOHNSON & CO. Tobacco «£

$500,000.

EXTRAORDINARY!

...

door from Journal

We

and

won

..r

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Los-*-,
Physical Incapacity, In
pediments t•» Marriage, etc.; also, < *».\»i Mri t«»N,
Lpii.kpsV and 1* its, induced
by self-induJgenc* <u
sexual extravagance, &c.
K-i Price, in a settled envelope, onlv -ix cent4*.
1 he celebrated author, iu this adinirabk f-sav,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty y* ars’ success till
practice, that the alarming consequences of -♦•it
ahus* may be radically cured withoir the dattgerouuse of internal medicine or the
application of th«knite; pointing out a mode ut cur* at one*- siinpl*
and effectual, hy mean- ot which every sufferer, in.
Nrv, Mental und

become household words,
among not only one but
many nations, iim.-t have

WELSH”
PAINTERS!

per AAeeL

Trips

at

We have Flour of all grades.
Corn, Meal.
Short*, Feed, Beef. Pork. Lanl in Rails
and Tierces, ^u^-itr of all kinds, Jfl oIu**«»* of different grades. Nyrup, Kerotene, <*raliain
Flour, CruNlied Wheat, lfl outiay, Out
Meal. Ilje Meal. Wheat Meal.
Among our line of CotfV*** may be found
!Vlochu. Ttlule Berry, O. €«. .Tuva and Itio
which we roast and grind ourselves and know thev
are STRICTLY EURE.
We have a choice selection of TEAS of diilereiif
grades from 3ac to $1.10 per lb.
#i'i; HOC<)L ATE, CR ACK K D-C< >C<> A, (’<*('(> A
SHELLS, 15ROMA, RAISINS, CITRON, CURRANTS, NUTS, CANDY and FRUIT.
SOARS from a cheap laundry to a nice toilet soap.
Our SRICES are STRICTLY EURE, and our EX
TRAITS are of the REST QUALITY.
In our line of WOODEN WARE mav be found
TUBS. RAILS, BROOMS, WASH-BOARDS, BAIL
and NES I BOXES, BASKETS, STOVE, SHOE and
SCRUB BRUSHES, BOWLS, TRAYS, ROLLING
El NS, CLOTHES EINS, CATTLE CORDS;
BED CORDS, CLOTHES LINES and HALIER
R< >RE, and many other things too numerous to men-

inspection

Address 1*. O. VICKERY &

at home.
Stinson &

a

20 Church Street,

Hosiery.

stock ot Ladies', Misses’ and Children’s

men

ccnnn
vJGUUU

^^9

things

wanted in

ELLIS & GINN’S,

Underwear,

attention to

Fill! THE SEASON OF IS75.
the Route! Four

on

The few
which have

m>kum a t«h:i:h*i \

.Seminal

CONSUMPTION.

at Law!

POOR &

AND

YOUK—

Bronchitis, Asthma,

rompt attention.

"I-

Cheap for Cash!
particular

Line

Independent

GROCERIES!

m-w

SAFE, ECONOMICAL, REST. Foil SALE BY Am.
OUOCEU.S. SAEE. ECONOMICAL BEsT.

THE

SanionPs

Cough,

a new
I*r,
* Olebrateil »>.
rwtical cure without

M‘v,*rw''ll
on the
medicine of
war

Coughs, Colds, Whooping

as

4#*All business entrusted to him will receive

HTURHIYAIT,]

<«eneral 4g«*nt.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent, Belfast.
U

Tmt Steamers

(2d

We invite

and Lowell.
owing to the withdrawal of the «i o’clock P. M.
Steamboat Express Train, Passengers wilt take
either of the regular trains following the arrival of
the Boat at Portland.
Returning, the cars leave
Boston at three o’clock P. 31., over both the Boston
& Maine and Eastern Railroads
connecting with the
Steamer City of Richmond which leaves Railroad
Wharf, foot of State St., Portland, every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday evenings at ten o’clock.
Steamer City of Richmond will connect
(going
West) with ihe Portland and Boston steamers w hich
leave Portland at 7 o’clock P. M., arriving in Boston
at 5 o’clock next morning.
'-Tickets sold on board the Richmond, over the
Portland & Rochester Railroad, to Nashua, Worcester, Providence, Norwich, Springfield. Albanv, Hartford, New Haven, and New York. Also, all Stations
between Portland and Worcester.
Baggage Checked through on the Steamer to destination.
Parks,—From Bangor to Winterpnrt and Bucksport, f>0 Cents; Rockland to Portland, $1.00; all
other fares as usual.
Until further notice, the Richmond will make
landings at Lincolnviile once a week each way,
Wednesday mornings, going West, and Thursday
mornings, going East.

LORD,

L

Ami the many

Winter

Bangor for Portland every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at six o’clock,
touching at ail the usual landings on the River and
Bay. Tickets sold through to Boston, Lawrence

C’1IU«

such

WALLACE,

lti.Al.KU IN ALL

call and examine.

to

—TO BUY

Suitings,
Gents'

Will leave

Sus-

&e.,

CURES

OIXj9

A

Shirts,

Fine

Richmond,

CAPTAIN G. KILBY,

JUST THE PLACE ARUAN(JEMKM'S

CtXCl.R for
•lvvbl

Bri 1 liaiil

14
STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by 1,. K. Boyle.

published,

**

For Diseases oi the Throat and Lung3,

UABADEX BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

—F O R—

DEVOS’S

look?

Ilosiery,

Scarfs,

Williamson Block, Belfast.

fto Jbimliscmcnts.

JLotik!

line Assortment oi

a

of

Pectoral Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!
Just
edition of

Ayer’s Cherry

at Law!

Attorney
MAIN

STEAMEK

Underwear!

And invite you all

Waterproofs,

and

and IJoys Wear,

rhave also just received

Collars,

BEAVERS,

Fall

Doe-

fine Assortment oi

a

Gents

Blankets,

Plaid

Coat-

All of which I will SELF, CUT orMANFFACTlKF
to Order in as GOOD STY FF and Warranted IVrfect .Satisfaction as can be had elsewhere fur tin*
money.

SHAWLS,

in

em-

rial, denoting wealth and refinement.

With

Silks,
Dress

GOOD VAKIFTY of

a

skins, Pantaloon Goods,

penders.

I AKK11.

—

of

Overcoatings, Worsted
ings and Broadcloths,

than any other house

in the
Ui.ntlk.mkx,—I hereby certify that I have had
Catarrh for teu years, and lor the last six years have
been a terrible sufferer. 1 was rendered partially
deaf, had buzzing in the head, pains across the temple, dizzy spells, weak and painful eyes, swollen
ami ulcerated tonsils, hard and constant cough, severe pain across the chest, and every indication ol
consumption. My head ached all the time. The
matter accumulated so rapidly in
my bead and
throat that I could not keep them free. Frequently
at night I would spring out ol’hed, it seemed to me
1 would then have reat tin- point of suffocation.
c
ttrse to every means in my power to dislodge the
n liras from my throat and head before being able to
For a period of six years my tonsils
sleep again.
were ulcerated and so much inflamed that I could
I finally consulted an emiwith difficulty swallow.
nent surgeon in regard to an operation on them, but
at his request postponed it.
The constant intiammation and ulceration in my throat caused by the
poisonous matter dropping down from my head had
so irritated and inflamed my lungs that 1 caughed
incessantly,—a deep, iiard cough. Meanwhile my
system began to show the effects of the disease, so
that I lost flesh, grew pale, and showed every symptom oi an early death by consumption. When mat
ters had reached this stage, or about six months
in.
ago, 1 began the nse of SanK<u:i)’s It vim ai. <
Fun
After using the first bottle I
Catakkh.
began to improve rapidly. The lirst dose seemed
to cleur my head as 1 had not known it to be for
years. It seemed gradually to arrest ilu*discharges.
It stopped my cough in three days, By ii-iug ii as a
gargle I soon reduced the inflammation and swelling
of my tonsils, so that they soon ceased to trouble
me.
The soreness across my chest disappeared, the buzzing noises in my head ceased, my
senses of hearing and of seeing were completely restored. and every svmptom of disease that had re.
duced me to the verge of the grave disappeaed by
the use of SAM'OKD’s KAlUtAl. O KI. 1«*K < A

JOHNSON,

Attorney
City

SUITINGS!

UK A

—

underclothing

ronsisting

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

SWORN STATEMENT

SANFORD’S JAMAH \
fid'l
(Tamps and Fains, Colds and hill-.

Clothing

Fine Goods

pleasant building

But they were too late.
Finally, alter
Mary s death, and when the grave was
DRUG POISONS.
in
the
Potter’s field, in Oak Hill Cem- sum
dug
etery. the .Judge made his appearance
MEDICINE RENDERED USELESS!
and arranged fur her proper burial. He
paid all bills, bequeathed all her clothing, Volta's Electro Belts and Bands
are indorsed
the most eminent
in the
hieh was lorwarded from
Ottawa, to the world for thebycure of rheumatism,physicians
neuralgia, liver
duly who cared lor her in sickness, and complaint, dyspepsia, kidney disease, aches, pains,
M'd'-tly turned away.
The clothing is nervous disorders, tits, female complaints, nervous
and general debility, and other chronic diseases of
represented as being very handsomely the chest,
head, liver, stomach, kidneys and blood.
made 'up
free by %roltii licit
undoubtedly made for wed- Book with full particulars
O.
Co.,
Cincinnati,
clothes
before she left her home.
ding
1 he

Fall

COME AND SEE MY STOCK OF

New Fall & Winter

E.

GEO. E.

—OF—

bits of bark and chips. The wind being
from the west when these voyages were
made, the navigate is” always had their
broad tails up for sails, which enabled
them to make good lime, and reach their
destination before night. Their favorite
season for
crossing over seems to have
been in the tall, as it was at that time of
the year when Mr. Burling met with them
in the largest numbers.

Kaeh package contains a Treati-*- on < 'atari'll and
Dr. Sanlord's Improved Inhaling Tube. 1 ‘rice £ l.oo.
Sent prepaid to any part ol the I ailed Sinter fur
$ l. j.'i. For sale by Druggists eyerv when-. \\ I-.F.KS
& 1‘OTTKK, Boston, <0m ral Agents.

Portland, Boston, Lawrence k Lowell.

to

G.

-0-

to twenty squirrels crossing over
from llie western to the eastern shore on

mulations, allaying pain and soreness, subduing
llammatioii and gradually drying up tlit* discharge.
Ci »ns lii'F I’M in ai.— Because it is taken inti-rnallv.
where by its alterative and resolvent properties it
purities tin- blood of the acid poison always present
in Catarrh, keeps the pores open, tin- skin moist
and healthy, gives tone to the nervous forces, improves the appetite, and enables the system, by
it- powerful Ionic inllucnce, to completely throw oil
the disease.

Bangor

PURCHASE YOUR

YOU

teen

I have been thus explicit because, as a druggist. I
have Min a great deal of suffering from Catarrh,and
hope to convince many that this is a great remedy.
1 am familiar with the treatment of Catarrh as
practised by the best physicians, and hav e consulted
I hav.- used
the most eminent about my ease.
every kind of remedy and apparatus that hi ve appeared during a period of six years pa.-t, and have,
while following their use, taken great care of mv
general health, but obtained no relief or encouragement from any ot tin m.
Since curing myself with SANFOitr's K\i>n.\i.
Ci ui;, I have recommended it in over one hundred
cases without a single case of failure, and have in
nuirivrous instances received wlioh-nle orders from
parties to whom 1 have sold one bottle. This is the
only patent medicine I have ever recommemb.il,
never hav ing believed in them before, although con
stuTitly engaged in their sale.
\ ei v gratefully vours,
Cl.nUCK F. MNsMolIF
With .1. F. Wtm
1 >ruggi-tr,G Portland, corner Sudbury Mreel.

THREE TRIPS

V’l

—

daughters and relatives of the judge
ked kindly upon her and advised her
to wed the judge and live with him.
Hut
t!ie girl's bright dreams and her love for
tl e .-liudnw the judge had sent her came
I
to
up iteiure Her to constantly say "No!
We ha\e the pleasure to announce that
liieir repeated solicitations. She brooded
we arc opening our lall stock of
ever
her disappointments and sorrows,
until her mind undoubtedly wandered,
ami in her loneliness and sadness she
Vlr.ts, Silks anti lUhlmns in all new
hastily packed a travelling satchel and
Boston, Feb.
had
slipped away from Ottawa. Having no
Straw, Silk and Velvet Hits
money, she. started to walk to Lawrence. Sri Foi.iv, ss.
Feb, •j.'*, is;.-,.
1’oor gii!. how different her entrance and
l'heu personally appeared 4. be said Ueorge I.
it1 Bonne/.s’, Trimmed Tints it Bonher exit, the former lull of hope, the lat- Dinsmore, and made oath that the forgoing state
uient by him subscribed is true.
ter full of dread and disappointment; the
nets. J'\others. Flowers, ite..
Before me,
SK I II J. T‘il< >M As,
lormer lull of enticing visions, the latter
of
Justice
the
ace.
lull I furies, driving heron and on until
Ami a full ami complete stock of
rcM would he toundinthe silenceot deatii.
RADICAL CURE
Tie- distance lrom Ottawa to Lawrence is SANFORD'S
MILLINERY GOODS
about _’s miles, and Mary Walker could
not walk it in one day.
Is a Local and Constitutional .Remedy.
Night coming
Dress Trimmings, Ornaments, &c.,
on, she rested at a deserted cabin on the
L*" ai.— Because it is a])plied directly to the sea!
read, seeking shelter on the prairies, far of disease, the nasal passages,
when
by iusulliation,
Adapted to all tastes, to which we invite
11*.mi the habitations of men. and away it act', instantly clearing the head of mucous aecu
the
of Dailies.
from the stupid sympathy of strangers.
If the girl's reason had not entirely left
her. 1 she was capable ol
reasoning and
id
;ing those alarms which conscious and
timid wiimeii always feel, even in their

BE FOR E msiDEjcmE.
PER WEEK.
-O-

To shut my

i.AWUKNi r., Kan Oct. 19. A startling
seijuel to a matrimonial advertisement has
just been made jmblic in this city. It appear- that a well-known judge, residing
at Ottawa, Kan., some time since, advertised in an eastern paper l'or a wile. The
advertisement was answered by a girl by
the name ot Mary Walker, residing somewhere in Maine. The judge is an old man,
am! when photographs were exchanged he
"lit the girl the shadow of a younger and
better looking man than himself.
Correspondence was kept up. until finally the
judge wrote to the girl that he was sick,
and requested her to come on and attend
him is,ml health was restored, and he
would marry her. The, too confiding girl

1875-

lie!last Hardware Store
There vou will
Before purchasing your goods.
liii41 General II AKDW A KK, FAINTS, Oll.s
ami VAKNISIILS, NAI1.S, GLASS, amt
FARM KIFS T( M)|.S. constantly on hand ami
for sale at LOW I.Si FKIt'KS. Don’t forget
Fhenix Row.
tin* place, ANG ILL'S, No.
tl l'J
April JO,

?
WANTFH
• I of ii
j_
;
FOll SALK

BY

R. F. Clark, Belfast,
Agont

for

Belfast, and vicinity.
aug5ttT»

gmmmg^mgpmpL'htU'lcstown, Aiuss.

Active

men

and

women

eviry-

where, located and to travel. For
with stamp,
.1. M. OK ROW,
TJl Main St., Bangor, Me.

particulars address,
aml’J*

G-erman

Canaries.

--—o-—
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i
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HART/ MOrNTAIN CANA
hand,and selling rapidly at $'J.50 each.

MORF.
on

H. M. TI1UHLOW,
POST OFFICE.

